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CARRIERS AND LABORBOARD
DECLARED RESPONSIBLE FOR

SCHEDULED RAIL
Following were Sunday's deIn
tho railroad
velopments
strike situation:
San Antonio Labor leaders
claim strike of 600 trainmen
on International and Great
Northern, which started Saturday, is "100 per cent effective,"
but road says passenger service
and
that reis unimpaired
of freight service,
sumption
has beer
halted Saturday,
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Cleveland Big Four brot
chiefs say that if strike
materializes, the blamo should
be placed on the railroad labor
board and the railroads.
Chicago The railroad heads
say action of majority of the
eleven "standard" unions In refusing to Join a strike now
has broken the backbone of the
proposed walkout.
Strike ballot being taken
among 14,000 organized

Hopes

Yet Be Worked Out.
HAVE NO DESIRE TO

PRECIPITATE STRIKE
-

Slit When Their Rights Are
Not Protected They Are
at Liberty to Retire From
the Service, Says.
Cleveland, Oct. 3 (by the
Associated Press). Resp

for the railroad
strike, scheduled to begin
next Sunday, was placed on
the railroad labor board and
the carriers, in a statement
issued today. This and the

announcement that all general chairmen of the "Bisr
Five" brotherhoods, numbering about 600, also ha?e
been cited to appear before
the board in Chicacro,
featured" to
Wednesday,
strike
developments
day's

here.

Open Shop Conditions.

Establishment of open shop
and
conditions on the Tremont
Gul( railroad and the strike
Mlay of trainmen on the I. & G. N.
railroad, wc? under discussion,
President Leo Btated that he had
reports that practically 100
lier cent of the I. G. N. trainmen
had quit the service.
leader,

A subordinate
it It Is

tht
that the men

"

Ml
.

however,

correctly reported
on tho Tremont and
Oulf railroad have accepted open
shop conditions, It Is due to the
fact that they are few in number,
and have little hope of their resaid

sistance being successful. They intimated that this situation will be
brought to the attention of the labor board Wednesday.
It was learned that tho chiefs
have received
telegrams frommanv of the general chairmen, reporting that they had been tocited
by the railroad labor board
Wednesday. It was said thai
In all, approximately 1.000 officials
of the unions nnd of the railroads
have been cited to appear.
Slicppni'd's COMiinont.
Tresident Shepnard of the Conductors, comn enting on the action of the shon crafts In voting
joining tho strike, said:
against
"
"T do not
onstrue their action
to be a break with the hrothW-hoodnro
probably reservThey
ing to themselves the right to take
action In their own way."
President I.ee, of the trainmen,
surd a statement on the "human
side" of the railroad wage question, saying:
"It Is to be wondered whethi
the public really understands the
railway wage reduction question.
There are more through freight
brakemen than all other train and
aj-pe- ar

s.
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HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT TAKES

FIRM STAND AGAINST FORMER
EMPEROR'S RETURN TO THRONE

Erin.

Unemploy-

Result of War,

BY GEORGE N. BARNES. M V.
to Mrrntng Journal)
(Sprrlnl Win-I(Copyright 10'il by Alliuqnrrquc Journal)
London, Oct. 23. The problem

took precedence
of unemployed
here last week. It Indeed transcends all else In importance. Ireland for the moment is comparatively unimportant. Irishmen are
like tho rest of us and can live
only by eating. So to the unemployed Belfast man
of Ulster is of little account
compared to getting and keeping a
Job.
The cabinet plans submitted to
parliament during the week are
They were
pitifully Inadequate.
found to consist of Increased financial assistance to the local authorities who may institute relief
work and a more generous shnrln
of risks with thoso engaged in export business. In addition there
were subsidiary proposals for supplementing Insurance benefits and
the granting of loans to poor law

guardians.

May Shift Burdens.
These measures may relieve the
poverty of the workless by tilting
some of their burdens to shoulder
best able to bear them. That Is
good as far as It goes, but other-winexcepting where they may
help to a resumption of normal
trade, the proposals will do Mttt
permanently to Increase employe,

ment.

The relief plans were assailed
by labor with vehemence and alternative proposals were submitted. Aa between the two sets,
however, there is but a choice of
palliatives.
The abnormal unemployment 's
a result of the war. Having slain
Goliath, we are faced with the
havoc wrought before he fell. Tl
clear the debris wo must get more
cordial relations between the employer and the employed as well
as lessened taxation on Industry
and more mutual aid among the
nations in the international sphere.
I have put these in the order of
application, though I believe the
first to be the best as well as the
easiest. It may be applied everywhere without waiting on governments anywhere.
The Irish
conferences
have
passed through a critical time, for
the delegates have got thiough the
initial meetings and mfjy bo presumed to have abandoned preconceptions which were misconceptions and t have created a peaceful atmosphere by friendly con-

'

tact.

Real Tug of War.
But the real tug of war, to use
a perhaps misapplied martial metaphor, will come when the ciaim is
made to deal with Ulster as a part
of Ireland. In that connection the
last utterance of Sir James Craig,
the Ulster prime minister, is of Interest. 3peaklng in Belfast he has
Just assured his foilowe.s that if
called upon to take part In the
parley he will yield nothing. The
point here, however. Is in the Implication of a willingness to, take

p.rt.
The

fact that

Prime Minister
e
may after all go to
Washington is hailed here with
satisfaction and may be taken as a
sign that in his view the Irish situation and' his other preoccupations are getting less serious. In
the Silesia settlement, I must say
the league of nations council has
scarcely, risen to the occasion. The
industrial triangle Is to bo uivlded.
It Is an area crowded with mines
and factories, some of which will
bo separated
from their power
plants. Two towns which voted
eighty per cent Cerman are given
Lloyd-Georg-

Charles and His Army Are Said to Be Moving
Toward Budapest; a Line of Defense Has
Been Established Fifty Miles From the Cap- .
ital; Martial Law Is Proclaimed.
'

ftlV TUB ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Budapest, Oct. 23 (by the Asso passage of Charles' train, and as a
ciated
Press). The Hungarian precaution, the rails were torn up.
government, while Charles and his
Charles
gained some
were
army
yet some miles from ground, asapparently
the troops at Komorn
was
the
.pltal.
standing firmly are said to have s.rorn allegiance to
against tho restorat'on to the him. Former Empress Zlta Is beIftrone. Government troops soon lieved to be with
him, but Is suf""lfter word was received of his In- fering from a cold.
tention to Invest or Invade BudaThe cabinet, after notifying the
pest, estnb lshed a line of defense allies of Its decision to oppose the
around BIckowich fifty miles from restoration of Charles, remained
in
Budapest. Theses troops were un- session.
the
to
orders
prevent
der, stringent
The Bethlen cabinet claims to be
master of the situation, and there
is apparent calm here.
Martial law has been proclaimed
throughout Hungary and Regentto
Horthy has Issued a manifesto He
the country to keep order.
calls on the people to "restrain the
FORECAST.
and plotters who are
Denver, Colo., Oct. 23. New royalists
plunging Hungary Into Inevitable
Mexico: Monday fair 'a east, un- and
final catastrophe."
settled, posBibly rain In west porThe cabinet council has resolved
tion; Tuesday, ' local rain and cool- to fight the "conspirators.",
er.
Arizona: Monday rain, cooler In IXSCRGENT BANDS ARE
southeast portion; Tuesday clearGOING TO KARL'S AID
ing and warmer.
Vienna, OcU.23 (by the AssociLOCAL- REPORT.
ated Press.) The situation in
Conditions for-ttwenty-fot- ir
Is beyond the knowledge
hours ended at 6 p, m. yesterday, Hungary
of the Austrian foreign office,
recorded by the university:
which today lost communication
- 77
Highest temperature
There have been
48 with Budapest,
Lowest
rumors. Including one re29 many
Range
of Charles, for
3 porting the entry
Mean
d- -'
25 mer king, Into Budapest the
Humidity at 6 a. m
forces
some
fection
of
government
.
6
m
at
18
J.
p.
Humidity
. ;
None to him, repulse of the monarchist
) Precipitation
6 forces and other conflicting InforMaximum wind velocity
mation. But It Is known there has
direction of wind.
i , . .East
Clear " (Continued on Page Two.)
Character of day . y.
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By MAXM1MAN HARDEN.

WithVehem-ence;Abnorm-

is

CAUSE

(Speeliil rntnn to Warning Journal)
(Copyright 1931 by Albuqueriu Journal)
Berlin, Oct. 23. The Wirth cab-

Relief Proposals Are Assailal
ed By Labor

ment

SILESIA

justice, Statement,

CABINET PLANS ARE
DECLARED INADEQUATE

mployes combined,
yard service
and this class of service and the
passenger train employes represent
the lowest rates of wages paid.
s
"A through freight brakeman
day
paid $4.48 for an eight-hoor DB cents an hour. If the prv
nosed wage cut Is made effective
he will receive 51 cents or $4 08 a
day. Tassenger service employes
receive two cents an hour more
and local freight and yardmen receive a slightly higher rate.
Week.
About 27
'This means that the bulk of
the train service employes rerelv
y
shout $27 a week for a
week, and whatever Is earneda
above that amount Is through
service. The service Is paid
for on a mileage basis but not on
rleht-hour
except for
sn
mile
freight runs within 100 strictlv
Overtime Is not paid on a
eight-hobasis, except In yard
service and on runs up to 100
mi'"".
"The low paid train and yar3
employes hnve to meet the same
high cost of llvino that the nub-Hmust meet. Thev are nskinn-onlfair service conditions and a
fair day's pay.
"The railroads do pot tell tb
whole truth of daily wages paid
when they nuote higher smoun'
of wages earned, because they di
not sav they represent time and
extra tfmo."
UHti'p Rtln1lirl. ;
The attitude, of the un on chiefs
was explained followln? n, eonfet-eneof four of the hisr five leaders,
in a statement bv W S. Stone, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Knglneers In which the
hope that a solution acceptable to
the employes may yet be found
wps reiterated.
It was Indicated that the statement mnv be regarded as an outline of the stand the "ahor leaders
will take when they pnnear before
the labor board In Chicago Wednesday.
The sta ment said:
"With rcgird to the position of
the employes of the railroads we
can only say that their renresenta-tive- s
are patiently awaiting for
any development that would apto
pear offer a solution of the problem confronting them.
"We are not nor have we ever
been desirous of being a party to
the precipitating a strike but when
it is quite apparent thnt the railroads propose rot only to reduce
wages but 'to take from those employes practically all conditions of
service maintained for many years
nnd the labor board Is unable, or
fails to give us any assurance thnt
the Interests of the employes will
be protected nothing Is left for the
employes hut to stand on their ron- (Continued on Page Two.)

OVER

Nearly Every Teuton Shouts
That a Partition of the
Province Is a Wicked In-

for ths Jobless Has Overshadowed the Conferences
in

DISPUTE

MAJORITY RULE IS
FORBIDDEN BY PACT

nininniiii'T

to Poland, The decision will create
friction and insecurity generally
and thereby lessen the output. In
view of the essential, economic
unity of the territory, however, the
Germans and Poles are invited to
in Its administration for
fifteen years after which theyvtll
be required to keep on their own
side of the line.
Little Criticism Heard
The allied powers are, of course,
pledged to the acceptance of the
decision. Owing, perhaps, to regard
to our French friends, there is little criticism to be heard here. My
own view is that effect can be given
to It for the specified time only if
the Germans and Poles are agreeable. That is it may evade tfacts
for fifteen years at the cost ot ef- flclency.
After that the deluge.

inet has fallen after a precarious
existence. It could not survive the
disappointment of the German people over the Slleslan decision. This
development, however, really Is less
Important than It seems at a distance.
Americans doubtless are bored
by the
Upper Sliesian struggle.
Successive German
governments
have made the mistake of telling
the people that the plebiscite was
hel ! to
whether the
determine
province should be Polish or Gorof the
man and that as three-fifth- s
voters cast their ballots for Gershouts
German
many, nearly every
that a partition of the province is
a wicked injustice.
But, according to the treaty of Versailles, the
to
show
was
only where
plebiscite
frontier was to
the German-Polis- h
be drawn.
The treaty does not
allow for a majority rule over the
entire province, but permits of only
the smallest possible minority being placed under foreign rule.
Chancellor's Mistakes.
Polish
Despite tho
vote in the province. Chancellor
Wirth has ceaselessly, repeated,
"undivided Silesia must remain
Hence the loud outcry
German."
of today which the chancellor has
not attempted to stifle because it
has served to draw attention away
from his mistakes In signing the
elsbaden agreement for reconstruction work In France before he
knew Silesia's t.e. This Lo Gerbinds
agreement
many to deliver in the next four
of forty
value
the
to
material
years
billion paper marks for use in the
a
heavy
devastated regions, besld
These Bums must
cash payments.
be paid to contractors by the German treasury which thus will be
compelled continuously to Increase
the- enormous paper money infla- Hon from which the country now i
suffering.
Only in Increasing her exports to
extents heretofore undreamed, can
Germanv free herself from this distress. Money depreciation facilitates exports and therefore is so
welcome to the Industrials Just
now that Westphalian leader said
recently:
"If the mark should Improve
considerably it would be a terrible
economic catrastrophe."
Must Export Copiously.
To meet even half of the reparations expected, Germany must export so copiously ar.d so cheaply as
to become an export plague, poisoning the commerce of ail IndustrialIs
nations and her only hope today
thnt the nations thus threatened
a revision of the
will demand
treaty and a reduction of the reparations to a possible figure.
Production for mass export Is
possible only if strikes are avoided
and labor's demands conceded In
understandings with the trade
unions. Therefore, the
peoples partv (which Is reallymanu- st
and represents big
facturers and capital), recently de
clared Us support of the republican
regime and willingness to mane an
nnsslhln concessions. The social
democrat party convention declared
Its willingness to form a coalition
with this "stinnes party," as the
labor leaders call the peoples party.
The T.iirc of Office.
It Is true that many roletarlans
are against such a union and
threaten to desert to the Independents if It Is consummated, but gradually, even In Germany, the lure of
office entices leaders of both the
spent
right and left. Men who haveofficials
their lives as petty party
or as obscure country editors do
not despise the prospect of becom-nli- r
nronidont nr minister or even
with well furnished official dwelling and a motor
for the wife who shares In the title
of "excellency."
The representatives of private
wealth are demanding In exchange
for their reserve credit, "ceded for
essential 'Imports, control of the
principal state apparatus. They
want to make private enterprises
of the railroads, whose deficits now
make great holes In the etate budget. Thev also want the municipal
gas. water, electric and tram
nnd even the postofflce. put
ting all on the basis of private
profit.
Possessing such power the Interest could Impose high rates and
combat the- eight hour day, whose
alone
application In the railways
caused all sons ot expense ana uutlfllltlM.
Who could resist him who rules
over the harvests of the fields, the
wood of the forests, the coal or. me
earth, the Iron, the textiles, chemi
cals, heat, light and all the means
two-fift-

Bee Palmer and Jack Uempsey.
conduct With her.
There seemed to bo no doubt .n
SleKel's mind when he was Interviewed that Uempsey had captured
the dancer's affections. He said:
"I have known for some time
thnt my wife was on friendly terms
with Dempsey, but I was led to believe that their association was a
matter of business.
Dempsey
claimed to be negotiating for my
wife's service In his new show.
Grew Suspicious.
"But there were many night conferences and these made mo suspicious. I decided to have my wife,
and Peiu: ;cy trailed,. .n nil
conof my Investigations
vinced me that I would be Justified in suing her and Dempsey."
"I have all the evidence required
to win both suits. My wife Is now
In Chicago with Dempsey.
His
lawyers have accepted service of
the papers In my action.
"My only regret is thnt It Is necessary to have publicity accompany such a suit. But I do not intend to let this prevent me from
carrying my suit against i.Dempsev
to a finish.
"Miss Palmer only recently received an offer of $2,000 a week In
vaudeville for twenty weeks. This
she refused to accept, to go into
the Dempsey show for $600 a
week. That shows what Influence
he has been exerting over her."
Interviewed In Chicago, Demp"A couple of vaudeville
sey said:
performers seeking cheap publicity. I only saw Bee Palmer once,
and that was In an act. Sho Isn't

New Tork. Oct 23. (Special)
Two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars Is tfie amount for which
William Harrison Dempsey, proas "Jack"
known
fessionally
Deinpsey, will fight his next great
battle. It will be in a court.
Tho world's heavyweight champion will be called upbn to defend
a suit for alleged alienation of the
affections of Bee Palmer,
Blags
star and noted exponent of the
"shimmy."
Albert Siegel, licr husband, demands a quarter million damage?.
In the summons and complaint
which William M." Butler
the
plaintiff's lawyer, has Just file!,
Kiegel lays all his marital trouble
to Dempsey. Until the champion
came upon the scene to mar his
happiness, Siegel, who has written
musio for his wife, says he led a
contented life with her. In addition to his alienation suit, Siegel
has sued for separation.
The Frjtnal Clinrsc
Siegel, In legal phraseology,
says:
"The defendant, well knowing
said Bee Palmer to be the Plaintiff's wife, and maliciously and wilfully intending to injure the plaintiff, and deprive him of the comfort, society, aid and service of his
said wife, and to alienate and destroy her affection for him, at divers times from the 15th of September, 1921, until the commencement of this action, at No. 53 West
Seventieth street, in the borough
of Manhattan, City of New York,
and elsewhere," was guilty of mis

a

v

my

type."

icher-ltathen-

men-archl-

STATISTICS COMPILED BY THE
LABOR BOARD SHOWING AVERAGE
DAILY RATE NOW AND IN 1917
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
23.
Statistics clerical ana
Chicago,station
compiled by , the railroad labor
board In its consideration of the Maintenance
of way and
wages of railroad employes show
unskilled ..17.4
that the average daily rate of pay Shop
for (all grades of work le $4.64 as
employes . .10.5
compared with an average rate of Telegraphers,
$2.87 In 1917.
The present rate
etc. ....... 8.9
includes the wage cut authorized Engine service
1
the
board. This cut averJuly by
employes . . 9.4
aged about 12 ',4 per cent. The Train service. 10.7
following table is taken from board Stationary enfigures, column one' showing the
gineers and
percentage of cut in the July wage
firemen ...12.7
decision; column two the percentSignal departage still remaining over December,
10.0
ment
1917, wages; column three the aver- Marine departage rate of pay per day now and
ment
98
column four the average rate of
Present average,
pay per day In 1917;
I
$4.64.
employes,
.
Supervisory
Average in 1917
forces
6.S 63.4 $8.01 $3.34 employes, $2.87. j
-

Oct.

.

....

PASSENGER STEAMER

'

ALAMEDA ON ROCKS

64.0

4.18

2.54

55.7

3.35

2.15

54.0

6.47

3.55

82.8

4.84

2.65

59.9
64.5

B.81

5.35

S.83
3.32

92.3

4.19

2.18

66.6

5.50

33.3

6.69

3.30

'

5.02

for all grades of
for all grades of

under-secreta-

serv-lees-

DES MOINES MENACED
BY A MOUNTAIN FIRE

(By Thi. AMbrlated FreH.)
23.
Seattle, Wash., Oct.

Des Moines. N. M., Oct. 23. A
The big fire started at noon today on
passenger steamer Alameda, of the the western slope of tho
Sierra
Alaska Steamship company, is on Grande
range and swept over to
the rocka southeast of Seward, the eastern
2
m.
about
and
p.
slope
Alaska, but all aboard are safe,
Is
along the canyons of
to a message received to- thespreading
eastern side. Des Moines llee
day by officials of the company. near the base of the mountain. Citj The Alameda left Seward early Sat
izens
are out plowing furrows and
urday, bound for Seattle, via. South,
starting backfires as a precaution.
eastern Alaska ports.
A moderately brisk wind 4a blow
The Alameda
had a f.rew of
ing. The fire Is said to have origi
ninety and Is believed to have about nated
near a well driller a camp.
fifty passengers aboard when she
went on the rocks. She is commanded-by
Captain Julius Johan-soFALL FROM TRUCK MAY
one or the oldest mariners on
PROVE FATAL TO A BOY
the Pacific coast, who has been In
the Alaska service more than thirty
years.
(By The Asaoclated 1'reM.)
BATTLING ORTEGA IS
The Alameda Is a sister ship of
Denver, Colo., Oct.
tho
1918
in
which
sank
Mariposa,
Jimmy Smith, 12, lies near death
STOPPED BY PALMER off Chlcagoff Island in Icy Straits, at
the county hospital tonight as
Alaska.
the result of Injuries received to(By The Anoclntcd Fran.)
day when he fell off an automoOct. 23. Kid
Juarez, Mexico,
bile truck, which he had boarded
EMBASSY IS GUARDED.
Palmer, of El Paso, stopped Batin
Paris, Oct. 23. Ten thousand without the driver's knowledge.
tling Ortega, of San Francisco,
the fourteenth round of a fifteen-roun- d soldiers and policemen guarded the
CITS: i TO WASHINGTON,
fight here this afternoon. American embassy and neighboring
Chicago, Oct. 23. Charles F.
The men are middleweight. Or- streets today, to prevent a threatened
in
French
Clyno, United States district attor-nedemonstration by
tega's left eye was closed early
the fight and In the middle of the communists In protest against the
today was summoned to
fourteenth his right eye was also conviction for murder In a Massa- Washington by Attorney General
Bartoi-omeo
closed. Ortega then Instructed the chusetts court of Bacco and
Daugherty. Mr. Clyno said tie preVanzettl. but no communists) sumed the summons was over the
referee to give tho decision to
,
railroad
strike situation.
Palmer,
appeared,
n,

23.-IJtt- !e

y.

EDITION
a Month

8.1c

Mingle Uopl-

JOIN IN STRIKE TRAINS

Ministry of Premier Could
Not Survive the Disappointment of the German
People, Harden Claims.

BRITAIN

JU,

50

-

-
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CLERKS REFUSED
THREE FREIGHT
PERMISSION TO

e;

IN

city

-

WIRTH CABINET
Says Dempsey Stole Love
Asks $250,000
of Dancer-WifRESIGNED

FTHE

1

A

Dally by Carrier or Mull,

Monday, October 24, 1921.
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That a Solution Acceptable to the Employes May
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DEVELOPMENTS IN
STRIKE SITUATION

UNION LEADERS

--

TNG

A2A

Albuquerque, New Mexico,
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Officials of Organization
With 350,000 Members
Refuse to Sanction- - a
Walkout at This Time.
(Bj The Amoolulrd Troti.)
Chicago, Oct. 23 (by the Associ
ated
Press.) Officials of the
Brotherhood ot Hallway Clerks,
and
Express
Freight Handlers,
Station Employes, with a membership of 350,000, tonight Joined the
unions which have voted not to go
on strike by adopting n resolution
In which their men are refused au
thorization to walk out for the pres
ent. The matter will be
after the labor board renders its rules and working conditions
decision. The action brousht the
number of rail workers who will
not strike to more than
of the nation's total.
Having decided to keep their men
at work for the present, at least,
despite tho overwhelming vote cast,
leaders of most of the eleven "standard'' rail unions tonight were going home to communicate to their
followers the decision not to Join
the "Big
Signalmen Are Balloting.
The lust o the series of meetings of these unions was held by
grand officers or the clerks' organization. The signalmen, however,
are expected to call a meeting of
executives soon to take action.
A strike ballot is being taken
among the 14.000 organized signalmen, the ballot tiimply asking that
the officials be authorized to take
what action they deem necessary
to protect the interests of the men.
This ballot probably will be finished by Wednesday, D. W. Helt,
president, said.
Action of eight of these unions,
which are affiliated with the American Federation ot l,abor, whereas
the big four brotherhoods are independent, in deciding not to walk
would effect any
out, probably
action tp be taken by the signalsaid.
Helt
men, Mi'.
'We feel the same way as thea
on
shop crafts that a strike now
be
wage question alone may notmost
advisable and that one of the
considered
important things to beconditions.
is rules and working
board
labor
It was intimated by
members that the decision on rules
and working conditions will not be
forthcoming until after October ..0,
the date set for the proposed strike.
Members let it become known
ot
that all decisions of questions, will
which there might be a strike
be withheld until after that date,
was
explaining that in that wpy, Itavertbe
hoped the walkout would
ordered
been
have
ed as the men
not to strike until after Wednesday's hearing.
Chairmen Summoned.
The board announced that it
1.400
general
was summoning
chairmen of the unions affected aa
ine
well as the presidents,
sions will be open to the public.
the
officials
expressed
Railroad
belief that the backbone oi
proposed strike was broken when
a majority ot ine manual i m,. ......
which control most or tne
rleclded not to strike. Al
though the strike, if It materialized, would affect all train service men, officials said that serv:ce
would not be impaired for more
than a day or two and these men
would quickly be replaced.
"With all our shop men, and
such workers, staying, the strlki
would have little effect," said one
"We would have
rail president.
had trouble with a general strike
but wo car, replace tho train serv
ice men within a short time
even though they are tho most im
three-fourt-

--

em-nin-

portant.

T. & G. Situation.,..
Possibility that the situation o.
the Tremont and Oulf railway com
pany in Louisiana, which recently
Installed the open shop, would oe
brought to the attention of the la
bor board again by the unions
caused considerable interest among
board members when shown the
dispatches from Cleveland.
The board members said they
considered that matter settled.
NINE RATT.ROAD UNIONS
VOTE AGAINST STRIKE
Chicago. Oct. 23 (bv the Asso
ciated Press) The prospective mil
strike, scheduled for October 30,
was limited to approximately
of the nation's railroad employes when officials of the Broth

one-four- th

erhood of Railway and Steamship
Clerks. Freight Handlers. Express
and Station Employes, represent
ing 350,000 men, voted not to authorize a walkout by their members for the present.
The action Increased the number
of major rail unions which have
voted not to strike to nine and the
number of railroad
employes
bound bv such action to about
three-fourt- h
of the country's total

.
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DESPITE STRIKE
Crews

Made

of

Re-

cruits 'From Several

Ap-

Up

plications on File and
From Officials, Says,
"HANDS

OFF"" POLICY

IS ADOPTED

BY UNION

Guards Patrol the
Properties of the Com-

Armed

pany But No Violence
Marks the Walkout.
:'
Hy The Anclat) Prn.)
Houston, Tex., Oct. 23.
Three freight trains were
operated on the Interna-

tional and Great Northern
system today, General Manager E. G. Goforth, announced tonight. This fol-

p
of
lows a complete
service
by
Saturday
freight
the strike of approximately
600 union trainmen. Union
officials declared they had
adopted a policy of "hands
off," and would not interfere with any move the company might make to resume
service.
tie-u-

Mr. Gofoth stated that the crews
were made up of recruits from
several applications on file and
is
from officials. No distinction
being made between union or nonunion men, he stated, declaring
several applications had been received from union men.'
the
Armed guards patrolled
properties of tho company, but not
one Instance of violence marked
the second day of the walk-ou- t.
Movement of freight traffic In
the yards here was at a standstill.
Union Is Satisfied.
"The strike so far has been entirely successful to our cause, '
union officials declared. "We did
not expect to tie up passenger
service. We took Into account at
the outset that with so few men
called out working on passenger
trains, that they would be able to
recruit enough men from
to fill out a crew. But we
have domonstited what a few me'i
out "mean and we are satisfied.
Mr. Gofoth slated that outsldi!
of the reports to him that a few
freight trains were operating there
had been no change In the general
situation.
"We are feeling our
way cautiously." he said, "and exsoon
to have service
pect
among-official-

FREIGHT TRAIN MANNER

BY RECRUITS ARRIVES

San Antonio. Tex., Oct. 23.
The first freight train to .run over
the International and Great Northern lines since th trainmen walked
out Saturday arrived from Taylor
It was manned by retonight.
cruits. Road officials said that
toservice would be expanded
morrow.
Two switch engines at
the local yards of the road were
put back Into service todr-yContrary to reports circulated
today, It. n. Frame, general chairman of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen on the I. & G. K.
lines, denied that orders had been
received, from Chicago for tho
men to return to work. None went
back, he said.
Announcement was made today
that tho San Antonio and Gulf
y
operating from the International and Great Northern station here,
Is accepting freight from San Antonio to all places on its line along
th Rio Grande.
n
men to
Employing cf
take the place of the strikers on
the 7. & O. N. continued Sunday.
Although armed guards are on
all trains, there has been no violence.
Passenger trains are continuing
to run on schedule time.
rail-wa-

non-unio-

GPENARE FAILS TO EXPIODE.
Marseilles, France. Oct. 23 (by
the Associated Press). A grenade
which failed to explode was thrown
among the police today during efforts to organize a procession for
a march on the American consulate
of approximately 2,000.000.
to
against the conviction
The vote wn taken in a meeting for protest
murder of Sacco and Vanzetti.
tonieht. in which some officials at Police prevented the . procession
(Continued on Page Two.)
and arrested seventeen ersons.

DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE WILL
BE MOST IMPORTANT GATHERING
OF MEN IN HISTORY, DECLARES

-

of

transportation 7
Vvr Ernnnmle System.
Mora swlftlv than the socialism

prophesied 1,000 times before, during and after the war approaches
the era of nr'vate capitalism. The
nrnnnnnnts nf the Industrial and
is to
mrrlrnltiirnl jnlcn which
hasten these tvents and whose
strength was shown In last Sunday's
elections, would be foolisn to al
low the Silesian ecision to distract
them. Oerman feelings are perthe deci
haps pained thereby, but
sion reveajed the seed nom wnicu
a new European economic system
may sprout. The political frontier
fixed is not to be the economic one.
Germany's enterprise nnd techniwith Pocal skill is to
land's .v orkmen and France's capital. If such supernatural communities should be created every,
where voluntarily nnd not by order,
then could Europe emerge Into

prosperity.

Viscount Northcliffe Says He Dreads to Think
What Inevitably Will Happen If President
Harding's Undertaking Proves a Failure;
Fate of Nations Is Involved.
(BY THE ASSO
Manila, Oct. 21 (by the Associated Press). Viscount Northcliffe
said in an address here today that
he believed the Washington conference was beyond question the
most Important gathering of men
In history and that he dreaded to
think what Inevitably would happen If President Harding's underBrittaking proved a failure. The
ish publisher la here for a two-da- y
visit as the guest of Governor General Leonard Wood.
"The conference at Versailles
dealt very largely with things that
already had happened! the known
things the thinirs accomplished,
but the Washington conference will
deal with tho mvsterlnus and puzzling clroumstanres of the future,"
he said.
"The fate of nations, great and

IATED PRESS.)
small, the fate of the Philippines
themselves are directly or indirectly Involved in the result of that
Should It succeed the
conference.
peace and happiness of the world
and the solution of the great problems of the east would be assured.
"I dread to think what Inevitably
would happen If President Harding's great undertaking proves
abortive. The mad race f.r armaments would continue until there
came ft war In all nrobahllity much
more terrible than the worst phase
of the conflagration that Is even
yet not auite extinct In Europe, a
war In which scientific weapons
would be developed still further.
"I have every confidence that
the delegates to this great grouping will strain every nerve to
achieve President Harding's ambition."
;
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ED CATION

HUNGARY TAKES STEPS
TO PREVENT CHARLES'
RETURN TO THE THRONE

STRIKERS

OF

NEW CATHEDRAE

MIGHT GET

AID

OF STEEL CLASS

Thirty Thousand Persons
Attend the Most Solemn
and Majestic Ceremony
'
'
in Denver's History.

nv n.u.pir ihrtox
(Sptrlnl UUputrll In Morning- Jmirnftl)

A

FREIGHT RATES CAN'T BE' REDUCED
TILL WAGES ARE, SAY RAIL HEADS

0

n'&i'

tM

been brisk fighting near Eudapi-- t.
eW
f
A PPrague message said Chark'3
the
while
had reached Budapest,
Vienna Freie Presse announces
the Italian legation has revived news from Budapest that
some troops there have declared
for Charles.
Early reports agreed that the
Karlists had been checked at
about seventeen miles from
Budapest, ono dispatch saying that
train
that preceded Charles
the
had reached that place, but was
forced to back cut hurriedly by
government troops.
and
gtelnamanger
Odenburg,
troops. It Is deEtah'weissenburg
clared, are hastening to reinforce
and the fact that
the
bloodshed has begun Is believed
to
a final grapforeshadow
here
ple that probably will extend beyond the borders.
V
Though possibly checked, the
monarchists are evidently concenHeads
of four big railroads affected
for
forvfurther
attacks,
trating
by strike order. Left to right,
latest, though meager advices sav
above:
President ilale Holden of
battle
continues,
tthat the
the C. B. & Q.; President Fairfax
behavior
the
and also that
Harrison of the Southern
of the government forces Is irrecircles
Government
and President Alfred Smith
proachable.
of the New York Central lines.
hope to be able to hold out until
exthe arrival of reinforcements,
Below: Howard Elliott.
x
pected tomorrow.
d
Burgen-lanbands
from
The calling of a strike by leaders
Insurgent
are reported to be marching of the railroad brotherhoods is the
to the aid of Charles.
culmination of friction arising from
the endeavor of railroad executives
REGENT HORTITY T,EAIS
bring labor covta' down and fie
FORCES AGAINST KARL to
efforts of railroad employes to hold
all the gains made during and since
Vienna. Oct. 23. soldiers sup
That freight rate3 cannot
porting former Emperor Charles In the war. be
reduced so long as
his second attempt to regain the possibly
throne in Hungary have reached wages remain up, is the contention
of
the
four
rail
miles from the capiheads. Yet they assert
BudaorB.
tal, where sharp fighting was In that rate reductions must be put in
progress today. Regent Horthy ts force to bring about an improveFWTfl
reported to be leading the troops ment ia business conditions.
against Charles. Sound of the guns
was audible In Budapest,
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..'Continued, from Page One.)

THRONG

DRAWS

October 24, 1921.

EXPECTED TO STAR
FOR OLD HARVARD

SARIES

150-MIL-

mniili t iliiij

E

WESTERN

SPEEDWAY RAG E

Shells & Cartridges

tin

(Copyright 18'H by Albuqiirrqu Journul)
Washington, Oct. 23. The fi-

.

7

100-mi-

'

mMmm

.

'

ar

tie-u-

semi-offici-

Jugo-Slavl-

tie-u-

Czecho-Slovakl-

per-nua-

,

Sacco-Van-e-

ttl

'White-chapc-

st

Rallrosd Trainmen;

1

K.

flhep-nar-

president of the Order of
Conductors, and W. B.
Railway
Oxter, president of the Brotherhood of locomotive Firemen and
Englnemen.
FREIGHT TtATT: RTASH
OIUERF.n OS SATCRDAY
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For over 5C years Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription has helped thousands of
women, to better health, greater strength,
brighter spirits, better looks. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription, (in tablet or liquid
form) helps women to retain their youthful looks because it removes the cause of
most of the troubles peculiar to women.
It is a
tonic invigorating
non-alcohol- ic

which-haand
g
been so
successfully used by American woman- nood.
Beaumont, Texas. "One of my sisters
became quite a sufferer periodically and
would have fainting spells. She doctored
but did not improve. Then, three years
ago, a friend advised her to try Dr.
health-restorin-

' Makes

Weak
Women

Strong
)

s

Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It helped
her right away and she has been in a
healthier condition ever since that time.
"I would never hesitate a moment in
recommending Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription to all young girls who suffer, I
have such great confidence in it, seeing
how it helped her." MRS. M. E. BEAM- MER, 1970 Harrison Ave.

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT, PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH FIRST STItUKT.

A

The
23.
Oct.
Washington.
to
freight rate reduction referred
hy President Stone of the Brotherhood of locomotive F.nglneers
was ordered by the Interstate Comn
merce commission yesterday.
deciding tha rase brought before
western
state
It by twenty-fou- r
and agricultural organizations. The
railtho
was
opposed by
petition
roads Involved, both on the ground
that It would entail heavy financial loss at a time Then they we"
not making a legitimate return and
that It would not materially benefit the shippers.

TO
JAP
ARMS MFET TO RFACH
SEATTLE ON OCT. 29
DFLF-GATIO-

N

B The AMnrlnted Peru.)
Kashlma
Aboard
Steamship
Maru, Oct. 22 (by Radio to the
Associated Press.) Today was devoted on this ship, which Is carrying the principal Japanese delegates to the Washington conference, to repairing damage caused
by the cyclone through which the
Kashlma Maru passed. One day
was lost fighting the storm and
the party now hopes to reach Seattle October 29.
TiTSST,

Philadelphia. Oct. 23. With the
national pocket Millard tournament
half over, Ralph Oreenleaf, title
holder, tonight stood at the top
of the Hat of players, having four
victories to his credit and no
In China It Ii the custom to pray
for holy medicine. A patient must
pay a visit to the temple and take
from the altar a tub containing
numbered sticks. Ho passes the
tube over tho Incense sever.-- i times
until on of the sticks falls out.
This Is picked up r.nd the number
on It Is read. A corresponding slip
containing a prescription Is then
handed to him.
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carl and won the silver loving cup
CLOVIS.
At a meeting of the chamber of in the drill team contest.
Rev. John Witt Hendrlx, the
commerce Mrs. Dixie Owen, pres
newly assigned pastor of 'the M.
ident of the Clara Barton Mem E.
church, arrived in Gallup last
orial association, made an adiresj
on the Clara Barton college, which week and delivered his first seris to be located in Clovis. A com- mon here Sunday.
W. F. Walker and wife have remittee was appointed by W. J.
Luikart. president of the chamber turned from an auto trip to Los
of commerce, composed of Dr. A Angeles, Calif. On their return
at the
U Dillon, chairman; C. W. Ha.ri- - they stopped for a week
Grand Canyon of Arizona,
son, George Koach, A. W. Hock'in-hufMrs. T. T. Schoficld and two
J. M. Blckley. A. J. Rodm.
Miss
Mrs. Dixie
Mary children spent over Sunday wi;'i
Owen,
friends
at Bluewater, N, M.
Mil
Miss
Kendall,
Knight.
Lla
I.eo Daley received a broken
S. Grismore, and Mrs. Una Brjan
was appointed to select a site lor arm in an effort to crank a car
this college. Several parties have one day this week.
Ira'.'i
offered to donate twenty-acr- e
A mass
HAGKRMAX.
for this building site.
Miss Chloe Camp came down
meeting will be held on Thursday
will
jrcsent from Clovis Sunday for a short
night and Mrs. Owen
visit with the home folks. Miss
her proposition to the people.
Chloe is stenographer In the county
Mr. and Mrs. Prince, of California, arrived in Clovis this W3ek to superintendent's office at Clovis.
The I C. club met on Tuesday
make their home. They livoc
here four years ago. Mr. Pnnca is afternoon at the country home ofMis. Bartlett and Mrs. Kay Baita Santa Fe official.
miscellaneous
iett and gave a
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Llndley are shower
of Miss Helen.
in Mineral Wells, Texas, for a Gauslii Inwhohonor
to
become the
is
month.
bride of Mr. Oscar Bullock, of Ros- Mrs. S. A. Jones Is In Kansas well.
Tuesday, October 25. The
City this week.
members were told to be early and
wno
Mrs- - Cash
Jtamey,
were all assembled
when miss
operated on at the Baptist hospital, nausiln arrived. Immediately up
is improving and was removed to on her arrival Mrs. Burck struck
her home this week
"
Mrs. Bob Maddoxand Mrs. JuJse and
nlaycd the ":,"V
Hamlin, of Farwell. Texas, were that signaled the entrance of the
in Clovis this week.
mock wedding party. The particiThe Woman's Missionary con
were Miss Mary Louis Men-auference of the Methodist cnurcn pants dressed In gingham with a
mfiPt In Clovia on Thursday lace
curtain wedding veil. The
and Friday, October 27 and 28. The "bride" carried a large bouquet of
of
Mrs.
Aires,
conference officers,
choice weeds. Tho groom was imEl Paso, Texas; Mrs. Joshua Jones, personated by Mrs. C. H. Hanson,
of Albuquerque; Mts. Ben itanaaii,
the parson by Mrs. C. G. Howe, and
of Pecos, Texas, and other dele-be the ring bearer by Mrs.- - Menaud,
will
conference
this
from
gates
carried the large celluloid
nn.i,i ' Aiinnt fiftv euests are vho
ring on a tin tray. After the conexpected from different parts of gratulations were extended to the
the state.
couple" the guests showered
n.v
and family from "happy
Miss Bauslin, who was greatly surthis
In
Clovis
arrived
Texas,
Pecos.,
prised. Many beautiful and useful
week. Rev. Faust is me panim
Kifts wera received, many of them
the Methodist church at Clovis for being hand-madA short busithe coming year.
ness meeting was then held with
The Clovis high school football the president in the chair. After
team on
team played the FrTdsy" afternoon,- Clovis
T.hl.
?,?
pumpkin pie, pickles.
cocoa.
and
from cheese, sandwiches
well and winning one game more
were Miss Helen
Those
present
five
has
Clovia
Hereford.
Bauslin, Brad
with "tales, Bauslin, Mesdames
games to play, two one
ey, Bogart, Burck, DeWeese. Ehret,
ll
with
one with Hereford,
Michelet,
Jacobs,
Hanson,
and the closing game on How,
Ogle, Sanders and Misses Mary
Roswell.
with
Thanksgiving day
ami Claudlne
Louise Menaud
The seniors or me iuh buhuv.
of Roswell.
ioui-ba- ll Weaver,
will entertain the faculty ana which
that Mr.
Word was received
team with a banquet,domestic Granville Kelton had passed away
ini
the
served
will be
at the homo of his daughter, Mrs.
science room at the high school Henry Wurtzel, of Lindsey, Neb.
building on Friday night.
funeral was held Friday at the
' The
Mrs. Paul Estes was
Nebraska home. Mr. Kelton had
me
or
class
the ladies'
friends here, having resided
uuemuui.. many
church, on Wednesdaydonate
here for a number of years. He was
funds
to
Tho ladles decided
a veteran of the Confederate1 army.
to support a missionary n mo.- Berved In the civil war.
social
hour,
a
After
one
year.
for
The Woman's Missionary society
was
delicious brick cream and cake were
met
at .the Methodist church on
served to thirty menbers who
afternoon and held
Wednesday
present.
their regtilar mission study meeti,
Oot,,1nv
Mrs. Ben buncos
y11" a ng'. Miss Esther James led, the
Rlrm nihim.
Allt.,
subject being mission work In
month's visit with her' daughters Japan. Miss Helen BausUn played
at that place.
a i lano solo. A short business
Cash Ramey nas
meeting was held with Mrs. Van
nu
Arsdol in the chair, In the absence
City a week on ,dushb
return Saturday.
of Mrs. Curry. At tl.e close pt the
Lewis Mersreioer,
meeting the Sunday school rooms
i. state representative of the were opened and the members and
Kansas City Life Ins"lnlcer3; guests found that they were prettily
decorated in whlto and pink with
noss.is spending the
bore.
A large
looking after his business
pink hearts and cuplds. with
Mr. and Mrs. jbcb jj.uiu.
"White
basket
pins
suspended
on
w- held the many beautiiul gifts wntcn
well, Texas, were in uiovia
were opened by tho honor guest,
Iness this week.
Pink lemonMiss Helen Bauslin.
GATilXT.
ade and cake was sarved. f
GalIn
Edmund St. Clair visited
Mrs. Aaron Clark entertained
with Dr. V several guests at a dinner party In
lup one day last week
on
his
was
way
He
M. Chevalllier.
honor of Miss Helen Bauslin. Cov.
from his post In Japan to New ers were laid for Miss Bauslin, Miss
Perditia Morgan, Miss Alta MorYork Citv on businessf
Emll Nuttman and family of gan, Miss Roberta Williamson, Mrs.
TuesIn
the city
H. It. McKinstry, Mrs. Lloyd
Colorado visited
Mrs. James Michelet and the
day witlgtho Frank Des Georges
hostess, Mrs. Clark.
family.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Purdy have
gone to Los Angeles and San Dior THREE WEEKS OLD BABY
go, Calif., for a visit with their
SWALL0WSSAFETY PIN
daughters and son.
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Gibson hava
(Special Correnpendenre to Tbe Journal.)
gone to Needles, Calif., to reside.
Mrs. S. B. Wells returned last
Tucumcarl, N. M., Oct. 23. The
baby of Mr. and Mrs.
week from Loa Angeles, where she
has heen visiting for tha past two Archlo Roberts of Ran Jo that was
months with friends.
brought here Monday, suffering
The ladles of the local Rebekah from tho lodgment of , small
last
FrWay safety pin In tha thorax, was taken
lodge gave a reception
had been
evening In honor of the Rebekah to El Paso after an
drill team, which went to Tucum- - made by Dr. J. M. Doughty of this
from
El
is to
Paso
Advice
place.
the effect that the pin has been
TRT THIS FOK INDIGESTION forced into the stomach but an
Foley Cathartic Tablets are lust operation has been deferred. SeemIs without
the thing for constipation.
Their ingly the occurrence
action Is wholesome and thorough
precedent. The pin evidently dropbosom
without griping. ped from the mother's
ly cleansing,
nausea or inconvenience.
They where she had stuck It while
banish headache, biliousness, bloat changing the little one's clothing.
ing, gas, bad breath, coated tongue Into Its open mouth while it lay on
and other symptom of disordered the bed. Her attenMon was atdigestion. Mrs. H. J. Marchard. tracted by cries and choking, while
S6
Lawrence St., Salem, Mass pinning up the baby. Missing the
writes: "I used Foley Cathartic pin she believed the baby had swalTablets for constipation with good lowed It, The
confirming
results. I keen them In the house. her belief, showed the pin to be
Sold everywhere.
open.,,
(
f,
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SANTA FE. RATON AND
DES MOINES RAILROAD
IS SOLD AT AUCTION
(Sprclnl Correspondence to The Journal.)

Raton, N. M.. Oct. 23. The
Santa Fe. Raton
Des Moines railroad was sold at auction Thursday
to the New Mexico Coal "ompany.
The sale was the result of a foreclosure of a mortgage made to the
United States Mortgage and Trust
company, The mortgage was made
March 1, 1906 to secure a bond Issue of It, 00'. 000.
Robert Lawrence waa the special
master appointed by the federal
court of this district to cond"ct the
sale. Mr. Lawrence ia also manager of the New Mexico Coal com
pany, the successful bidder.
The railroad Is forty-eigmiles
In
length, terminating in Des
Moines, Union county. From Raton
to Des Moines there are eleven stations on the road. The equipment
Included In the sale amounted to
twenty-elgfreight cars and "all
property of whatsoever kind and
character." The sale Is subject to
the approval of the federal court.
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their popularity apply
with equal weight to
Attacks of Indigestion the famous
Western
"1 believe Chamberlain's Tablets
have saved my life." writes Mrs. Metallic Cartridges.
Maggie Coll. Golden City. Mo. "I
had pains in my stomach so bad Tjjeir perfect balance,
ENROLL NOW.

,
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u '""",r.
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(By The Amoclulrfl I'resa.)

Pueblo. Colo.. Oct. 23. James
Hook, BO years old. of Denver, re
ceived fatal injuries at 4 oMock
this afternoon when the nutomo.
bile he was driving from Portland,
Colo., to Pueblo skidded on the
Canon City road one mile west of
the Pueblo city limits, turned over
and pinned him under the steering
wheel. He died at a local hospital
an hour later. Authorities here
have little Information concerning
him but It is understood his family
resides in Denver and that he was
employed as a superintendent or
foreman at the Portland cement
plant at Portland, Colo.

.

first-clas-

o-

Har-she-

made by an organization of carefully trained workmen, accord
ing tq plans and speci
fications which have
taken years to perfect.

They are made as good
as shells can be made;
CATARRH
no time, effort pr exof head or throat ia usually
benefited by to vapors of"
pense is spared to
make them so, and yet
V APO Flun factory efficiency and
volume sales effort enable them to be sold
for the price of just or
C. H. CARNES
BURXS PROVE FATAL.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 23.
dinary shells.
6PECIAI IS IS
I'lJtlt
died
J. M. Lee, fireman,
HKFItACTIHM
a
when
today of burns received
107 8. Fourth
I'hnne
The two most popular
boiler tube aboard a launch burs'
yesterday at Yerba Buena naval
Western
Shells sold in
training station, in San Francisco
bay. His horns is at Gllkeson.
Albuquerque are the
Ark. Two other sailors were
,
Wind Shield
jured.
Kecord bhells with the
L.MI1KK CO
i C IIAI.IIRIIIIiR
li 8oub Flral Strret. Phon 401
ong brass cup, and the
I
..
Try a Journr Want Ad.
Field with the medium
f New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.- - brass cun. Both are
HiHlprtiinltir
and Welder
smokeless, both have
tlOO 8. 8eeond 81.
Tel.
J the
special Western
patented steel locked
base. The New Chief
FOR SALE
black powder shell,
toasted to seal WATER MOTOR made
by the Western
Inquire
in the delicious JOURNAL OFFICE people is
absolutely
the peer of all black'
Burley flavor
Atetouwiif. 1 IA
powder shells. It too,
has the steel locked
base.
DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS
CARTRIDGES Attend a school that Is surThe same efficient
rounded wltb an Atmosphere
of Business.
methods of production
A thoroneh coarse In this
and selling which have,
school would prepare you for
a
won Western Shells
position.
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GRFEVTiEAK TOPS

downright dependability..
They are good shells,

Sarles, by winning today, beI
v Hi
?
came leader on points for the na'
tlonal speed championship.
Tom'
my Milton, It was said, Is the only
other driver with sufficient points
to contend with Sarles for the ti
tle.
Jimmy Murphy finished fifth
today; Frank Elliott, sixth: Eddie
W. H. Churchill.
Miller, seventh and Jerry Wonder
Meh, eighth.
W. H. Churchill ia one of the
Tom Alley ran ninety-fou- r
laps men Harvard is counting on this
ano quit with engine trouble.
season.
II has
valuable
Hearne took the lead at the star at full as well as proved
on the wings.
and held It for seventy laps, but,
arter making one lap at the rate
of 117 miles an hour, his engine
INJURIES RECEIVED IN
developed trouble and he was
forced to surrender to Thomas.
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
Sarles passed Thomas on the one
FATAL TO DENVER MAN
hundred and ninth lap.

"personal notes of the STATE j

.

If

lourtn.

.

0.

1

one-fift-

r

Bail-wa-

For the same reason
Western Shells, h o cl.
most trap records,
they are preferred by
hunters
for t h e'i r

Sarles won the
Cotati
speedway race here today In one
e
hour and twenty-onminutes,
thirty-fou- r
and three-fifth- s
seconds,
h
of a second
finishing
ahead of Joe Thoman.
The Judges announced Ralph de
Palma was third and Eddie Hearne
fourth, but almost
Immediately
withdrew this announcement and
said a statement on third and
fourth places would be made later,
There was confusion In the tim
ing, thev said.
After recheck It was announced
officially that Ralph de Palma
was -- third and Eddie Hearne

Pu-da-

nancial figures involved In the
proposed strike of the railroad
workers are staggering. The railway workers have- been drawing
(By The Associated 're.)
. Denver.
Colo.. Oct. 23. What pay tn tho extent of four and a
half billion dollars a year.
as the most solemn ;,nB tho
was
Kuropen war period and
Jn
churcii
ceremony
the
two years following the armand majestic
istice,
,the pay of the railway
history In Denver took place today
was Increased approxiwhen the Cathedral of the Immac- -' workers 100
mately
per cent. The cut of
ulate Conception was consecrated July 1 last which had been made
before a throne or more than the basis of the strike order, was
30,000 persons. The service was 12 per cent.
In the round numbers the railattended by dignitaries of the
Catholic church from all parts of way employes since the cost of
west.
the
living began to mount to war
Five archbishops, sixteen bish- time heights, received the followops and more than a hundred ing increases:
In 1016 S270.000.000.
priests participated In the dedicaIn 1018 $S70,000,00.
tion service, which was followed
In 1010 $230,000,000.
which
12,000
in
a
street
parade
by
In 1020 $830,000,000.
persons marched. ' Consecration of
This made a total of $2,200,000,-00the interior of the church was held
The cut of July 1, amounted
behind closed doorg,
to
about $470,000,000. The total
.
ITenrv'
Tlhen,
Right Key.
bishop of Denver, was the conse-- . Increase in pay, then, brought the
crator. He was assisted .by the aggregate pay of the men to
$4.DO0.00O,0OO
Al around
and was
Archbishops
less than 100 per cent.
bert T. Daeger of Santa Fe, N. M., something
The
of
tho
C.iennon
St.
of
for
pay
men,
Louli.
J.
allowing
and J.
July cut, Is probably about
Archbishop Austin Powllng of St. the
ISO
rate.
per cent of the pre-wPaul, tonight addressed thousands
Meantime there Is nothing in
who gathered outside the church
tho
calm
about
the
for solemn
headquarters
vespers.
pontifical
Glennon made the of the American Federation of
Archbishop
consecration address this morning Labor in this city to Indicate that
The cathedral was constructed the greatest railroad strike In the
Arhistory of the United States has
, in 1908 at a cost of $700,000.
officially ordered.
rangements for the consecration been
There has been little or no diswere not made until several
as to what steps the rank
months ago, when a mortgage of cussion
$12S,000 on the church was paid and file of organized labor shall TAKE STEPS TO DEFEND
in
take
the event that the railDenoff by J. K. Mullen, wealthy
REPUBLICS INTERESTS
road workers take ttte bit In their
ver manufacturer.
teeth and go ahead with the strike
Oct. 23 (by the Associatdespite the efforts that are being ed Prague,
At a cabinet council
made toward a settlement.
CLERKS REFUSED
It is todayPress.)
to
the situation In
consider
said at headquarters that there Is
Hungary, Premier Benes taid that
TO
PERMISSION
comparatively littlo 'necessity for all measures had been taken to de
as to the attitude of organ- fend the interests of the
JOIN IN STRIKE worry
ized workers outside the railway accord between the littlerepublic;
entente
unions.
was complete, and an agreement
(Continued from Page One.)
p
If the railroad
should pro- existed for a common line of action.
ceed Approximately according to Diplomatic steps taken would be
first favored a walkout In protest tho plans
that have been lall supplemented by military and deof recent wage cuts. They finally
it is claimed there would be fensive measures.
swung over to a "no strike" now down,
no
need
for
The cabinet resolved on partial
sympathetic strike
policy, but the question uf quitting for lack of
statetransportation facilities mobilization. A
work will be takjn up r,galn after would
paralyzo virtually every line ment says that the government Is
tne moor noarn renaers occisiuu of Industry.
determined to eeeim a definite seton rules and working conditions,
Without doubt. If actual support tlement cf the Hapsburg question.
clerks
the
action
by
Tonight's
necessary the railroad workleft the eicnalmen and the telegra- - were
ers wocld set it from the miners. THREE DIVISIONS ARE
nhers the only organizations in the In
CALLED TO THE COLORS
England recently, however, th
unions
eleven
"standard'' rail
were on strike, called
which may join the conductors, miners who
Oct. 23.
Belerade.
ror
in
vain
liplp from the transfiremen, engineers, trainmen and
division have oeen canea to
switchmen in the strike they have port workers In the British Isles IThreecolors
to relnrorce troops on
At first this help was promised the
calle-"- .
the
Hungarian border, and all rail
and
p
a
was
general
Indicat'
The
tentatively
telegraphers
communications with Hungary
have aliened themselves with the ed. At the last moment, however, road
were occupied last night. The gov
"Big Five," but officials of this the railway men recanted their ernment Is in communication with
union said tonieht that the decision decision and the miners were left
and Rumania, as
to their fate. There Is reason to
might be chanced before October
well as with the allies.
30. The signalmen have not yet believe that the rail workers In the
t'nlted States would also have the ENTENTE OBJECTS TO
Voted.,
When, the official statement an- support of such steel workers as
RETVRN OF CHARLES
are organized, for the recent drss-ti- o
said
action
clerk's
nouncing the
harmonious
been
of
had
program,
reductions
In
the
everything
London, Oct. 23. The Hungarian
in, the meeting. Individual officials steel Industry has caused
legation here has received an offideclared tho decision naj oeen
cial
telegram from 'Budapest, anThe Tilsr ploblem of the "hie nouncing
made onlv after a vigorous debate,
the enttnte's protest
The turning point In the debate fnv.r" hrnlherbomla Is not concern- - against
the return of Charles and
came, it was said, wnen tne om ed with the sollrierity of labor gen- that the Hungarian
government
rials announced that they, like the erally. It is principally a matter had replied it was taking every step
or
"standard"
of
other
the
leaders
solidarity among railroad work- to Induce him to leave.
ers thomselvein.
unions, had not been able to
the brotherhoods and rhe
For several years the shop men
switchmen to agree to support have lamented that the big four
I..FADERS'
them throughout the proposed brotherhoods showed too great a UNION
When it was announced tendency to leave the shop men In
strikei
VERSION IS SET
the lurch, to flqht out bnttles by
that the. brotherhoods had InformFORTH BY STONE
ed the officials that their men themselves.
The roads hpve extheir
when
work
to
would return
a
of
of
number
strikes,
perienced
personal grievances had been set-of greater or le,w magnitude, by shop
(Continued from Pago One.)
men, while the "aristocrats of the
tled, regardless of the action
other striking unions, the sentiment rail" remained on tho job. But stltutional rights to retire from the
swung to the no strike plan. It was row the tables are turned. Al- service.
said.
through the
"We are advised
though the "hltr four" members
rlevances
have fewer
than the newsDaners that the Interstate
CONVICTION OF TWO
shop men since the resumption of Commerce Commission has author
in
reduction
work affects only the latter ised a considerable
AGAINST piece
PROTESTED
tbev have otnslhIy cast the die. freight rates.
Whenthe "big four" men vote "Notwithstanding tne Tact tnai
"
t go on strike they are well aware wares have been reduced 12 per
Bf Th Alptoclaled Prrti.)
of tho seriousness of the step. cent since July 1. there was no talk
London, Oct. 23. A
the
outside
Shon men may strike and lose, and about a reduction of freight rates
demonstration
American embassy today, failed to tn to the next town for new Jobs. until thl crisis. Now the railroads
There was a small Knulneers and conductors. If they are attempting to gain tne symmaterialize.
l,
strike must win. There will be no pathy of the public by this late recommunist gathering in
new 1obs for them. They are Stak- duction of rates.
however, at which
were delivered by Sylvia Pank-hur- ing everything on the outcome.
"The public never would have
and others, who protestel
received this reduction with the
Meyerbeer, like Handel, compos- consent of the railroads, had thi
against the conviction of the
ed best in a thunderstv.
rallrosds not been confronted with
thl" emergency."
Besides Mr. Stone, others attending the conference were W. G. Iee.
of
president of the Brotherhood
.

(P.; Tha Aitorlnlcd Prcii.)
Cotati, Calif.. Oct. 23, Roscoe

:hought 1 couia
lot live. Our doctor said it was
congestion ot the
stomach. 1 would
to to bed perfect'
ty well and wake
j up in the night
as 'bad as 1 could
be and live. Our
said
it
doctor
would do no good
to give medicine
He
internally.
had to
medicine in my
arm. Since tab.
ng Chamberlain's
Tablets I can eat
anything I want
without
hurting
me." This form
of Indigestion is
extremely painful
and often dangerous.
By tsk
ng Chamberlain's
Tablets arter eating, and especially
when you have fulness and weight
In the stomach after eating, the
disease may be warded off and
avoided Chamberlain's Ta bints not
only aid digestion, but strengthen
and Invigorate the stomach.

$'"'

sureness' and dependability have made them
reat favorites in New
Mexico.

NOTE:

We have in stock the
inject famous Western 256

A GRAND OLD REMEDY
You can't keep strong and well
without sleep. Whether your rest
la broken by a painful hacking
cough or just an annoying tickling in the throat., the system beand rundown.
comes weakened
Mrs. K. D. Drake, Chllds. Md
nrlt.i! "After on nttnrlf of thu 'flu'
I was left with a severs cough.
Nothing relieved me until I usea
Fnlev's Honev and Tar. which I can
Tt nnvora lr.
KlvVilw ropnmmond"
rltated membranes with a healing
ana sooming
loosens
coating,
phlegm and clears air passages.
Sold everywhere.

ITS

Newton cartridges
with Lubaloy expan
sion bullets, also the
Government

30-'0- 6

cartridge with Luba-

loy expansion bullets.
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TRADITION THAT TEAM WINKING

TOGETHER

FIRST GAME ALSO WINS WORLD

IN FAR

SERIES SHATTERED THIS YEAR

By GKOnOE

CTIADWICK.

(Rpertnl Dtapatrh In Morning Journal
(Copyright i'J'il by Albuquerque Journal)
New York, Oct. 23. The tradi-

tion that the team which wins the
first game of a world series also
wins the series was unable to
'tradish" In 1921. It was no fault
of the tradition.
It fell down twice
prior to 1921, once when the New
York National began by winning
the first gamo of a series and another time when the Philadelphia
Nationals started off with the band
playing and the flags flying and
utopped on the first lap.
There wir one i..an sitting In
the big stadium at the last world
series who called attention to the
fact that the American league had
been sorely treated by fate this
year and he grieved In his quiet
Philadelphia way that this was
the cause.
He called attention to something else about world's series of
1921 which resembled the baseball
of the past and which had been
The
overlooked.
quite generally
first two games In 1921 were won
first
the
0
3
of
to
and
scores
by
two games of the first world series
in 1905 were won by scores of 3
to 0.

The Giants and the Athletics
were playir.g in 1905. The Giants
won the first gamo in Philadelphia
on the Columbia avenue grounds.
Mathewson pitched for New York
add Plank for Athletics. Never In
all Plank's history did he bend and
twfst harder to win a ball game
than he did to win that first contest against the Giants, for the animosity against the New York team
in Philadelphia In those days was
some animosity.
Tl.
Giants scored two runs in
the fifth and one in the ninth. In
the first woiia series game in 1921
the Yankees scored a run in the
f ii st, ono In the fifth and one in
the sixth.
The second game of the series In
at the Polo
1905 was
played
3 to 0
grounds and the score was McGln-nlty
In favor of the Athletics.
for the
and Ames pitched
Giants and Bender for Philadelphia.
Tho latter team scored a run in the
third inning and then scored two
Tho Giants
more in the eighth.
four hits
made 'only a meager
against Bender.
In the second game In 1921,
Hoyt won for the American league
and tho Giants were defeated fov
the second time in succession, by
3 to 0.
The Yanks scored a run
in the fourth and two in the
eighth. Note how much that was
like the game way back In 190.1.
When, it comes to tho third
game, comparisons are not so clow
and yet the third game in 1921
resembled its 1005 prototype. I;i
1905 the Giants scored nine runs
to nothing for their opponents.

in

PLEA OF BRITD

Mar-quesa-

Filipinos Would Cease to
Exist As a Government
Were It Not for the U. S.,
NorthcliffeJSays.
(By The Amoelutfd Pre.

y.

COLORADO

OU
SHOT

RICH

FATALLY
11!

FIGHT

J. L. Thompson, Living Near
Raman, Is Reported Dying at Hospital; Neighbor
and Wife Held in Jail.

AVblte Shadows of the South
Seas, by Frederick O'Brien, anl
'
M
Isles of the South .Seas, by
Frederick O'Brien.
Frederick
"Whlto
Shadows,"
O'Brien's first book, was written
bthe flickering light of a barn
tered stable lantern in the
The manuscript
Islands.
was refused by one publisher and
smiled Indulgently at by several
noted authors. It was put on the
shelf until several
years later,
vhen Mr. O'Brien, who was leavfor
the
Far
East,
accepted the
ing
the
vice of friends and gav
manuscript to the Century comand
correction
publicapany for
tion. He first saw the printed
copy in a book store in Hongkong
nnd was shocked at the price. Ho
was sure not many people would
read a new book at four dollars a
-

IS 05 Were

JIathewson pitched against Coak-leThe gai io was played in
Philadelphia and there was a lot of
folks in New York who believed at
first tho nine to nothing score
meant tho game had been forfeited. They had to read the accounts
of the game to satisfy themselves.
In the third gamo which was
playod In 1921, the score was IS
in
cracked
to 4. The pitchers
1921 as they had in 1905- after the
strain of the first two hard foughT
games. In 1905 McGinnlty triumphed for New York in the
fourth game 11 to 0. In 1921 the
teams were back on edgi again
and the Giants pulled through, 4
to 2.
It was Connie Mack whose memory drifted back to 1905, and who
sensed the repetition of this series
of happenings in the year 'when
the world series for tho first time
was launched upon its little seas
of troubles1. McGraw has had his
opportunity to win again both
league championship and a world
series, and Connie Mack Is fired
with a new ambition. He is determined to take up the fight and
come through with another championship Athletics ..and a new
world series team. Connie Is a
plugger and ho never gives up
even though the going is hard.
This world's series just won by the
Giants had Its similarity to tho
first one won by the Giants and
Connie Is determined that there
will be another world's series
to
which will bear a similarity
those won in tho past by the

IS

THE LIBRARY

1

First Two Contests in 1921 Won By Scores of
3 to 0; First Two Clashes in the Initial
Championship Scrimmage
Won By Identical Scores.

EAST

AT

Page Three

Manila. P. I., Oct. 22 (by the
Associated Press.) Great Britain
and tho United States and the peoples each has assisted, would stand
.
together In the event of any stru-ifi,a vni. Fust. Viscount
LNortheiiffe, noted English publi
cist, declared in an auurcaa uciuic
the Rotary club here today. Asto
serting he could speak plainly
the Filipinos because he was not
of
students
told
an American; he
the University of the Philippine islands the islands had as much home
rule as Australia and South Africa
and that were it not for the United
States, they would ceaso to exist as
a government.
He said:
"Despite slight surface differences I am convinced the English-speakin- g
peoples of the world are
insensibly drawing near to each
- - Blow.
uic r.vnniiwa TnflV be
uiiiri. rra
b6t it will be a sure one and it will
uy nj
be greatly acceieniit-of hostile action from tho peoples
of the Far East.
"Should a struggle be coming in
the Far East I have no doubt
lirit-ai- n
whatever the 'icople of Great
nnd the United States and the
4

v.n,. honn nSHisted by
Great Britain and the United
would stand together in the
States, ......
United States
v.
some hhj tht ibs
i,.nworl nations of
..i
Europe from law io me,
sion oi ine wai.
rrn ua etndonts be said:
"The few hours I have spent In
vint-rme the
rnnvlnced
ru..
Americans are giving the Filipinos
.
.not only a square aeai uui a. u..-i

u

--

copy.

The scene of the "White Shnd:
the Marquesan Islands while "Mystic Isles" is laid
in romantic and beautiful Tahiti.
Each book is a series of interesting adventures and charming descriptions calculated to make the
least Impressionable
reader dissatisfied with the temperate zone.
Both books are ideal travel books
for
people.
Other books with waiting lls'i
n
the nubile library are:
of
"Age
Innecence,"
Edith,
Wharton.
"Alice Adams," Booth Tarklng
ton.
"Beloved Woman,"
Kathleen
Norrls.
"Bst Short Stories." O'Brien.
"Brimming Cup," Dorothy Can
field Fisher.
"Flaming Forest," James Oliver
Curwood.
"Growth of the Soil," Knut Hnnv
sun.
"Helen of the OlJ House," Har
old Boll Wright.
"Her Father's Daughter," Gene
own" is laid in
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New Prices.

$3300

$2625

$3000

$2625

$4090

$3440

FERGUSON HAS

SEDAN

$4250

$3675

TERSE STYLE OF
NEWSPAPER MAN
I shall never be able to

Old Prices.

Car.

(New Prices, F. O. B. Albuquerque)
c2

think of

Remember These Reductions

as nything but
Harvey Fergu.-isoHis "Blood
newspaper reporter.
of the Conquerors" (Knopf) Is
written In the terse, succinct style
nf the metropolitan
news writer.
his way of hamul i the theme is
'
the way of tho newspaper feature
ill
writer, rather than that of the
(By rhe A4Rorlatei1 l're9.)
novelist. I think that's why his
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 23.
.T.
opening chapters aro weak; he's
Ij. Thompson, a rancher reis
near
trying too hard to be a novelist
siding
Raman,, Colorado,
When I call his opening chapters
reported dying at a local hospital
wenk J do not mean weak when
and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Roberts, of
compared to jnost of his contemfiaranh, are held in the county Jail
on
ranch
a
a.
battle
poraries, but merely weak when
gun
following
compared to the rest it the book,
early today. The shooting is said
Til
His descriptions are only descrip
to have been the result of a quarrel over the division of livestock
tive enough to arouse one s imagination. Ho doesn't blurt his story,
owned Jointly
by Roberts and
vf .
III
he gives his readers that rare priviThompson.
I.
I
lege of thinking for themselves.
Thompson has been a tenant on
don't know Fergupson or his way of
a r.mch owned by Roberts.
420
Tho shooting took place this
writing, but I believe that when ho
decided to write tho story of Ra
morning wherl Mr. and Mrs. Rob-is
mon Uclrasar he came to AlbuMaster of Men Hall
erts drove to tho ranch where, it
Calno
for his facts, gathered
$1.75
said, they attempted to remove
HARDING IS querque
Helen of tho Old House
some hogs, the ownership of which
them after the manner of the train
ed news gatherer, sifting
was claimed by Roberts. After hot
them.
$2.00
Wright
The Sheik Hull
words had passed between the two
$1.1)0
confirming them and arranging
entered
to
is
have
Her Father's Daughter
them before he commenced weav
said
Thompson
imr them into his story.
his house, returning with a rifle.
Porter
$1.75
s
His story nas tho
Roberts then, according to reports,
Flaming Forest Curwood $2.00
value of casting a new and roMain Street Lewis
$2.00
opened fire from a distance of
e
third
It
Alice Adams Tarkington.$1.73
on
At the
mantic light
the southwest.
seventy-fivyards.
(By The AMorlntrd Prem.)
was not written to pattern as all
fell
Outlines of History
mortally
shot, Thompson
interTho
23.
Oct.
Washington,
:
wens
other stories of the southwest are;
wounded with a bullet through his
S3.00
for limitation It
takes the thing it writes about as
chest. Thompson was taken to a national conference
Mystic Isles of the
f
discussion
and
nrmaments
of
declare
Its only pattern. And it is as re
South Seas
hospital where physlc.ans
$5.00
questions glonal
his chances for recovery are slight. Pacific and FartheEastern
rb Jack London's "Call of
final phase of the Wild."
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts were placed entered tocay
Harvev Fergnsson does
of not
arrival
the
with
construction
under arrest.
s?e Albuquerque through the
participants, the
d
Japanese n officialto reach
glasses of a chamber
the capital. of
nor
commerce
Moonshine, It is said, has a rirot
secretary,
were
received
gov
by
visitors
The
"Your Money Back If You
marked effect on stammering. Peo- ernment
through the smoked specs of the
were
ana
cueeieu
officials
Want It."
deliberate raker of muck. He saw
ple so afflicted stammer most at
by thousands.
the story as it Is and had the abil
the full moon.
Mni nm K T.maka. heading
ity and the guts (the new meaning cuse for its place in the book. Some'
his
of
new and labeled P. G. W. His
staff
the military advisory
is in the newest dictionary) to people are
exa
going to say that Fer- in
statement,
plots are always ingenious, wholly
government,
write It as he saw It. He does not gusson's work
is
of
success
His
for "the
suggestive; I think
charming.
impossible and
pressed wifhes
details for the love of that its
magnify
s
Presi
tnKir
bv
frank.
Initiated
timent is n.ver tense. His senv,ia
hn
merely downright
with unpleasantrles, rather
dialing
of
book
if
will
ment
sell
a
the
are
genuine
object
with
timentalists
always pleasant
dent Harding
he reported tho npleasant things tho "Blood of! the
fools. His book is personally and
Conquerors"
relieving all the nations from the as
occurred. He hewed to the should sell. But
merit
alone
recommended
then,
BODY
by the
BE
IS
TO
miseries of war and from the heavy linethey
heartily
on
and some of the chips' fell
rivalwill not sell a book. A reputation
committee on reducing morbidity
expenditure Incidental to the
toes.
dignified
from
for
as
the
well
will,
as
readers."
naughtiness
however;
armaments
of
among
ry
Fergusson's "Last of the Del- the desire that the millions who casars." the same story which ap sexually hungry are many nnd sexinterested
h. .e not
multitudinous.
ually
Bartley has no desire
fell in the Armageddon
Set
In
as
a novelette
Smnrt
TODAY to Nalbro
peared
'
in the sense
bo a "realist"
h. a.
died in vain."
Is obviously a boil-f- 1
n of the
L.
the
which
term usually implies
He declared there was not tho novel,
of
the
mme
In
the
process
comShe has not sought to spy out
"slightest hesitation" byourhisrespect
best of it steamed away. The novel
the ugly, the sordid, and vulgai
panions "in tendering
(By The A.oortntrd I'reu )
Is the finished Job.
success
to
the
BOOK ENDS
and well wishes as
Chalons Sur Marine, France, Oct details of life which, presented
hat the power of
Fergnsson
en
masse, give a picture as far
conference.
of the
23 (by the Associated Press.)
makh.g you "feel" a picture the
most sugar
Impressive Ceremonies.
Four bodies of unidentified Amerl-- 1 out of focus as the
same art that distinguished
the
was
sigThe delegation's arrival
can soldiers who fell in the world nnntal pnmnncaa T.lfa nhmifrl ha
The Southern Pacific Company ,will receive
artist from the photographer Con
Ben
whose
first
at
,
long
Hecht,
ceremonies
is.
she he- wn
0rtraved lust as it
h
trntn om
nalized by impressive
,hnm
sider this picture of an Old Town
applications for employment in all branches of
story has Just appeared, writes of chosen America's "Unknown Sol- - Iteves, the good and the bad, the
the Union station. Officers repre- fair:
the railroad service from persons willing to engage
aler" for burial n Arlington, were pieasani ana ine unpicasani, .ne
senting the state department, the
"Twice a
the single narrow mmseir:
armv and navy had scarcely been) street which dayconnected the neat
iniuespair and doubting, but also the
"Erik brought today to the city hall
in railroad work.
My age is twenty-sevetho military brick
hoinm
courage that kaeps moving on and
and frame respectability of Dorn" is my I11SI novel, I've Preparation for the simple cere-- 1 tho
All applications should he in writing, stating
national
"Fnlr
hnr, ttint lcoH. -- heart
the
band began
Japanese
New
Town
the
with
picturesque
on
newspapers since i was'each of the fo(lr pormanent Ameri-jt- o
Middling" my new novel which
the name, age, and residence of applicant, present
anthem, following a moment later adobe squallor of Old Town was worked
vacan cemeteries in France Romag- has Just appeared, is the story of a
with the Star Spangled Banner.
filled by a curiously varied crowd. sevenieen. i ve covereu every
occupation, previous railroad experience, if any,
says
automobiles were waiting Tho tourist
of story in that time from ne, Triaucourt, Bony and Belleau woman I knew intimately,"
riety
Army
distinfrom
the
east,
Miss Partloy, "and her story is
the character of the railroad work in which appliand soon the delegates, precede." guished by his camera and his un- Interviews to revolutions. I was In Wood.
accomSergeant E. S. Younger, head strangely similar to many thouby a cavalry troop and
cant desires to engage, and the address at which
umbrella, Jostled the Germany for The Chicago Dally
necessary
besands of other women's stories.
panied by American officers,hotel Pueblo squaw from Isleta, with her News between 19 9 and 1920. My quarters company. Second battal
be
letter
reached
or
can
by
ion
telephone
to
applicant
their
of the Fiftieth Infantry, was
latest-bor- n
gan the procession
shoulder
over
her
slung
has been chiefly confined s lected tonight by Major R. P.
or telegram.
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LEADS' CAMPAIGN FOR
"The Brlary Bush," Floyd Dell's York politics, literature, the theIs extremely Interesting.
It gives
threatened strike by certain employes of the South-er- a
. .uu m new novel, will be published Oct. ater. Journalism
and about them
DRESS REFORM WONG ine inrius ana seeps me next.
Pacific Company. '
29. In view of the general Imknow what will happen
he Will undoubtedly have much
KANSAS
ll
is
TEACHERS
As for the central
character, pression that this book
simply to say that will be highly Intercontinuation of the adventure esting.
Hamon he is an unexpurgated
,
edition of what he is. Like Dreiser's of Felix Fay, first told In "Moon- (Uy The Auorlntrd Prm.)
Topeka, Knns., Oct. 23. "Kan Financier, he is real, true to life; Calf," Mr. Knopf informs us that
Fanny Butcher ,ln the Chlcag
Fnwl Hpgly Fragrant
sas echool teachers can not dress not merely a charade in a book. The Brlary Bush" is a separate Tribune pays tribute to P. G
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a
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never
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Hnmon
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and
expect
be.
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independent story, complete Wodehouso, the creator of "Indisto draw the salnries of mature wo- model In the public schools. I ran In Itself, nnd dealing
with the cretions of Archie" (Doran). "Ni
men," declares Miss I.n. rMne .E. already hear condemnation of his subject of marriage In modern matter how humorous he tries to
By J. H. DYER, General Manager.
frMof Onttew LabntoflM,Ipt.X.
VMoon-Calf,of
otate
"
mora
WooKter,
, superintendent
character. But it's his char- society. The hero' of
be," says Miss T"utrher, "ho s Sample
MftM. K very wive r 26c,
public instruction.
acter, and that's a very good ex- - Felix Fay, simply happens to be never dull, Ii:s jokes here are all
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"Main Street."-Sinclai- r
Ie.wis.
"Margot Asciuith," Biography.
"Miss Lulu llett," Zona Gale.
"Moon Calf," Floyd Fell.
"Potterism," Uose McCau!ey.
"Psycho-- nalvsls," Trldon.
"Top of the World." Ethel D?ll.
"The Tragle Bride." Young.
"Outline of History,"
II.' 0.
wells.

t

generous people
nniv b
United States
(V,oan nf the
could afford to give. The United
ic tnniflnir one of the most
interesting experiments in tho up
lifting of a people.
is
"You imagine your wealth
unknown to the world. Are you
so
aware that some countries are
,i,l that thev must go
imagine they
somewhere? Do
w uld come no e ir me American flag was not here? How could
iew
you defend this land wun your milmillions against the thousand
so
far
not
aro
very
lions whoaway?
"I am convinced that no pro-nl- e
'in the world have had a fair
er deal than the people of your
city.
"f knrtw of no other nation that
would Have assisted you to do
what you have done in so short J
time. I am sure that no other nation could have eff ctod an arrangement by which such a small.
sfattered people as you are by
comparison with my country and
north of he'v
the gvcat natk:
v o"ld have saved the cost of protection of vour country."
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Are In Effect Today Monday,
October 24, 1921.

Roland Saner & Co
West Central Avenue.
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STRONG'S
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TODAY
BIIKAKFAST, a la Carte
Waffles a specialty.
LUlSX'HEON

11:30 to 2:00, 60c
Koast Pork, Club Steak, BreadPotatoes
ed
Veal, Mashed
Fresh Spinach with Kggs, Scalloped Tomatoes, Baked Beans
Celery. Radishes, Combination
Salad, Pie, Cake. Coffee, Tea.
Milk.

DINNER
6:30 10,7:00, $1.00
ihicken Croquettes, Rojist Pork
Sauce. Hot "Bisi'iiita.
Apple
French Fried Potatoes. .Mdshed
Corn
Corn
Bread,
Turnips.
Pudding. Sliced Tomatoes, Pies.
Made
Home
Cake, Pudding Coffee.- Tea Milk

Deris Tea Rocm'
516

West Central

IT IS WORTH
MONEY.
Cut outthls slip, enclose with
5c and mall It to Foley & Co.,
2835 Sheffield
avenue. Chicago.
HI., writing your name and address clearly. You will receive In
return a trial package containing
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for coughs, colds and croup;
Foley Kidney- - Pills for pains in
sides and back, rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome md thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipation, biliousness, headaches, and
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere.
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Cuticura Talcum

Always Healthful
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1921 FOOTBALL1

CHAMPION

TONS

OF ELEPHANTS

COMING

WITH

AL. G.BARNES

CIRCUS.

E

REVISED

ELEPHAN T

SATORDAY

New York, Oct. 23. The 1921
football season hit Its stride In
Saturday's games and was marked
and
Regarded As Strong Con- in the east by recordforcrowds
Harvard,
thrilling struggles
tenders for the Title.
Yale and Princeton and Kansas.
The Tigers presented a weak defense and a poor offensive against
(By The Aeaoelated I'rese.)
'
University of Chicago eleven
Chicago, Oct. 28. Western con- the
and lost 9 to 0. It was the first
football
ference
championship
time In eastern football history
somewhat that the west had triumphed over
are undergoinglng
one
of the big three.
of a revision us a result of Saturday's
In the Yale bowl, before 70,000
games, features of which were evfound a
idence of previously unsuspected spectators, the Bulldog
in the Army
proposition
tough
and
State
Ohio
power given by
but turned back the cadets,
Chicago, together with the weak- eleven,
14 tn 7.
Harvard, against Penn
ness displayed by Michigan.
furnished tho first of the
The conference standings fol- State,
season's real gridiron thrills, and
'
low:
W. L. stood off defeat in the last quarter.
2
0 holding the crimson to 2W1 lie.
Chicago
Syracuse
Pittsburgh surprised
0
2
Ohio State
to 0. and Cornell de
0 and won 35
2
Wisconsin
Univer7.
31
to
feated
Colgate,
n
1
Iowa
got revenge
0 sity of Pennsylvania
2
Minnesota
Its 1920 defeat by Vlglnla Mili1 for
0
Michigan
Institute by a score of 21 to
tary
1
0
Tndlnna
7. Washington and Jefferson won
1
0
Purdue
from Lehigh 14 to ? and Swarth-mor- e
0
,2
Tlllnols
was In a 7 tie with Frank0
Northwestern
Marshall.
Georgetown
lin and
footf
talked-oWhile the most
overcame Holy Cross, 28 to 7. Navy
Cheerful Gardner and the AI. G. Barnes group of elephants coming to Albuquerque, Saturday,
ball subject was Chicago's triumph was Idle.
Barnes collection of pachyderms, but not shown
October 29, for two performances. Included
over Princeton, from a conference
Ohio Slate's victory
above, Is "Tusko," an elephant that stands 12 feet, 6 Inches, which Is 11 Inches taller than was "Jumbo,"
standpoint
IN
OUT
BREAKS
FIRE
Imor
circus
most
all
animals.
famous
the
over, Michigan was the most
portant. It virtually eliminated
A FORT NEAR PARIS
established
and
firmly
Michigan
working hard and has a good kick- ST. LOUIS MAN NAMED
Ohio State. 19?0 champion na a
er In Patrick, and a fairly dependParis, Oct. 23 (by the Associated
porrtble title winner.
tonight hurriedly
able line. However,- the boys from
DIRECTOR OF ANNUAL
Ohio State now Is ranked with Press.) Soldiers
the
of
evacuation
the
Palo Alto havo a long way to go to
and Chicago ns a compelled in the vicinity of the
"Wisconsin,
RED CR0SSR0LL CALL
overtake the Berkeley bunch.
population
possible title winner.
at Aubervilliers, two miles
Georgia Tech Is going strong In
Wisconsin did ns expected. In fort
out
broke
fire
outside Paris, when
the south. Donahue, at Auburn,
Edward B. Orr of St. Louis, has
IS REACHED
defentlng Illinois, 20 to 0. and the and caused the explosion of gas
has sprung surprises
and may been appointed dfrector of the
Tlllnl now nrf considered out of and other shells.
In
the fifth annual Bed Cross roll fpr the
again, Altogether the game
the fight. Minnesota's 6 to 0 vicThe fort Is one of forty forts
south Is high class and is steadily southwestern division, according to
tory over Indiana brought little surrounding Paris. It is situated
Improving.
information given out InBt night
comment, as the game was looked northeast of the city. Shortly after
GRID
by James L. Fieser, manager of
on as of minor Importance.
the fire broke out the flames reachI
the division. Orr Is director of
Iowa, with an easy schedule, ap- ed a portion of the ammunition
membership activities for the diparently has a better chance to g. stores, and when the shells began
I
I
vision and as such Is in direct
through the season undefeated to explode fire apparatus from
in
All
the
Teams
sent
Monday
ail
with
touch
membership
than any of the other teams.
Paris was called and troops
work In tho various chapters
to compel the population to evacuSections Will Be-qLarger
AT THE TUKATKHS TODAY.
throughout the seven stn.es comII 10.
to Direct Attention to "H" Theater Itepeating the prising the division. He came Into
"White Hiders of the iiange," with that office from tho position of
Crucial Clashes.
GOVERNMENT ASSUMES
Edmund F. Cobb, the Albuqueruuo director of disaster relief of the
boy, as tho main star; also repeatdivision and was succeeded In th8
By Wily Mingle.
A WAITING ATTITUDE
HY WAI.TUIl CAMP.
ing today for tlie last time the two-re- latter office by Henry M. Raker.
(Soeelnl Dispatch it Morning Journal)
the
Trail,"
".Beyond
drama,
The roll call will take plnco all
(Rpeeinl OUpatrh to Morning .Iniirnnll
by Albuquerque Journal)
witli Thomas h.uusciii as the star, overtho United yfiites, beginning
Washington, Oct. 23. A wultlng (Copyright
(Copyright IRSt by Alhmitirrqii Journal) attitude towards
the impending
Kvents'1 reels.
uiul
tho
"Current
New
23.
The
Oct.
York,
on
turning
Armistice day, Novembor Jl,
Now York, Oct. 23. Not n sin- railroad strike still prevailed in ofpoint of tho 1 ft 2 1 football season
J.yrlo Theater Tom Moore, as and closing Th'tnkstiving day.- It
gle expert predicted that Toncy ficial circles today and no modifi- was
reached
all
and
in
tho lending character
Monday
"Beating purpose is to enroll in the lied
would bo knocked out of two cation of tho indicated Intention of the teams intoday
sections tho Uame," is being repeated today Cros1 all those who already held
the
games in the world's series. Thnc the administration to leave all will beffin to direct larger
two-retor
last
attention
tho
their
the
time;
memberships and ns ninny others
shakes faith In the exper'. .
direct conduct of dealins with it to to the great contests In which tht.tr Christie, comedy, "Hey, Uube," is as
may desire to join. There arc
By actual count, only two ex- the railroad labor board was ob- seasons culminate.
This Is the also beins repeated today.
and twenty-nin- e
perts gave Jess Barnes a thought. servable. The cut ordered by the time, therefore, to balance up Pastime Theater Shirley Mason seven hundred
chapters In the division located In
Move shock.
Commerce Commission the early seuson
and
Interstate
Is still at the Pastime- in "Ever the
ledger
large cities and many of the
Twice John .T. McGraw carried in western grain rates remained determine what the chances of the .Since
Jive," a William Fox picture; smaller cities and counties of the
all before lilm on his second the only salient move of the gov- various teams are and what means also
tho latest "Fox states of Arkansas. Kansas, Misrepeating
. guess.
Another shock.
ernment.
must ue adopted by the leaders to News" pictures, and the comedy, souri, Oklahoma, Texas. Colorado
The genial president
of the
Calculations upon this, prepared pull out victories .In the contests "Jucky Number,"
with Oaylord and New Mexico. Kach chapter
of
baseball
club
thinks
that
Railway
Association
Brooklyn
for the
nearest their hearts.
IJoyd ns tho star.
will conduct Its own roll call camthe
' his Superbas played better basn- - Executives. Indicated that
Weak.
Princeton Is
paign under the supervision of the
hall In their first two games In freight decrease would make a difHarvard
AT
OOBU
Take
r.
first
Princeton.
i:i.mim Till-- ATi.K TODAY
roll call director.
world's series than the ference of 2 cents a bushel on aver-ag- o and Yale. Two weeks ago Prince-- 1
to the 1920
li"
did In their first two in
IN KWl'llNU PLAY
ton was a marked favorite but the
shipments of wheat.
poiants
ATHLETICS WILL BE A
'1921. See what simple pastimes
injured list has mounted at the Jer.
....
.i
make Joyful the "tiearts of the
and unexpected
Tne i incuier uiaj, a ginmJ uui-ncs- s FEATURE OF PROGRAM AT
sey institution
weaknesses have been disclosed.
Brooklyn fans. They're happy on
vesterday afternoon and evenMoving Picture Funnies
The most appalling of these to Nas- ing. Kdmund F. Cobb, the AlbuRATON ARMISTICE-DA- Y
Long Island because they were
In
1920
in
of
7921.
was
lack
better
the
sau
than
,
querque lad, was the. big drawing
partisans
Baseball Is a great deal like
power on . attack without Gharrity card, and he was tho leading star tBa.iWl CoTrtemmrirnre in Thp .Inurnil.)
This brought
up 111 Willie IClcieis ui me unusv.
and Lom-legolf when It comes to guessing.
Baton, N. M., Oct. 2.1. The plans
.
No one has picked a golf winner In
Jt is a great western picture-storghosts of past years when the
for the athletic program on Armls-ic- e
scenes,
inand
on
with
too
much
or
a
thrilling
more
less and
exciting
twenty years,
Tigers had staked
day are progressing according
miu
uciiiiii-'- v
dividual brilliancy and had paid anu young
lot of folk can't pick a baseball
to the special committee of the
too little attenton to a powerful, marked ability in his acting. Co
winner with the field limited t.
men's association, which
two.
concerted team attack. Moreover, and see him today. Tho picture is has this matter in charge.
At
last
tho
for
today
harder
to
drive the Tigers
being repeated
least six entries for the motorcycle
Louisville, having won the little
attempts
races are assured. These races will
since the defeat by the Nuvy has time.
world's series, has done something
and
resulted In more inluries
be one of the features of tho sports
for tho state in baseball and Is the
can 111 afford to lose COCXTUY KTOKK IV
Princeton
first Kentucky club ever too get
program arranged for the afterCA.MF,"
TIIK
"HKATlXti
noon.
more men.
Into the shadow of a world's serle.
SOW AT LYK1C THEATER
A football game between the lohas
unintentionally
Harvard
At least Babe Ruth made no ef- -,
7HI I TO H0l TH
similar road
a
cal
been
a!ong
traveling
high school eleven and a visitfort to disguise the fact that he ln- Idea
the
,
OVMtNCWNfc
entertain
who
so
noeit
People
but tho results have not been
tended to bust the rules.
or ing team will be played. ArrangeTO KEE r TH
faked
is
that
everything
nearly
a
i The
has
as
ments are being made to have one
Harvard
serious
greater
motto of baseball Is not
pictures, of the strong
tennis In the ,state
wealth of hleh class material. The camouflaged ain motion
"take nothing for granted," but
the
at
look
should take
good
hero for that day. Other athletic
"punch" and the steady crashing
"take everything while the taking
the
in
"Beating
store
events are also on the program.
drive of the Crimson rush line country a
Is good."
Goldwyn picture, starring
All of the athletic events will be
which has been a great factor in Game,"
One story snld that Boh Meusnl
which is at tho Lyric held In the afternoon, the morning
Tom
Moore,
two
last
the
success
for
Harvard's
was going right out to California
time.
the
last
for
This Is the theater today
being given over entirely to the
to be married. Then he bobbed un
yjears, seenw wanting.
As Victor Schertinger, director parade and addresses. I A dance in
hand writinsr on the wall that is
playing tall to the' Ruth comet.
explained:
the
of
aspicture,
his
and
the
high school gymnasium will
troubling Coach Fisher
Never can tell anjhing about corn"It would cost more to fake this conclude
the celebration.
sistants and presents a problem stock,
ers anyhow. They are always be.
the
real
goods.
to
than
buy
-;
they are desperately trying to solve. You see,we have all the standard
discovered and then going ou'.
Yolo Not Vp to Standard.
brands of canned stuffs, flours,
Yale, depending loss on the drive rice, soaps, etc. even, as is gener- TWAIN'S DAUGHTER
nevertheless
forward
of her
line,
In typical country stores
WINS HIGH HONOR
has shown that the forwards are allya seen
small line of hardware and
not the real screen they should be drv goods."
for her brilliant backs. However,. The director picked up a rosy
Tad Jones has been working hard
barrel and
a near-bon that line and has not allowed apple from
it while directing a scene.
the style of play to degenerate Into munched
a total reliance on such men as EVF.n SINCE F.VVK" HAS
Aldrich. O'Hearn and a half dozen
sconrcn success
other clever and hifty backs. But
STILL AT THE PASTIME
the team still Is not up to standard
.:::::.vo:.:::;i':y??fc
too
and is not getting there any betSuccess marked the appearance
rapidly. The wing defense Is
Theater
yesterday
Pastime
the
at
ter than that of last season but
Shirley Mason in the Fox proJones misses Callahan enormously. of
Since Eve." The
In the kicking department the duction, "Ever
Ernest Peat, 'S
Joseph
story,
by
Harvard
not
far
are
apart.
teams
in conception and execution;
has a shade the better In puntingg clever
the star has never been seen to
with Felts and Owen and in
and the picture
she has two dependable greater advantage,
staged with skill and fine taste.
and accurate kickers In Pfaffman is "Ever
Eve"
Since
adapted from
and Buell.
the title
In the middle west each aggre- "Concerning Chichlne"publication-de'
als
gation Is now bent on a whirlwind used for magazine
with the adoption, by a wealfinish. Iowa has done nobly and
an
of
orphai
artist,
has shown a response to the hard thy American
bework of Howard Jones, who has girl befriended by his aunt and
in
Paris.
school
a
at
educated
sea
ing
developed material for many
With her graduation and journey
sons.
to the United States the live action
Yost Is- - Determined.
a
of the story begins, revolving about
Yost is determined to stage
of
romantic Incidents and frequent
weeks
last
in
the
comeback
real
Buick cars are so designed and so built as to
this season with his Michigan team appearance on the scene of a "mysinterest
and Williams at Wisconsin is re- terious stranger." The who
require the minimum amount of attention, but
figdoubling his efforts for a strong aroused by this stranger
when'they do require adjustments or repairs
posithan
ures
rather
is
hopelessly
negatively
finish, Northwestern
it will pay you to brfrigr them to us.
out of It and so Is Minnesota, al- tively in the story's progress Is
maintained to the
yet play successfully
though the latter may
good football. The Illinois defeat final climax, when all mystery laa
aH
a
of
we
into
Buick
service
on
First
render
cars
dispelled through the medium of
by Iowa has started Zuppke
Our mechanics are Buick trained,
pretty thorough overhauling of his situation at once dramatic and
only.
men. Chicago has better material amusing.
trained so as to know exactly how to go about
This picture Is fine entertain-- ,
than for some time but really needs
to develop a more powerful, rugged ment, nd Miss Mason Is supportany Buick repair job, eliminating all experifront line to protect her backs and ed by a company of marked excel-encmenting and reducing tlie time to a minimum.
leave them fresh for f tensive.
As an authorized Buick service station we
Something has been radically
wrong with (he Pittsburgh defense
NOTICE OF SALE
carry at all times a complete stock of repair
and Warn jr has not ;et solved the
Notice Is hereby given that D. M.
as
wnn
a
team
parts, doing away with the waste of time and
is
Here
problem.
Ellas has this day sold to Samuel
hnnnVi nf hnnkfield men as J.
onnrl
the delay experienced in unauthorized stations.
Grcenhut and M. 3. Schneider, of
any In the country and the team Los Angeles. Calif., the business
can score, but so, umonunaieiy, heretofore conducted by D. M. Ellas
can their opponents.
at 115 South First street, AiDuquer-qtRegular equipment on all
Syracuse, always powerful, has a
New Mexico, under the style of
model include cord tires
real rugged line and has a star in New York Jobbing Store.
The
Madam Clara Clemens
Tne team is geuing
GulIcK.
price for the said business
and Alemite grease System.
aether and Meehan has done well purchase
escrow
in
Deen
ine
has
placed in
Madam Clara Clemens, daughter
In adopting his plays. Lafayette, First Savings Bank and Trust comMark Twain and wife
u- New Mexico, of the lata
under JacK tsuineriana,one is
of
Albuquerque,
pany
of the for the purpose of
ron.ln. atearitlv nnd la
any end of Ossip Gabrilowitch,
paying
pianist and conductor of
all accounts due by D. M. Ellas to
dangerous team In the state. Penn
sylvania has so smashed up ner creditors and will remain In the the Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
vulnerable.
concert
are
nd
a
for
ends that the wings
linger of Internahands of such trust company
The rest of the line Is Improving ten days hereafter.
tional renown in her own right, has
but Is not yet up to standard. MiD. M ELIAS.
Just been engaged to give at Munich
ller Is dependable In the back field
SAMUEL J. OTIEENHUT.
next season six historical recitals
brilliant.
Whitehiil
and
M. J. SCHNEIDER.
of the development of song. This
Pacific Coast.
On
October,
tlie
of
d
22i.d
vy
Dated
this
is the first time such a rare disFifth and Gold. C. E. ODEN, Prop. Phone 1200
I... -- M tv,a VaMtln .nnit th TTn1. 15?1.
tinction has fallen to the lot of an
verslty of California, while still farAmerican.
In the lead, has gone tnrougn iryMornin
Ins Inaio. (h. fffOftteilt' fit which
Buick
When Better Automobiles Are Built,
As a general rule roots extend on
was the Injury to Brick Muller. For
ka 1af tlmn AnU Cmlttl R.OI tht
each side of a tree to a distance
,
Will Build Them.
over
his
luck"
of
face
''hard
equal to the height of the tree
pallid
- .
Meanwhile Stanford Is
shoulder.
ts
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results.
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Barnes Gives

G.

I

Per-

Pacyderm's

ill)

i

-

sonal Experience to Prove

Uncanny

Memory.
Maybe the elephant remembered
the man who as a boy fed him tobacco, and forty years afterward
obtained revenge by killing the
man, the boy had grown to be.
The story has been handed down
from grandfather to grandson ever
since the days of the lirst circus
and generally is accepted as trua.
AI. Q. Barnes, who brings his
four-rin- g
circus to Albuquerque,
Saturday, October 29, knows as
much about elephants as any man
In the country. He has owned
them for nearly forty years, and
has Btudlcd their ways.
The circus owner wouldn't for
the world spoil the thrill that the
fatal ending the tobacco story feed
ing gives all youngsters from ten
to seventy years old. Neither will
he vouch for the truth of the yarn.
He doesn't know that the Incident
occurred, but he is willing to believe that it might have happened.
Mr.
Heres an experience.
Barnes offers to prove the uncanfamof
the
pachyderm
ny memory
ily. More than twenty years ago,
when "Jewel," the leader of the
Barnes "fifty-to- n
elephants," was
a mere stripling as elephants go,
its trainer was a dissolute character, wise In animal lore, but an ardent lover of the late John Barleycorn. This falling caused him to
become separated from the Barnes
pay-roand in many years that
intervened he was never around
the show.
During tho recent engagement
of the circus at Los Angeles the
apparent strangtr who seemed to
know his way about the grounds
was a visitor. None of the old-tiers recognized him, but as he
stopped In front of the elephant
herd, "Jewel" launched a demon
stration that caused near a panic.
Cheerful
Gardner, the present
ll

fiFTER
EUERV
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miner, couldn't understand

the

y
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Creation
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Adelidocs
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Peppermint

gMff
MI'Sr

flavored sofiaf

Jacket around pep
psrmbt flavored chew- -
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W

m

commotion, but when the stranger
climbed the ropes and picked up
"Jewel's" trunk, he understood.
"Jewel" had recognized his for
mer keeper, who now Is a successful actor in the movies.

,

MEAL"'

aid your appetite
digestion, polish
your teeth and moisten
your throat.
B129
Will
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Irr
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KANSAS AGGIES AND
JAYHAWKERS
FURNISH
FOOTBALL SURPRISES
(My Th

Aitaflrinted

frf

)

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 23. The
Kansas University Jayhawkers and
Kansas Aggies furnished the
surprises in the Missouri Valley conference football race Saturday by defeating Ames and Missouri 14 to 7 and 7 to 5, respeclast year'i
Oklahoma,
tively.
champion, won from Washington
fit.
of
university
Louis, 28 to 13.
Those were the only conference
games.
The conference standing:
W. L.
Kansas Aggies
2
0
o
1
Oklahoma

Drake

,,

Missouri

,

Kansas

Ames
Washington
Orlnnell

Nebraska

i1

1
1
1
n
n

,

PUBLIC NOTICE

SIS

n

j
i

SANTA FE RAILWAY

2
2
2

0

NEVEIt

WANTS ANYTHING
ELSE
season of. coughs, colds,
croup and bronchial troubles Is at
hand. Every mother will be interested In this letter from Mrs. E. K.
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave., Superior,
Wis. "I tried many different kinds
of cough medicine, but now
never want anything else than
Foley's Honey and Tar. I used It
for all my children when I lived In
Iowa and also for my grandchild
in Duluth, and It has always done
crood work."
Contains no opiates.
Sold everywhere.
.

The

1

FORDS RUN 34 MILES ON
GALLON GASOLINE
Start Easy in Coldest Weather
Other Cars Show Proportionate Saving,

Notice has been received

that employes in

the train and engine service of this company will
leave their employ at 6 a. m., First. The Santa Fe
railway is an important factor in the business and
industrial life of the territory it serves, and recognizes its obligation to furnish the public transportation service..
The Santa Fe railway, therefore proposes to
use every effort to maintain passenger, mail and
freight service and requests the cooperation of
.
its patrons.
Volunteers for engine, train and yard service are invited to apply promptly. Applications
giving full name, residence, age, occupation, railroad experience and positions preferred in railroad service will be received by
C. H. BRISTOL, Asst. Gen. Mgr.,

La Junta, Colo.

A new

carburetor which cuts
down gasoline consumption of any
motor and reduces gasoline bills
d
to one-hais the
from
proud achievement ot the
116
Carburetor company,
Madison street, Dayton. O. This remarkable invention not only increases the power of motors from
80 to 69 per cent, but enables every
one to run slow on high gear. It
also makes it easy to start a Ford
or any other car in the coldest
weather. You can use the very
cheapest grade of gasoline or half
gasoline and half kerosene and
still get more power and more
mileage than you now get from the
Ford
highest test gasoline. All thirty-four
owners can get as high as
of
miles to a gallon
gasoline,
of
are
sure
the
manufacturers
go
the immense saving their new carburetor will make that they offer
to send it on thirty days' trial to
every car owner. As it can be put
on or taken off In a few minutes
by anyone all readers of this paper
who want to try It should send
their name, address and make of
car to the manufacturers at once.
They also want local agents, to
exceptionally
whom they offer
large profits. Write them today.
Adv.
lf

one-thir-

Special

To

Women

The most economical cleansing and
. germicidal of aU antiseptics la

7)

.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in water as

needed.

As a medicinal antlseptlo for
douches in treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration Of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine His It has no equal. For ten
year the Lydla B. Pink ham Medicine Co. has recommended Pax-tin- e
in their private correspondence, jvith women, which proves
Women who have
Its superiority.
been cured say It Is "worth its
weight In sold." At druggets. 60c
targe no, or uy man. i no fallen
Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,

,

F. A. LEHMAN, Gen. Mgr.,
Amarillo, Texas.

and cruelty.
Salmon, pike and goldfish are donment,
said to be the only fish that never And you are further notified that
unless you epter or cause to be
sleep.
entered your appearance in said
cause on or before the 26th day of
A. D. 1921, Judgment
November,
LEGAL NOTICE
will be rendered in said cause
NOTICK OF SALE.
against you by default and the reIn the TJlstrlct Court, State of New lief prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's atMexico, County of Bernalillo.
'
No. 13,021.
torney is W.: Moore Clayton, whos
Ales
A. I Staehlin, Doing Business
postofJice address Is Albuquerque,
-buquerque Plumbing and Heat- N. M.
FRED CROLLOTT, '
ing Company, Plaintiff, vs. Ed (Seal)
Clerk.
Carson, Defer dan'.
Notice Is hereby given that under By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
final
certain
a
of
and by
4 348b
Judgment and decree entered In the
i.' trtiit niiDiiMKin
above styled court i "d cause on
V (REPUBLICATION.)
the 15th day of October. 1921, t Dep- tment of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Ut.ice. at Banta Fe, N. M., Oct 6..
undersigned was appointed Special
1D21.
)
Master, and was directed to iell Lot
Kntlc li hereby given thav Balome
in Plock Twelve Montoya
Number Four
N. M.,
of
Alameda.
y
Chaves,
(12) of the Eastern addition to the who, on December 7, 1917, made homecltv of Albuquerque. New Mexico, stead entry, No. 0343,18. for Est BB14.
with all improvements thereon, to Bill BW14 SE14. Eti 8E54 NW
SB,
the highest bidder for cash to sat- N.ectlon 27, towmhlp 9 N., range ,f E..
M. P. meridian, hai filed notice of
isfy the amount of eald Judrment, Intention
r
proof, to
Eight- establish to make
which Is Two Hundred Ntod
claim to
land above de
een Dollars ($218.01), r ' ' six (6) crlhed, before U. S.theCommlesloner,
Alper cent Interest from the lBth day buquerque. N. M., on November 14, 121.
Claimant nnmea aa witnesses: Qolrlno
of October, 1921, until paid, and
court costs, in addition to the ex- Coulter. Jaoolio Medina, Aunuatln Alfaree,
all of Chllllll. N. M.
penses of this sc.le; and in pursu- Neator fachecho.
A. M. BEnoERE.
Register.'
ance to said Judgment I will on the
29th day of November. 1921. at the 'ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
hour of 10 o'cloclf a. m. at the In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
front door of the Bernalillo county
New Mexico
.i '
court hcuse, offer said real estate In County,
the Matter of the Estate' of
for sale to satisfy the slid JudgUlysse Jiilius Ledger, Deceased.
ment, subject to the approval of
Notice is hereby given that the
the court.
was. on the 20th day
undersigned
RUTH A. MOORE,
of October, 1921, duly appointed
Special Master.
Administratrix of the estate of
NOTICE OK SUIT.
t'lysse Julius Ledger deceased, by
v
No'. 13066.
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
State of New Mexico, County of County,-anhaving qualified as
Bernalillo. In the District Court. such Administratrix,' ..all persons
Lillie Fox, Plaintiff, v. Larry Fox, having claims against the estate) of
Defendant.
said decedent ,are hereby notified
To the Above Named Defendant:
and required to present the same
You are hereby notified that a to the undersigned In the manner
suit has been filed against' you In and within the time prescribed by
tho said Court and County by the law.
'A
)
above named plaintiff, In which the LIPE LEDGER."'.' A
said plaintiff prays for absolute
Administratrix.
divorce on the grounds of aban
Dated October 21at. ItlU
rt

vl.-tu-

tl--

()

three-yea-

'

-
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October 24, 1921.
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Social Calendar

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED
By

RIPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.

JANE PHELPS.

Monday.
Dinner of Business and Professhe had warned me. This time she sional women's club at Y. M. C. A.
TWO MATRIMONIAL
of at 6:15 p. m.
me something
had shown
VENTIRES.
Juanita's life with, I was sure, the
same object in view.
Chapter 121
The newspapers had taken up GREEN GEORGETTE
Mrs.. Baker had told me a good
suiwith
TRIMS BLACK GOWN
aviditylho story of the
deal about Juanlta. She had been
and the
first
of
husband,
her
cide
married twice each time to a clev- scandal attached to her divorce IN NOVEL FASHION
er man. But temperamental her- from her second, but little she
self to a degree seldom seen, she cared, so Mrs. Baker told me.
"I think she rather gloried In
could not endure the sameness,
the publicity It gave her. You
the boredom of married life.
"She Is older now, perhaps she know they say that no ono Is more
would be less capricious,"
Mrs, charming than a widow unless it
Baker said. "But while one can't is a divorcee." She gave her side
help being fascinated by her, her to the papers also. It was very
absolute unlll'.eness to anyone else, clevely put, for publicity purposas
she should have been an actress.
she is really liked by yery few. At
one time she thought she was des- She claimed she couldn't help It
men fell In love with her, even
tined for the sisterhood, and de- If
ffy 'Tt
clared she would go into a convent if they killed themselves for her
sake."
for life. But like all her moods It
Mrs.
time
I
shuddered
every
soon passed. She flirted desperhusately then with an artist who came Baker mentioned thatSfirst
Dick almost achere for the winter, evidently try- band. Hadn't my
same
the
thing? And
ing to make up for lost time. Then complished
never had even looked at anher husband, using an unfortu- Iother
man with any unwlfely
nate episode of her flirtation as
thought In my heart. Terhaps
a basis, divorced her."
Mrs. Baker's recital IntriTued me they, the people, were mistaken
Juanita's first husband.
immensely, and I asked many about
Perhaps he, too, had a heavier
questions:
bear finan"What happened to her flrt burden than ho could
cially. Juanita was horribly exhusband?"
In
Ideas, her dress.
"He killed himself. He was crasy travagant
over her, and she absolutely Ig- I asked Mrs. Baker:
"Where did sho get her money?
nored him, as far as giving him
first husband was
, any rights a husbtind
expects. It aTou say her and
her second dipoor clerk,
, was when she first came here, so
not
sho him."
vorced
her,
rot much was known about him.
"Jnnt tmt the time the clerk
He was en erdinary fellow, a clerk
killed himself an uncle oJ hers
tr something. I Imagine she was died
lie
and l"ft her a fortune.
very young when she married him. was an
Irascible old follow, they
She said once that her own peobehis
left
her
and
money
ple didn't understand her, that say,
she was different. Sho surethey were very strict disciplinar- cause
Is
I ever
different
ly
at
live
she
couldn't
ians, and that
The old man said
have known.
home."
in
he
will
his
that
hated
her for
"Dop9 anyone understand her?"
the thlnrs she did, but admired
I nueried.
It
"She would claim thRt fw did. her for daring to do them.
sho was the only one of all
rei'hars your husband or some spems
never
men sh" Is trying to bedevil Into the relatives he hnd who
him for help. T guess
pitying hpr because of her loneli- bad asked
ness. It Is the Btnck In trade of that was the reason ho left his
some women you know this lock money to her."
"But, Mrs. Baker, hasn't she any
of being understood, .lust as It Is
Not many women
with mn when they want to wan- conscience?
der Into forbidden "laces. Dnt we praetisntholr wiles upon a man,
are (rnssln'm; horribly and sbont and st the same time remain
an Interesting woman! Mr. Baker friendly with Ms wife. It simply
once said thnt if a m?n or woman Isn't done by decent women."
"No, Mrs. Williams, Junnila has
was interesting, much could be
conscience ncthimr save ler
forgiven them. I am Inclined to no
By ELOISE.
own sweet will. Her desires eve
folagree with him unless the InterestMany designers,
brags that she al- lowing the prevailing although
idea by using
ing woman threatens the hanpl-nr.s- s sway her. She she
wants."
what
of mother woman. Then I ways gets
black to fashion
most of their
"Yes I've heard her."
gowns, are livening them up a bit
prefer she rbnu'.d be stupid."
This talk with Mrs. Bnl:er, while Dy using racings, pipiajw and other
I knew th.nt n't this talk of
Juanlta wns meant as a wanln It" made me fear .Tuanlt.a more,
trimmings of Jade green, cherry
to me. Mrs. Baker has said all also stimulated me to greater en- red, henna, white, orange, yellow or
Dick.
to
hold
she felt free to say when twice deavors
perhaps h vivm Dine. Sleeves,
panels and pleats are often faced
with one of these colors. Picture!
here Is a very pretty afternoon
Crock of black canton crepe trimmed in pea green georgette.
A plain skirt and blouse of the
bluck are relieved
by unusual
Forbes.
Kent
Edna
trimming ideas developed in georBj
Four pieces of georgette
gette.
cut in the fashion of handkerchiefs
T. E. B. : The soft kid curlers are
AX ELASTIC FIGURE
suspended from a silver cord
are not hurtful to the hair, but it and hang
by one corner from hip to
The woman who wants to appear your hair Is inclined to be curly, hem . They flutter nbout gracewill
not
that
her
must
why attempt any curling
figure
young
keep
fully and emulate loose panels or
insets.
only slender but elastic also,
Plumpness means maturity, too
much fat over the body destroys
alj beauty of line and for slender
curves
substitutes lumps and
bulges.
An artist would tell you that the
lines of youth are always flowing
lines, lines that seem to melt into
By Howard B. Oarls
each other, that give Impression of
actio,:. You will see the same prinCopyright. 1921. by McClure
ciple In a drawing when you lopk at
Newspaper Syndicate.
a badly done "wooden" figure that
seems to live upon the canvas. In
WIRGILY AND
UNCLE
the "wooden" picture the lines are
CURLY'S SLED.
stiff, in the well done one they are
all lines of action,
!
"Uncle WiEgily!" called Nurse
It is this same principle of the
Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one morning as
living figure that makes one woman look old and another one
she beat up the eggs for his breakyoung. The young figure is always
fast omelet, "when you are skipelastic. Exercise is the best way
ping around today looking for adto achieve those lines of action and
ventures will ytSu please go to the
to keep tne figure slender and
eight and nine cent store and get
The best exercises are
supple.
me some candles?"
those which apply to the waist and
"Surely, I'll o that for you,
back, since the mature figure Is
Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy," answered the
stiff here and the young figure
as he
bunny rabbit gentleman,
elastic.
sprinkled some powdered sugar
Standing with the Jiands above
over
toast.
his
"But why
the head and stooping to touch the
turnip
'g
,"v; TftKK:
do' you want candles? Are you
floor with fhe finger tips is r,
going to make a pumpkin Jack o'
splendid exercise for keeping the
Lantern for Hallowe'en?"
figure young, particularly for keep,
41
"Not exactly,"
V, 1
the
faughed
lng the back young. Standing with
the hands on the hips and revolving
muskrat lady housekeeper.
"But
the upper part of the body witho it
it is a good thing to have candles
j
ia the bjingalow Jn case the lampa
the
moving the hips and
waist as a pivot is splendl I for rego out."
on
flesh
abdomen
the
and
ducing
"Why, where would the lamps
ili, uTil
ifinMi
for keeping the waist line young.
go If they do go out?" asked UnMargie: Very few girls wear Can you touch tho floor witn your cle Wlgglly, twinkling his pink
corsets at 14 years of age. and
nose, as he always did when he
lingers?
many do not wear them at any age.
tried to bo
"Would they
The girl who stands properly, and look artificial? A natural wave is go out to the funny.
dresses in clothing that Is not a always softer and more artistic Nurse Jane?" movies, do you think,
burden to carry, does not need a than any that Is made, no matter
"Oh, how should I know!" excorset, unless she is very stout. how it is done.
Little Miss: "Your weight Is cor. claimed , Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "All
Corsets !are being more and more
I want is for you to bring me some
simplified in lines, conforming to rect as it is and it should not inthose of the body and so softened terfere with your taking u? toe candles."
"And I'll do Jt," promised Mr.
that the wearer Is not In a straight dancing.
,
Longears as he hopped away on
Jacket as was thought proper many
A newspaper for hungry people, his red, white and blue striped
years ago. The thing to do, is to
pole rheumatism crutch.
put off the day for wearing corsets which could be aten after it had barber
He was almost at the candle
as long as possible, keeping your been read, was once published In
store,
and
' fcody. so
he was thinking of
supple and the lines so Paris. It was printed with an ink Christmas trees
and New Tear
on this
youthful that you will not feel the guaranteed
bushes when, all of a sudden he
need of them.
sheets of dough.
hoard a sad voice saying:
-un, aeari it will never go
again, and I can't have any fun!
Oh, dear! It's broken
it won't go
any more!"
"Dear me! That sounds like
trouble," said Uncle Wlgglly to
himself. "Maybe some little animaW
girl's walking drill is broken, or
some animal boy's toy fire engine
Is smashed.
I'll see' if I can help

t,Av

"hi

fa
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from-anyo-

Understanding of Simple Device May Mean Saving of
Bwlft
PLEASANT READING.
returning of the olden,
peaceful time; when In safety one
Electricity Bills; Meter
Seated by my flaring candle, I might travel up the highway, far
no
and
and
near,
treats
It
Will Explain.
and
Man
shotgun, charged
digest the dally news,
with
with his

of crime and scandal, and of dope
smuggled booze. Foolishly T
"Is the whole
keep Inquiring,
world staring mad? Aren't people
ever tiring of the grewsome and
the bad? Oh, this era of abasement! All our bulwarks seem a
some buckshot
wreck!"
and
through the casement, comes and
hits me in the neck. All the boys
are busy gunning, and they care
not who they plug, and the cops
are tired of running grisly slayers
to the jug. With my humble
rushlight burning I peruse the
tales of crime, longing Xor the

Jaunt would
gravel,
Interfere. Motor bandits were un
heard of in those days serene and
bright; it was seldom we had word
of gunmen who would shoot at
sight. In the streets, where men
assemble, I'm the victim of a scare
and at home I sweat and tremble
lest the gunmen find me there:
on retiring I am fearful that
they'll slay me while I snooze, and
on waking I am tearful, lest I
perish ii. my shoes. For the hoys
are busy slaying, and the bullets
whiz and whine; oh, that all of
us were maylng, as in days of
aulJ lang syne!

long, after he had bought the candles for the muskrat lady, to mend
the broken sled. Gnawing, with
his sharp teeth, a piece of wood
oft a tree, the bunny gentleman
fastened it on the sled and soon
It was almost as igood as before.
"Now I can have lots of fun
sliding down hill on my sled when
winter comes!" .laughed Curly, as
he walked along with the bunny,
pulling the sled after him.
"Talk about funt I'm going to
have some, too!" suddenly cried
a harsh voice. "I'm going to have
fun taking Uncle Wlggtly off to
my den and nibbling his ears!
Woo! Woo!"
"I think we'd better be going
early," said the bunny rabbit, as,
looklw
bask over his shoulder he
saw the bad oH Bushy IJear.
"Oh, ho! Oh ho!" howled the
"You may go but
Bushy Bear.
you can't get away from me!" And
with that ho began to chase Uncle Wlgglly and the littlo plggie
boy. Faster and faster ran Curly
and the bunny gentleman, dragging the mended sled after them,
but faster and faster on came the
bear.
",
At last Uncle Wlgglly and Curlv
reached the top pf a grass covered
p to
hill. The bear was almost
them.
"Oh!" squealed Curly. "If It was
only winter and if there was snow
on this hill we could get on my

But did he?
Indeed he did not.
The greasy sled went so fast on
the slippery grass hill, even though
there was no snow, that the old
bear did not catch up. Ho slipped
and stumbled and fell down and
bumped his nose. But Uncle Wlgglly and Curly got safely on,
reaching tho bottom of the hill,
and weren't harmed a bit.
The bad bear limped back to his
den In the woods, having no ears
to nibble that day, and how glad
Uncle Wlgglly was he had fixed
Curly's sled.
So everything happened for the
best, you see, and If the firecracker doesn't try to put a Fourth of
July paper cap on the head of a
cabbage, I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wlgglly and the toothbrush.

an!

For Little Ones

felt1

LIP

IS ELECTRICAL

TRIUMPH 'AGAIN

Iron.
Amertcan Beauty electrlo
Demonstrations of the heater were
eonducted-efo- re
domestic science
students of both the high school
and university.
Miss Nelson wrote of the Aqua:
"Tho Aqua instantaneous electric
water heater is one of the latest
and most indispensable devices in
the electrical world today, and represents realization of a dream made
practical after more than twenty
years of experimental work and a
countless number of tests by electrical and mechanical
engineers.
Many of these authorities have
stated that the Aqua is as much

Most neonle make no attempt to
find nut anvthlnir about electricity.
They consider it as some sort of
mysterious power which cannot be
understood by the average mortal
and let it go at that.
Of course, no one understands
Just what el(frlcity is, but we
know what, it will do and the things
that it will do and the devices
which produce these results are
really very simple, in comparison
with other mechanical dovices.
The meter is the instrument
which measures the power as it
enters tho house. It Is simply a
small motor delicately constructed
which runs at a speed governed by
tho amount of current consumed
In the home. When only one small
lamp Is turned on the motor inside
the small meter runs very very
slowly, but when the lady or tne
house has a party, wnen an me
the attic
lamps are orburning, from
when the ironing or
to cellar,
washing is being done, this little
motor is running along at a good
in
clip. Every time the armatureturn
this motor turns around, this the
is Indicated by the Land on
dial of the meter.
t
Your Own flicwr.
Every house owner should knowIs
how to read hjs own meter. It
a -- iost cnmronaDiB unm i
able to check tfie meter reaaingB
occasionally. It gives one the feeling of security and Is in line with
the practice of counting your
change when you make a purchase.
if
After once getting tho knack of H
to
is
it
meterr
possible
the
reading
find out for yourself Jusr what an
evening partv costs In the way of
lso the cost of your
electricity,
ironlmt or fen making toast on
the table. Tie actual cost of these
processes is ,ery sm;.ll, but when
multiplied by the number of times
this service Is rendered each month
a very accurate check up of your
electric hill Is possible.

''''
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'My sled is brokea ."squealed

Cdrly

sled and slide down and get away
from the bear. Butthere is no
snow and we can't slide!"
"Yes, we can!" cried Undo
Wiggily. "Quick, Curly, tako one
of these candles and rub It on
the runners of your sled. I'll do
the same on this side. The candles will make the steel runners
so slippery that they'll slide down
on the dry grass Just as on snow."
Quickly the bunny and piggie
rubbed candles on the sled. Then
they turned it over, sat down on
it, pushed themselves down the
grass hill and away they went
whizzing, Just as the boar came
racing down.
"I'll get you!" cried the bear.

Albuquerque

Itt-nr-

'

Investigate
the
Electric
Federal
Washer. The machine of no regrets
tvi!SJ3lI!lES.
MH

0

.
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Ass'n.

Dairy
I

Domestic

Electric Iron
... $5.75

Completing a great deal of careful research work, a real "dwlight
mmp," a development of the Mazda
Incandescent electrlo lamp,
has
been produced
Edison Lamp
works of the General Electric company. This lamp Is especially designed for many commercial uses
in which there are problems of
color that have to be coped with
at night or in such Interiors as
are too dim to benefit from actual
daylight. This lamp is intended to
be of service, also, when the day
is cloudy.
The lamp ha3 been produced bv
that will
developing a filament
operate at a higher temperature
than the filaments of any other
electrlo lamps, and by means of r
special blue glass bull
The blue bulb extracts from the
light a certain percentage of color
rays which are not present in daylight, and the high temperature
filament itself produced a whiter
light than any other form of lamp.
Much scientific Investigation and
continual testing was necessary to
produce the exact quality of blue
bulb that would give the desired
result. This bulb is In every sense
a special product, scientifically selected.
The daylight lamp is most useful
for store lighting,
where color
matching has to be done more or
less continually; for window displays, and such Industries as cigar
making, sugar refining, and metal
working. They also have a use in
art galleries and medical work.
bv-th- e

BEAUTY CHAT

Bedtime Storiet

DIIGHT

of a step forward In 'his day and
UNIVERSITY STUDENT
age as were the electrlo light and
WINS PRIZE IN ESSAY
telephone at the time they were
the world.
CONTEST ON HEATER given to sole
function of the Aqua
"The
Is
to
unlimited amount
furnish
Miss Helen Nelson, a Junior in of hot water an
at any
the home economics department at and all times 'listantaneously
by
turning tho
the state university : on the prize faucet handles. simply
Another remarkIn the essay writing contest con- able feature of the Aqua Is that one
ducted two weeks ago by Pierce can at will regulate the temperaMurphy, representing the Aqua ture of the water at any or all fauThe cets in the home or building wher'
Electric Heater company.
winning essay brought her an it is installed."

Price Reduced
to
T

Guaranteed Equal in Quality and Service to Any
Electric Iron Selling up to $8.50

Ironing

Rid-Ji- d

Junior

Board $4.45

I

CLOTHES BASKETS

BATTERY

Specially designed for

$3.09 $3.50 $4.00

FORD CARS

CLOTHES HAMPERS

NOW. ON SALE

Electricity Will Answer Telephone.
Electricity is getting so it will
A device,
answer the telephone.
now being tested, will take a phone
message on a cylinder, in case nobody answers the call, and deliver
It to the subscriber when he returns. Never again "nobody home.''

$26.50

$3.60 $4.00 $4.50

Installed by

J.KORBER&Co.

lODing

ALBUQUERQUE'S
Phone 878.

Electrical 60.

BIG HARDWARE

STORE

North Second St.

208-22- 8.
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And Curly had with him a
boy.
sliding down hill sled.
"What's- - the matter, Curly?"
asked Uncle Wlgglly, hopping over
to the little pig chap.
"Oh, my sled is broken and I
can't ride on It any more!"
un, it win buuh f,w
kwlnter, with snow and Ice on the
r hills, and I can't have any fun
because my sled will not ride me. '
"Perhaps I can fix it," said kind
Uncle Wiggily. And when he hart
looked at the sled he saw thr
one runner- was broken.
"I can
easily mend this," said the rabbll
1'Walt until I go to the store and
get Nurse Jan's candles, and then
I'll fix your sled."
"Oh
and Wpplness!"
joy
Lsquealed Curly, as he skinned
along after Uncle Wlgglly, dragging the broken sled behind him.
The plggie boy had taken his sled
out of the woodhouse that morning, only to find his coaster brok- -'
en.v At first he was sad, but now
he "whs happy.
I
It did not take Uncle WtggMy

g

ss

n,

nap-weari-

7

.

I

Jet

-

I

them."
Peeking over the top of the
hushes, the bunny gentleman saw
Curley Twlsrytail, the little plggie

Tj

al

germ-breedin-

usl-ig-

Miiwiul''''l'iiii,'i

It it no longer considered good housekeeping
to overlook, between
housecIean
ings, the continual accumulation of
dirt in the depths of one's rugs. For a new
standard of cleanliness, that of rugs kept
totally free of dirt the fyear around, has been
introduced by The Hoover.
This efficient
cleaner thereby minimizes the danger of sick-neand repeatedly saves its moderate cost
by preserving all rugs from wear. In one
easy, rapid, dustless operation guaranteed to
prolong rug life, it gently beats out all germ-ladegrit from beneath rug surfaces, electrically sweeps up stubbornest litter,
erects trodden nap, revives colors and suction
cleans. Only The Hoover does all this. Get
n
a Hoover and live in an
home,

'
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Me HO OVER

-

Yt BEATS- -.

AS IT SWEEPS

AS IT CLEANS

WE WILL DEMONSTRATE" THE HOOVER IN YQUR HOME
OR AT, OUR STORE. CONVENIENT TERMS, IF DESIRED

.
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GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE
....
,
Phone

your aervice
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CARL

President.
MACI'HEIISON.
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of St. James was the only one of the Wilson appointees who could talk fluently the language of
the capital to which he was accredited.
A new and
more businesslike policy Is now In effect at Wash
ington.

Secretary
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"The Morning journal has a higher circulation
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The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
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October 24, 1921
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A

Harvard astronomer claims that he can

crops growing on the moon.
surely.

October 24, 1921

THE RAIN MAKER.

By F. G. Cooper

Crabbscrawlings
sandstorms npt only give us a
local atmosphere, but fill our clti
zens with grit. Miss Hagnees thinks
all men are pills, but she's goin' to
take one in the spring.

He is "seing things'

r

We are told that business has
turned the corner. And apparently,
also turned it's ankle.

a hard winter.

tnankful.
ui all

keep

goodl
The things that was passed was the
biscuits.
Fer the rest, we Jes' passed our
Down to pa at the head plate
of ths
taDie,
j
An' he didn't have long ter to watt
To see what it was that we wanted.
Fer we wanted a lot of it all.
With gravy on the whole dang
kaboodle.
An' if we didn't get It, we'd bawl!
An' after we'd filled up on
An" hom'ny til we was so sausage
stuffed.
We Jes' couldn't eat, er we'd
i
Wfty ma she 'ud tea' Mil oneAn', bring In a plate o' fresh

TO BEY TOAD VINE SAYS.

see

With a tariff bill up, the four corners grocer
who has a stove to sit around Is probably figuring
on

When we told the good Lord we was
An' asked Him to

r

FARMS VOR CAXADA'S SOLPIERS.

"Every cloud has Its silver lining,"
The optimist is singing loud
The late Secretary Lane had a noble vision ot
While the pessimist is e'er repina plan whereby our returned soldiers in large num
ing
"All silver linings have a cloud."
bers would go "back to the land," receiving extensive allotments free in consideration of their
VENGEANCE IS OUR'N.
labor in making Improvements such as draining
The editors of the Journal nnd An', a pitcher o' sorghum, ho'made.
and cutting down trees. Unfortunately the project
n
Herald wrote us that they were go- An with that we'd start- i
was not realized. A somewhat Imilar Idea seems
nva. asln
ing to call. Neither has done so.
An'
ol'
we
lost
have
'at
put
faith
stuff
ln
the shadj!
Consequently,
10 nave proved mucn More popular In Canada,
in their writings and no longer
over $85,000,000 has been spent in the estab- Don't tell me the things that we
read their editorials.
Ilshment of returned soldiers on the land. More
had than
WELCOME, BANKERS.
Jes' commonplace an' all tha
than 27,000 veterans of the world war have taken
The Honorable Sylvester Theophl- - Was
.
i
in1 that tVlnwH
IO
a8
gooa ngnt to- lus Blnns
advantage of the plan, which is not entirely paterThe bankers of the state are in conference In
day
Just four years ago was the father Fer you're talking like here
nalistic, since it involves return benefits of great
fools,
of twins.
Albuquerque today, discussing ways and means to value to the dominion as a whole. The law proyour hat! v
as Fer I know that thru
ladles.
Two
aid the livestock men, and so to aid the state. ' vides that any
young
charming
there never was
man may apply for loam
pretty and bright,
It Is to be hoped that all selfish Interest will up to $7,500.
nothin'
C 1TT "X
)
As any e'er left by the stork in That tasted like them breakfusts
,li
be in eclipse that the general good will Be the
most
his
the
of
feature
the
flight.
Perhaps
Jmportdnt
plan
spirit of the occasion.
In the fall of the year In
is the continued government supervision of the setNow last week the old stork once
Thereby will these men best serve themselves. tlers and their
assure them success.
to
Kentucky.
enterprise
more came to life,
When I was
nn ui
'He profits most who serves best."
,
It buys the equipment for the new farmers at a
And left a boy fcaby with ,Mr.
T. B. C.
The Journal welcomes these distinguished visover retail prices and gives them conBinn's wife.
large
saving
itors. We predict a successful session.
And the two little ladles,' when
stant advice and encouragement until they are
they saw the new boy,
For the wives of the settler 1
firmly established.
NO STRIKE.
Were plainly enraptured, so great
there are courses in home economics. This moveLittle Benny's Note Book
was their Joy.
ment not only fulfills the government's pledge to
The Journal feels safe in predicting that there
look after those who fought In Its defense; It promSo the Sunday school teacher
will be no general railroad strike. Both the railwhere the little girls go.
My euzzln Artie was erround to
ises to have an Important part in developing the
roads and the employes are afraid of it. The pubWhen she heard of their brother, day and him and me played Uncle
enormous
Candominion's
natural
for
resources,
Toms Cabin, him being Uncle
quick wanted to know.
lic demands that there be no strike. The governneed has always been
If they'd give her the baby of by blackening his face with a Tpinl
A way ada's greatest
cork
ment Is responsive to public sentiment.
and me being Simon Legree by
course, twag In fun
for her farms.
will be found.
came
answer
Go3 getting pops pipe out of the setfor
"No;
Buthe
.
.
A few
and radicals may defy the govsent only one."
ting room and wawklng erround
ernment. They will be replaced quickly. The
pertending to smoak it with &
to
Men
for
wicked ixpresslon, and I put th
the
go
prize fights
.
will be operated.
same reason dogs chase trains. It's pipe in my pocket and fnrtrnt
nil
The day is past when strikes of large dimenabout It and tonlte wile we wag
the primitive instinct.
GHOSTS OF MEMORIES.
sions are a contest between two parties capital
ma
Bed,
eating
suppir
Pew,
for
Oft times the strange thought comes to you and mo
OUR PRIVATE OPINION, RE goodness sake pew Willyum, wats
and labor. The public has entered as the third
That we have lived through these samo scenes
your pipe during in the dining
GARDLESS.
and dominant factor.
before
A peep behind
the curtains room?
Watch the public win.
Perhaps in some old life whose memory
Not a thing, because it happlns
that
would
reveal
the
probably
Has died a million years ago, or more!
good people who are objecting to to be in the setting room ware it
Abbve the grave cf that old life that lies
The world used to sympathize with the tlie.l
Harvey Fergusson's "Blood of the belongs, the pipe may be strong-hu-t
fio burled there beneath the centuries,
your imagination is stronger
Conquerors" are akin to those who
business man. Now lots of business men would A ghost of memory sometimes may rise
would
have us provide drapes for If I may be permitted to indulge
' A ghost too restless there to lio at ease,
like to have reasons to be tired.
ln
a
little Joak, sed pop .
when
visit
thn
the
statuary
they
Too vague to take again the form it wore,
Me thinking, Heck, G, and wa
True art has alwavs
,ouvre.
Tet
still to make us fell and know
potent
KENT A:.T WAGNER,
drawn the condemnation of the kepp on eating supplf and pritty
That as the stage Is set, 'twas set of yore
holler than thou. Ever have they soon ma sed, Willyum, pew, I tell'
So looked and spoke the actors long ago!
On the platform at State college on Friday were
objected to the hand that "hold?, you the pipe must be in this room
and have they given you the benefit ai
somewares, nuthlng elts In tha
'twere, the mirror up to
n
Comes such a haunting memory to tell
two of New Mexico's new college presidents
of any of this money they have thus
house smells like that pipe, thank
H. Wagner, of Normal university, and Harrv That onee of old, as now, I knew you well!
To
goodnlss. Dont you smell somesaved? You Know the answer.
Roselle Mercier Montgomery In New York Times.
Li. Kent of State college.
thing, Gladdls? she said and Glad-d- is
FERGt'SSON
Both made very favorsave its face the labor board is now
sed, I certainly do, pew.
"Probably no man under forty
able Impressions on the audience of 5,000 peopl.'.
THE MACHINISTS' VIEWPOINT. realized their mistake is borne out pleading with them to give you tha ever lost a woman without feelIts ware it belongs, I tell you,
Both begin under circumstances which auger sucreduction
benefit
of
that
by
wage
sed
nop, although as a matter of
Speaking of the threatened walk by the fact that in handing down
'
ing In some degree compensated
cess.
fact the rich aroma of that pipe
out of workers on the railroads, their decision on overtime
rules immediately reducing rates, but the by a sense of freedom regained."
would
my neighbor asked me the othei which were In dispute on practically words of the board seem to be fallThe largeness of the spirit and vision of thos
She
'as
grace eny room in tha
ever',
signed herself
WHY DOES HE GO TO
what the rumpus was all about every railroad in the country, Inhe reflected bitterly, mlgV.t house.
two capable men will determine their personal fuing on deaf ears and marble hearts. which,
If the prince of Wales takes the 25,000 quarts clay
He said he had been reading the stead of
You meen disgrace it, hee hee.
going over the matter for
Tho next severe jolt which the mean anything."
tures and greatly effect education In New Mexico of wine he threatens to take on his hunting trip newspapers, but that what he each individual
pew, sed ma. And she eot un and
...."he no more thought of started
railroad, as was labor board handed us has been
into India, he ned not go into the junglo to find wanted was some Information
In the years just ahead.
to look erround the room
In
a
man
this
love thinks f
first undertaken, they finally handworst of all, and that is their the than
wild animals, provided he knows what to do with Now, I don't know the
Include Dr. Hill, Albuquerque's own president
long restraints and Irks of going pew, pop saying, You can I
particulars ed down their decision as applic- the
ot
date
222.
No.
derision'
under
the llckcr. Lexington Herald.
regarding the difficulty of the able to all railroads
when the kiss of his look yourself deff dum and blind,
the
and, this triumvirate holds our educational future
August 11, which makes radical marriage
other classes of employes because country whenever thethroughout
never find it In heer, do you
you
question was changes in the overtime rules. The woman is on his lips."
in the hollow of their hands.
'
If they can cois
work
smell enything, Benny?
to
confined
my
the
BIT JEST HEAR HIM LECTERF!
shop, in dispute, thus, in an undisputed most obnoxious feature of this debut I can tell you about the griev measure,
No,
to
Man
as
operate and plan with vision, they can direct the
sir, I sed. Wlch I dident,
he
would
a
"I am no Trtme duck." former Vice President ances
vain
the very
is in Rule No. 6 wherein woman if he had Just
'of the shopmen and how we thing that returning
course of education in the state, to the people's Marshall told the Washington correspondents.
as much time proberly on account of being use
have attempted to cision decided:
No.
they
we
ento it by that time, and ma sed,
they
ha e been unduly
to devote to it.
sir, he's not. He belongs to that part of our crowd reel tnat
abrogate.
profit.
"that employes necessary to
Its In heer somewares, I know that
who simply died a natural political death. Hous- croached upon, tou heard about
The next hard Jolt that we got
School rivalries are desirable; school animosithe
of
national
the
houses,
was
to my sorro.
which
power
operation
agreement
WAS
WHEN
smell,
ton Post.
I
UP
defrom
was
the
labor
board
their
entered Into between tho representMe thinking. Gosh, holev
ties would be deplorable.
We place these three
millwright gangs, heat treatKID.
cision
No.
12
runus
a
147,
atives
of
r.ie
handing
per
employes and the
ing plants, train yards,
ain't much of hand fer com- - and pop sed, Benny, go up In th
men above such false conceptions.
NO. THEY FEAR THE !TTrRE HEAT.
United States railroad administra- cent cut In our wages, effective
ning repair and Inspection
setting roori and bring down rnff
plalnin',
Let us hope that the future holds new promlso
A Buffalo tenant has had hen landlord arrested tion. This at the time of Its adop- July 1. This we felt was unjustiforce?, who are regularly asFer a man that complains Is a pipe with the smell attached, we'6
for education In New Mexico. The people urg? for not supplying heat. Probably wanted to get tion was considered, not only by fied and unreasonable at this time,
soon prove that us men are mor
signed by bulletin to work on
hore.
him safely out of the way so she wouldn't make labor but by many of the railway particularly
of f.ie fact that
this trio to lead on. We will follow.
Sundays and holidays, will be
But these here nice frosty morn-in- 's intelligent as a seeks than you
herself liable to a charge of murder. Cleveland executives, as a decided step in the we know of many and vast econowimln.
compensated on the same badirection of progress in the matter mies which the railroad manage
Plain Dealer.
as
sis
Yes sir, I sed. And I ran up to
Keen a mlndln me more an' more
'
A gambling mania is declared to be growing
4
of preserving harmony upon the ment could undertake,
4)
4.
which
railroad
On
pracSanta Fe
Of the breakfusts we had in Ken- the setting room and took pops
and,
the
railroads: for it stabilized working tney are disregarding
before at
throughout Germany. After the outcome of the
WEIX, NEITHER IS MCRDER!
pipe out of my pocklt and brawt
all classes of mechanic
,
tucky,
The Chicago chief of police surprises us by as conditions and rules throughout tempting to pay dividends by tak- tically
it down, pop saying, Well, was it
kaiser's gamble' on ruling the world one might have
who have been required to per- When I was
up kid:
the
out
emto
it
of
hides
of
in
a
country,
the
enforcement
their
Chicago
doing
ing
away
very
sertlng.that prohibition
form work on Sundays or on holi And I been a lookin' fer things up there? and me saying, Yes sir.
imagined they would be cured of taking wil.l Is
a Joke. We thought prohibition enforcement in large extent with the incentive for ployes. The shopmen on the rail- days,
Wich it was on account of me havever since,
have for the past twenty
risks.
men to shuttle back and forth roads have been underpaid for
Chicago wasn't anything at all. Nashville
for such That 'ud taste like them breakfusts ing took it up, and ma sed, Well
across tho country because thev be-- i years, and were the last workers in years been compensated
I declare, Im not convinced
f,
of time
djd.
yet,
lieved the working conditions unoi the country to receive Increases In serviceor at50 the rate
the smell is lxactly the same, izzent
HIRAM HADLEY.
per cent greater than
one railroad to be more favorab'3 their rates of pay incident to the
it
Gladdls.
week-dayon
like
Seems
This
we
has
rate
the
that
no
wouldn't
than another, and abolishing un rise in the cost of living. Instead
It certainly is, sed Gladdls, and
on rail'
Las Cruces has an Institution.
sooner
The reader will
rest in the hearts of the men be of declining, rents have advanced been the general practice
sed, o wats the use, you cant
conclude at once that we refer to the Agricultural
cause they believed they were be during the past six months, cloth roads throughout the country for Than lay our sleepy heads down at pop
prove enything to a woman, can
years, and we have knowlr
FREAK OF THE EOKDNEY TARIFF.
night
lng required to work under condi ing has come down a little, but many of
college. Not so. Wo refer to Hiram Hadley, 89
one railroad which has Than pa he'd be down there you Benny? and I sed. No sir.
tions on their partio lar railroad tnere is very little difference in edge
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer)
Wich maybe you cant.
The theory
years young, and halo and hearty. The college
One. of the caks of the Fordney tariff bill which were less favorable than our grocery bill, and In view of all paid It for forty years.
Is the embodiment of the ideals of Hiram Hadley Is the American valuation
the application of this punitive upstairs witn ail of his might,
plan for imports. For that accorded the employes of an the circumstances we do not feel of
not for the purpose of "Whatsa matter up there with you
who, was Its first president, away back about 1889. more than a century It has been an established other road. Even though many of that there was any Justification in overtime is
young-uns- ?
securing additional wages. but is
Its brick and stone would be inert matter but for business principle, recognized by every previous me raiiroaas were satisfied to go cutting our wages at this time.
to dis A body 'ud think you was dead!
tariff act, to value Imports for duty assessment at along with the national agreement,
There Is. I believe, a ereat deal a penalty provided In order
their animation by the spirit of Hadley.
of overtime Your ma's puttln' breakfust on
the foreign invoice, that is, on the price paid for believing that policy to be for their of misunderstanding on the
of courage the working
table.
For thirty-fiv- e
compel them to keep Sunyears President Hadley has held the goods abroad. The Fordney bill proposes re- best Interests, big business as rep- the public as to tho wages part
we are and to
work
down to a And here you are all still in bed!"
and
holiday
and preached three great beliefs. Woman suf- vival of a scheme that was proved a failure thrse resented by Wall street, had a dif- receiving. A skilled mechanic, day
care
not
we
as
do
for
minimum,
ferent
view
of
the
of
a century ago, to change this plan for
matter, and an who .must serve an apprenticeship
frage found in him a pioneer partisan, Prohibi- quarters
even at the higher Then eomln' rollln' up from the
a valuation to
wholesale aggressive group, headed by Gen- of four years, now receives $6.16 this service,
1918 Smith
tion had Hadley as an early ally. Now the old markets based beon fixed by the American
rate. A man who has put in six
High.
kitchen
y
domestic commod- eral Atterbury of the Pennsylvania per day, or $36.96 for a
competitive
hard
on
.
days In the shop wants Was the best smellln' smell ln the FOR SALE Nice fat pulleti, 80o to
the verge of hjs grave, holds high ities.
railroad, were able, through pres- week; while the helper receives good
gentleman,
II.
02 South
to
a
nfh.
sure
world!
the
spend
day
to
and
Broadway.
opportunity
This may be in the interest of manufacturers,
otherwise,
y
bring to $4.82 per day, or $25.92 for a
hopes that November 11 will see the initial steps
Bucka. dne and frying rab- the Importer, the distributor and the American their way of thinking a majority of
week. Is this an unreasonable with his family, and possibly go to Of sausage an' hom'ny an' biscuits KOR SALE
g
taken in his third great
ideal world but
honi
consumer also are to be considered in the appli- the roads, so that early this year wage upon which to support and church, anfl do some of the othr That sent our young heads In a WWit:T,cnd and frying chlckena. 710
peace.
whirl;
cation of any tariff scheme. All would suffer from the Association of Railroad Execu- educate a family, and maintain a things which' are the privilege cf
' ' '
averasre American citizen. Mr. Fer there ain't nothin' better than
Who will say that Hiram Hadley is not seer the six months' delay that would Interven between tives appeared before the United decent standard of living?
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board
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person
and prophet? Down the aisles of long decades the determination of the valuation from the foreign
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and the determination of the domestic val- manded abrogation of the national the railroads have Just announced fearing man who believes in ob-In An' hom'ny that's fried 'til it's
Iioum; give full deacrlDtlo. location.
yet to come, ran the mind of this great man, far Invoice
brown!
agreement.
there their intention of again going be- serving the Sabbath, please bear
They arrived
uation,
lrt and price. B. F. H cc r Jour- in advance of the minds of other people.
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a
that
nulcker'n
mind
like
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ton
wink
a
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fore the United States labor board,
corporations
something
nai.
For the Importer and the distributor there would
,
dressln'
evidence
which they had which has given them practically are allowed to escape the penaltv
Hiram Hadley founded Las Cruces college in be the inconvenience and confusion caused bv the
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everything
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demanding another w go cut of 10 ployes
gaged.
Consequently, the senate, before whos-- j sumed
It would move, wouldn't Itt
was responsible largely for the founding of our committee
open.
sixty days or more. The per cent, and this time they are see fewer and fewer of ns In your
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public,
gress,
fact, is receiving more protests against the A. F. of L.
superin
SM-Third
phone
ore
With me
represented the em- lic that they are willing to pass alty we know what will happen-mwater on
of schools, president of the university and this new valuation plan than possibly ever before
and more of us will 'gradually
ployes in rebuttal, and after they along to you the benefit of this pro
Rusty,
flooded
the
of
halls
WANTED
Roomslegislation.
otherwise a factor in educational matters.
,
had been allowed five or six days posed aoamonat wage cut in tne be required to work seven days In Ari' Monkey
on me!
the "ultimate consumer" began to real- in
WANTED
Nlcely'furnlshed 'room."c1oi
their
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a
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of
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reduced
week,
to
doorpresenting
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Fine
rates.
freight
that he too would be a victim. Adjusting tha still had a great deal more to preIn, by young Indy employed. Addreaa
business. Have you as yet received become more deplorable than It
way
m. n. pare Journal.
resting on his honors, beloved by all who know ad valorem on the domestic price, which the manu- sent, the labor
board
An'
has been for twenty years.
say
any benefit of the last wage cut
him. He will never die. His spirit will live for- facturer could make to suit himself, rather than closed the debate, thus abritrarily
FdRRENT Miscellaneous
These are not all our difficulshutting off the public. I mean. No,' you have
the foreign price, means a higher basis for duty
ever in the halls of education in New Mexico. on
before they had been not. but on the other hand you bus- ties, and perhaps you will hear Quit 'at tomfoolery this minute!
nun
assessment and therefore higher retail prices, pos- the employes
mom, 2ui'ju;
'The Journal loves to do honor to Hiram Hadley, sibly by as much as 100 per cent. So the consumer given a fair hearing, and a little iness men have- felt the effects of from me again, 1jut we ask our Come to breakfust an' quit playln'
plenty llghti very desirable for tchool,
handed down their decision, it in your cash tills, owing to the friends to not pass Judgment upon
lodge ie lnh room
Mh Wit Central.
Jokes!"
86 years young and hale and hearty.
has Joined the importer and distributor In protest. later
No. 119." abrogating the national decreased
purchases power of the this controversy until they have at
That it would result in higher tariff levies has agreement.
TYPEWRITERS"
workers.
Do you remember what least In a degree Investigated the An' then we'd all tromp to the
been
admitted
some
in
by
Representative
Fordney
was
This
the first blow, and it
PITTING EXPERTS IN OFFICE.
told you when they asked for workers' side of the question. Sufi I I'bVa ill i bita
An muHi a
table
Of his defenses of the measure.
wriMuid
Indeed, it has was very disheartening to us, as they
In
and repaired Ribbons tar ever. mm.
the last Increase
freight rates? fice It to say, however, that in this With ma at the foot near the door, chine.
been estimated that it would surpass the iniquitous we still feel that
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Tvoewrller
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said
not
it
Albuquerque
we
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conflict
the
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They
necessary
aggressors, Where she could run into the
h
President Harding continues to evince his happy
tariff In that particular. Instead of working conditions
change, phone
and
rules or the increase In pay which they but are fighting to maintain what
kitchen
uj South Fourth.
protection against lower foreign throughout the country will the had given the employes.
faculty of selecting the right men for office and being a reasonable
fell
reasour
to
we
be
You
believe
and
An'
Just
we
more.
If
needed
get
things.
costs. It is a prohibition against Imports railroads
ever be satisfactorily for t!iat, and now they have de- onable rights.
inducing them to enter the public service, as is production
That was, of course, after blessln'
to a degree that a tariff i not intended to operate. managed. That the board
has since creased the pay ot their employes,
A SANTA FK MACHINIST.
Was asked by our pa fer the. food,
shown by his latest diplomatic
appointments.
!
.
Among the new ministers are Roy DavU of Mis'
"REG'LAR
FELLERS"
1921
Matthew
who
(Copyright
Adams
to
Trade
by
U.
George
i
Mark
Lewis
8.
goes
of
souri,
Patent Office)
Guatemala;
Einstein,
Registered
d Gene Byrne.
...
New York, to
'
'
and' Charles S. WilI
son of Maine, to Bulgaria. Mr. Davis, who is head
of the Stevens Institute, has traveled extensively
'
In South and Central America and is known as &
'
tXTRA
l
student of affairs In that region. Mr. Wilson Is
a Veteran in the diplomatic service, having repre-- :
sented his country In Greece, Cuba, Argentina,
Italy, Russia and Bulgaria during the last 20. years.
I CLOTH
Mr. Einstein was formerly minister to Costa Rica.
"
'
5 KlMtTV
hS
This is in line with Mr. Harding's announced
policy of obtaining the services, of experts as dlp- lomats, men who are qualified by training and
natural abilities to represent the United States
abroad. Bo far as the displomatlc service was con- -,
cerned the preceding administration frankly went
in for the spoils system.
Mr. Grasty, a- personal
.friend, has admitted that Mr. Wilson as president,
left the matter of appointments to others, having
no taste for that Important duty. Dr. Charles W.
- Elrot
at an annual convention of the National
'
Civil Service Reform league, speaking of the Wil-ton administration's raid on the diplomatic service, said: "Of the 22 ministers displaced 13 had
bad several years' experience, while none of the
new1 appointees has had any
experience."
' It was said that
the ambassador to the court
"ten-lik- e,
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HOME AND INCOME.
adobe house, modern; sleeping porch; full sized
lot. This house la located close
in, lit the Fourth ward, and is
arranged so as to rent out one
apartment. This property Is
priced riht and can get some
terms.
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REALTOKS.
MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PCBMC"
We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home.
Our autos are at your service;
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

Olll

--

j

irs orit

GOOD COMFORTABLE
HOME
Five rooms, modern, including
heat; fireplace;
bullt1n features; completely furnished;
large front porch; back porch;
east front.
This house is located in a good location in the
Highlands and can be bought
on very pood terms.

t92I ev

BEAT THIS BARGAIN
property consisting of 4 furnished apartments; also

store. Total monthly income, $180
For quick sale, $7,000.00. Term!
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH
Phone 414

ing porch, newly furnished
$65. TO
and two porch-e- s,
unfurnished
$30.00
furnished ....$37.50
house,
furnished . . .
$05.00
perch, furnished
Lowlands.
furnished

$500

115 S. Second.

may

807--

FOR BALE
H000 Double frame oottnge, S rooms,
hath, glassed porch on each lde, completely furnished;
rents fur $30 a
month; East Central,
Five-roo4G.000
cement block bung-low- ,
modern, bult In feature; fireplace,
furnace; Fourth ward
16,309 Five-roowhite stucco bungalow,
modern, large rooms, hardwood floora,
fireplace, furnace, comer, fine location;
Fourth ward.
Some good ranches for sal.
Houses
and lote in all parta of the city. Business properly and business oppnrtunltiee
A. FI.KISCHKB. REALTOR.
Fir Insurance, Automobile Insurance.
Flale Glnss, Burglnry. Puhlle III.
blllly, Compensation Insurance,
'
Surety Bumli.
111 South Fourth St..
Fhone 674.

Phono

FOR SALE
Four room frame house. Second
good

buy,

$2,600.

FOR SALE
Ranch property, from one acre
up, with or without dairy or
range cattle.

Rent-Room- s

'

with Board

FOR RENT Furnished rooma, with or
without board. 815 '4 Bouth Second:
820--

ana soard, with
FOR RENT Room
board. 410
sleeping porch; flrit-claa- a
East Central.
'
MIHAMONTES
ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona.
v Phone 440n-.l- l.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and
adjoining bath, with board, Private home. U3 E. Central,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
board.
Lady preferred.
(18 West
Fruit. Phone 1473-A
MESON'S
RANCH
Ideal
Mr
location
j healthseekeri;
ftw reservations now
available. Phone' 23-- J
FOR RENT In the hKhlands, ateam
heated
also room and
apartment;
board. 10 South Walter.
FOR RENT Front room, adjoining- - bath.
board If desired; gentleman preferred.
COS Bouth
High, phone H79-RENT Room and Bleeping porch.
with board for sonvalescente; gentle-me- n
only; private home. Phone S148-Trooma
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
with Btesm heat and first-clatable
bosrd. 110 South Arno, phone H27-FOR HEALTHSEEKERB Modern a anurse service.
ccommodations,
with
Caaa de Oro, 619 West Gold, phone CH-FOR RENT
NIC
rooms with sleeping
porches with board, tor convalescents.
Hra. Reed. Ill South Broadway, phone

7R

FHONE

581.

LEAVING TOWN.
And owner must sell furnished
home of four largo rooms,
screened porches, well located
in Fourth ward.
lt
This is a
brick house
on a large lot. Furniture includes piano,
gas and coal
ranges, refrigerator, rugs, dishlinens. Seven
es, silver and
hundred
dollar.
cash
will
to suit purBalance
handle
chaser. Prlcj complete, $1,300
ROLLIN E. GtTnniDGE,
Phono 1023.
311 W. Gold.

1970--

FOR SALE By owner, four-roohouso,
In highlands;
walls of poured con-

two screened porches, full lot,
r.
excep furnace; good terms;
Phone 14S4-FOR SALE Income property, two furnished modern cottages, two rooma and
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch each; bringing
In 161 a month.
Sacrifice at 63,200.
Inquire 1006 South' Edith.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireplace, large acreened
porches, three
light airy bed rooma with extra large
closets, fronts oast on large lot with
lawn, treea, eta; everything In excellent
It desired. Phono
condition; terms
crete;

moderr

1977--

J.

A real bungalow, price and
place worth tnveattgatlng; hard wood
floora, fire place, buffet, window seat,
linen closet; every bullt-l- n
feature of an
Ideal kitchen;
front and rear
large
extra
number
porches: atatlonary tubs,
of Windows; large lot; three large outbusiness
or
suitable
for
garbuildings;
age: can arrange terma. Phone 19HS-- J
FOR SALE

DRESSMAKING

AND BOARD In private family!

new home; for business woman or
unlvereli.' girl, with healthy couple. Apply 1604 East Gold.
DELIGHTFUL DT.EKPI V! PORCH and
rumace-beat-ed
bedroom, with board
tnble board.
home; reasonable; .
1420 East Sliver.
Phone 1422-FOR RENT Extra large well furnished
front room with reaaonable Loat-d- ,
In
private family; prefer man and wife
or roommates; nice modern Q me; beet
location In town. Hit W, Copper, lMlone
1435--

.

,

-

'

FOR RENT Nicely furnished, rooms,
with or without bath; jwl acrosa from
the postofflce; Jot water heat for winter; best of home cooking, served family
atyle; room and board, 145 to $65 per
month; board by meal, week or ticket;
meals. 60 eenta. 416 West Gold.
RESERVATIONS may now be had at
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rate! 626
to 626 per week. Inolodea private room
with sleeping porch, connected with bath
and toilet General nuraing, medical
care, excellent meals, tray service. All
roome have ateam heat, hot' and
)ld
running water Phone itl Dr. Murphey.

CARPENTERING
TUB ODD JOB MAN
PETTlFOMI
An hind !
Phone I6T6-WANTED Odd Joba carpentering, paint-Inand roof repairing. Phone 146H-- R
ROOF
FOR HOLIES OR
PAINTING
first-clareaaonable prices
work;
1620 South Rnmdwav
T
Brown
nri(
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
our figures
house repaired, call 164-may interest you; so Joe too largo or toe
small.

f

Houses

SALE Six room brick houae.
on
North Edith. Phone S401-KFOR SALE By owner,
frame
stucco; has fireplace, built-ibookcaie
china closet, lawn and treea; Third watd
Phone 1803-FOU SALE
By owner, new house, 100-focorner lot; shade tsecs, outbuildings; Ideal for co. , chickens, rabbits;
terms. IdOO Bouth- Elm. '
FOR BALE Five-roomodern stuoco
house, acreened-l- n
sleeping porch, back
anr from porches, bath, lights and gas.
B owner, 823 South Arno.
FOR SALE
Near car line and school,
four-roohouse,' bath- and alceplng
porch, garage.
Phone 1308-FOR SALE Five-roonodeiu siurco
house, two
large
porches, gHrairt-- ;
terms If desired. Br owner, 1216 West
New York avenue.
modern fur.FOR, SALE New four-roonished oortage, on South Walter, gjOO
down and
J. A.
monthly payments.
Hammond. 824 East Silver, phone 1522-FOR SALE New extra well built fiveroom bungalow; hardy ood floors, built-i- n
featurea; basement, lawr garage, fur.
nlshed or unfurnished;
terma. Phone

626.

ROOM

FOR SALE

Furniture

dresieri'kltcllyuK
rn tchalrs, roll-to- p
desk, sideboard,
aectlonal bookcase,
Giant auto tires,
rockers: everything" In good used furniture. 325 South First.

-

double brick, fine lot
with shade and lawn,' double
A
20
investment. Tou
garage.
will have to hurry if you get
this one.
Six-roo-

A, L,

Martin Co., Realtors,

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
'
Insurance, Loans.
228 W. Gold.
Phono 158.
!

A. HOME

$3800,00

INSURE NOW

lights, water, sewer, one block
from Central avenue, and car
line, near grocery store; good
Place is furneighborhood.
nished, $750 cash and $55 per
month.
Immediate possession
See us
REALTY CO.
DIECKMANN

Not after the fire, that will be
too late. We have Tthree of the
best insurance
companies in
America. Let us Insure you
now.

Realtors
Real Estate, Insurance Loans
Notary Public

809 W. Gold Ave.

$1200

Phone 870

CASH BUYS

modern house, furfirenished or unfurnished;
place and sleeping porch. Newout
decorated
inside
and
ly
Balance-- v monthly
Close in.
A. C. STARES
Real Estate Insurance
319 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 16S

J.

FOR RENT

Dwellings

FOR RENT Five-roomodern house,
J .15 per month; water paid. 1310 North,

Fifth.
FOR RENT A house of two roome and
sleeping porch, furnished. 1300 North

rurnisn J hous,
11,6
East Bllvtr,

Five-roo-

ISO per month.
phone 15SS-FOR RENT Ranch home. 615 per month.
Inquire mornings only. 623 North
Eleventh.
FOR KENT To couple, three-roomodern furnished
130.
1306
cottage,
South Arno.
FOR RENT N v three-roohouse,
sleeping porch. Dr. Burton, suite ,
Burnett building.
FOR RENT Three-roounfurnished
,
brick cottage, in rear; reasonable rent;
close In. Inquire 306 West Iron,
FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnished
house, sleeping rrorches; no children,
630.
Cag at 706 Best Santa Fe.
FOR RENT By November 1,
modern home, beautifully .furnished;
no sick or children.
604 West Marble.
four-rooFOR RENT Modern
house,
furnished; two large porches; highlands: will give long lease, "hone 1478-FOR RENT Nice
cottage, loir
west Haieldlne, 626 par mooth. Broad
Bicycle Co., 320 South Second, phone 736.
FOR RENT Furnished
house.
four
4
rooms and bath, modern .minimum
617
a
130
South
month.
light paid,
Third.
FOR KENT Two-roocottage, furnished, screened porch, lights and water
paid, rent 625, on car line. Call 1218
South Edith.
FOR RENT Modern houses and apartments; some furnished; three, four,
tlvj and six room. W. H. McMllllon,
306 West Gold.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, close In,
strictly modern, double garage; no children. 876 per month. Inquire 1222 Weat
Central, phone 1018-BOR RENT By December 15, to responsible tenanta completely
furnished,
five-roohouse; garage.
Inquire at
230 North High street,
elty.
FOR RENT Four-rooclean, nicely
furnished bungalow: modern except
heat; bed room of aix windows; water
patd; garage. 626 South Arno.
FOR RENT To healthseeker,
half of
new house: modern, unfurnished, two
rooma and sleeping porch, light and
water paid. 141
South Edith, phone
2.186--

FOR RENT Five-roobrick house,
bath, acreened sleeping porch, window
shades and coal range In house, newly
decorrted, garage, 860, water free. Call
at 820 North High.
FOR RENT We have several houses
and apartments to rent
OWNERS,
list your properties with us. We can
rent them and gave you trouble. Gober,
Short ft Gober. 33 Weat Gold, phone 566.

WANTED

Position

HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams' Mil- - WANTED
and clerical
Stenographlo
linery, !00 South Broadway, ph. 1073-work. Call 1566-DUESHMAK1N&
Ladlea tailoring- auaii.
WANTED
to
take home,
work
Laundry
Ing dresses, beading and embroidering.
or by the day. Phone 2101-Phone 182B-A Position as .chauffeur In
PLEATING,
accordion, side ana box: WANTED
private fnmlly. Phone T30-N. Crane,
mall order
tl6 North
STRONG,
614.
Reventh; OanefApaetmenta.
healthy man wanta work ot
phohe
any kind. Apply Rabbi Bergman.
NEW. ORIGINAL BLOUSES,
negligees,
made to order. New fast lace dyes; COMPETENT American yttomaa wanta
atencllllng. 1801 E. Silver. Phone S81J. 46H--WKrk aa houaekeeper or nurse. Phone
WANTED
Dressmaking, by day, or at WANTED
Work for high school boy of
my. home; children's 'sewing a spe16. after achool and on Saturday. Call
cialty. Mrs. Baker, 600 N. Second. Pa.

Phone 1466-age 30, desires work as
or cashier; will
bookkeeper, typist
work reasonable. Phone 1696-WE AUDIT CHECK. OPEN.' CLOSE and
WILLIAMS ft 2 A Nil
keep books.
room s Mellnl building. Phone 701-NURSE with two yews" experience In
hospital, wants position nursing nd
keeilna- houu fop healthaeekep.
419
Scuth Edith.
WANTED Position by licensed stationary englnee- -; can do millwright work In
connection. Addreaa Frank H. Beyar, 710
East Iron. Albuquerque.
THOROUGHLY
refined,
competent,
American woman wishes permanent
position aa houaekeeper or cook; no objection to leaving city. Address C. O.,
care Journal,
evenings.

1130--

LOST AND FOUND
Lady's black driving glove; return to 600 North Fourth; reward.
LOST Saturday night In highlands, opposite railway shops, camp bed from
on Los
government truck returning
l.unaa road; reward for return to bureau
of animal industry. City Hall building.
Pl.one 1006-LOST One blue worsted coat, between
middle of TIJeras canon and Albuquerque, with B. ot U F. and E. button in
buttonhole of coat. Letter In pocket addressed J. W. Blackburn, from Will
Ltvecy; return 1037 North Eighth;
LOST

WANTED

Salesmen

with knowledge
Salesman,
of Spanish, to call on retail trade In
Albuquerque, representing a nationally
known
wholesale
concern; permanent
position and a good opportunity for one
who can qualify; references must be
above reproach--.
In answering give a
phone number If possible. Address box
'
"
64, care Journal.
WANTED

HOME BOARDING HOUSE
a 04

YOUNG

MAN,

PERSONAL

South Third.

Near Shops.

Opens Monday, Oct, 24.
Best Table in Town.

FOR RENT

Rooms

I'OH Klfl.NT Nicely furnished room, 206
North Blxth.
FOR 11 ENT Several unfurnished rooms.
124 South Edith.
FOR RljiNT Furntehed room tor rent; no
708 North Fourth.
sick.
FOR RENT Furnished room for lady.
810 per month.
405 South Boi.th.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms. 1727
West Central, plione 1748-218
FOR RJPNT
Furnlsnea rooms.
South Walter, phone U167-- J.
rooms!
RKNT
FOR
Three rui nlshed
modern. 1011 North-FirstFOU RENT Front room suitable tor two
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
FOR RKNT Four furnished rooms for
housekeeping. 609 South Walter.
...w.-ri&'rooms, hot water heat; no
sick; no children, 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Apply 617 West Stiver.
FOR RENT Very desirable furnished
room, convenient to meals. 104 South
Walter.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, outside entrance; also garage; no Blck
1116 North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished room.
modern home. Mrs. Fred Uam, 623
North Second.
FOR KENT Rooms, by the week; Hir-naheat, 118 ft West Sllvor, Mir, ne
669.

FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
for light housekeeping, and porch. 408
North Arno.
FOR RENT Furnished room In new
house; board acrosa atreet. 114 North
Maple, phone 1880-FOR KENT Furnished rooma for light
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping
porch. 818 West Silver.
FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room,
suitable for two; no sick. 916 North
Eleventh, jhone 1670-trout
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished
room, adjoining bath; private entrance;
no sick.
801 South Arno.
FOR RENT Furnished front room, modern, adjoining bath; furnace heat. 617
Weat Slate, phone 1S03-FOR RENT Housekeeping, rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
FOR REIT- - Well ventilated front room,
furnace heat, convenient to meals; no
108 Sou'h Arno.
sick.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Ntce, clean rooms;
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
Weat Central.
Theater. 511
FOR RENT Modern aleeplng room, adateam heat Avtrlll
joining bath;
apartments. S08H North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well ventilated bed room; euitable for one or
tw- - gentlemen. 41
8onth Third.
FOR RENT Two well furnished rooms
for housekeeping;
re sleeping porch,
electric lights and gas. 411) East Centra.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping; bath connections; water
and lights furnished. 710 West Lesd.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private entrance; adjoining bath; to employed
man; no alck. 818 South Seventh.
ELC1IN HOTEL Sleeping
rooma and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month.
608 H Weat Central.
FOR RENT One room furnished for
light
also sleeping
housekeeping;
rooms; ateam heat. 81t4 W'est Central.
FOR RENT To gentleman
In good
health and employed; furnished front
room.
South Edith, a short distance
from Central. Phone 1451-- J.
FOR RENT High-clas- s
room, north.
- aouth
and east exposures, southeast
sleeping porch; private home; best residential district; 'home privileges. Phone
870.

,

FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front
bed room. In prsgate home, adjoining
bath, furnace heat: to gentlemen
no alck, 908 West Marquette,
phone 1534--

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

Airedale

Livestock
puppies,

cbeap.

FOR SALE Two fresn milk cows.
Boutn - Broadway,
ueorge make.
cow. New
FOR SALE-Fre- sh
Jersey
Zealand buck md bred does, 8! each.
717 S uth Arno.
FOR SALE Six milk cowa, registered
1421

atock; one team of mules, farm ImOrand View Ranch, phone

plement,
J407-R-

v

I

sow and ten
FOR BALE Duroc-Jerse- y
shoats. cheap; also two Chester White
gilt and young boar, unrelated; pediCall H09-Jgrees furnished.
Shady

BARBER work, at your homea; hair out,
lOcf shave. 26o. Phone 8807-DO tOO WANT TO LEARN SPANISH t Nook Ranch--.
SEE J. C ERPINOSA.
No. 6. Whiting
Phone 466,
building
SPECIAL NOTICE
NAVAJO rugs mended and worn spots Whl CAN save you
rounej uu electriui
toy expert Indian weaver. 416
service. Call up aad get our estimate
South Second, call after 3 p. m.
FOU SALE OR TRADui
t:ooo e.iulty STUDY FRENCH with a French teacher.
OILDKRSLEEVB ELECTRIC CO.
would trade for email place In high-r- h
Either claas or private Instruction. For
modern bungalow. Fourth ward; particulars call at 623 South Broadway,
BNOINEER8 AND CONTRACTOR!
or plum 1561-lands, Foitofttc bog Itl.
i
1J20 West Central, phea 1710-- J,
.

OSSAlXORTRADir'

...

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front Dorch. Areolar, lawn.
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms.
H. F. GILMORB
114 W. Gold
Phone 442-S

R, McClughan, Realtor,
Real Estate, Auto and Fire
insurance, Notary Publio, Loans
and Investments.
204 West Gold.
Phone 442--

Five-roo-

Second.
l'Olt RENT

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money in this section. Why
not you. A few choice
lotifor $760 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. O. THAXTON,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m.
8 to 9 a. m.
Phone 761--

m

L

tftvict. Inc.

ot

FOR SALE
Sweet Potatoes, cheap In caBe
lots. First-clas- s
In every way
324 North Third street.

FOR

PLAIN board and room tor llu week.
1030 South Second.
ROOM
AND
alio deeping
BOARt,
porch. 301 S. Edith. Phone 427-NICELY
furnished room with board;
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Front room with all conveniences, and board, oil Bouth Broad
way.
FOIl RENT Rooma with sleeDlnsr noroh
and boar1. (102 South Arno,
phone

Jjhone

W. Gold.

tun. rAtum

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

STEP LIVELY SNAP

Furnished,
Bungalow

Four-Roo- m

Stucco

SUDDEN SERVICE.
a
The Red Arrow (alt over the Wett)
audden aervlce on Kodak finishing
to people who demand quality.
Work
In before
11 a. m. mailed aame day
Work In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
Addreaa work to
day,
THE RED ARROW,
E. Lat Vers'
Albuquerque
(We want a representative In TO'JR
territory.)

FOR SALE

J, L, PHILLIPS,
Real Estate.
110 S. Second.
Phone 354--

For

21

459-- J.

723-- J.

weli-bui-

ward. A
Terms.

Phone

Four rooms, bath, two porches,

'REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insurance.
1'hone

DOWN FURNISHED

Shelley ' Realty Co,

J. P. GILL,
Real Estate.

D, T, KINGSBURY,
210 W. Gold.

Fourth

Six-roo- m

$45.00

w

120 S.

home, newly, decorated, nice porches, fine shade,
lot 60x142, splendid location.
Close-iSpeed up See .t

$100.00

Tell us what you want
have it.

Realtors

About that home you long to
own, or may be it la a, vacant
lot. We have them In all sizes
and locations. Look here:
$750,
easy
Highlands,
terms.
furnished,
Lowlands, $4,250. Terms.
Six-roo-

$60. 0C

apartment, with

A

one-roo- m

Highland.
and large sleep-

apartment,

ASK US

One

FOIl RENT.

furnished

pi.EAsinc

TO 1'I.EASK YOU.
Our dealings must bo satisfactory to you. We sell you what
you want. Not what we want
to sell you.
We have) one nf the largPBt
listings in tho city. Tell us just
what you want. If it's to be
had we will get It. All communications
strictly

HEALTH SEEKER
We have just listed a small
adobe house of three rooms and
bath. This is an extra well
built house and is lotated in
an ideal spot for health seeker.
This property can be bought
for only $2. 50, with extra good
terms if desired.

.

CMMI

&

;.

LUTEIN -

A

BRAND NEW
beautiful new home of five

rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, large living
room with fire place, splendid
location and bulltto endure.
Can you believe the price is
only $4,500?
Six room modern house to rent,
$45.00.

$1,500
$1,200

J.

D.

FOR SALE,

Phone

NEW

FURNISHED

HOUSE

Three rooms, bath, porch, lights,
one block
lot,
ftarage,
from car line. Owner gone. Immediate possession,
Price, complete, $2,100.00, half cash.
J. A. HAMMOND
"824 East Silver

" REAL HOME"

to Loan
to Loan

Keleher, Realtor.

!H W. Gold.

ZO-2-

410.

RANCHES

,.

Seven rooms,' bath, built-i- n
features, large front and back porches, garage, etc. In the .Fourth
ward. $4,600. Easy terms.
McDOXATiD
&
YORSJI.M,
Real Estate and Insurance.
Phono 0B-108 S. Third.

Twenty acres, good house, chicken house, fruit; four miles from
HELP WANTED
acres, all kinds
city. Twenty-tw- o
of fruit, alfalfa,
house,
Hale.
garage, farm implements. Owner
leaving on account of health, two START NOW. Young Men'a Christian
Association Auto Repair School, Los
mil9s out.
A naftles.
W. IT. McMUXlON,
208 West GoUJ.
FlHiSMliN, BRAKEMEN, beginner (160,
six-roo- m

260 monthly.
later
Write Hallway,
caro Morning Journal,
WANTED
Steward? man capable of
with 8 interest will build or buy
taking complete charge of kitchen.
FOR SALE
Address Box 321, care Journal.
you a home. Call at our office
for further information.
WANTED
Live young man to "Ml speo-laltNew house furnlBhed, In HighSouth Fourbii
Fhone S35-- J
experience preferred. Apply at
lands. Small cash payment, bal410 North sixth, between 8 and 9 a. m.
WESTERN AGENCY
ance like rent. For Quick sale
and 7 and 9 p. m.
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS
address.
WANTED
Live young
broker
wants
Owner, Care Journal.
(Incorporated)
lines to sell In the middle west. Chill
R. L. WOOTON, President
products preferred.
Address Mr. M.
Motuanl, :6-- 7 Lemcke nnex. Indianapolis, Ind.
FOR SALE Miscellaneous BOOKKEEl'EllS
Will teach you profit
FOR RENT Rooms
and loss and working balance eheet.
FOR SALE Airedale puppies. Phone
FOR muni Nice front room, liil south
:m-as used by Certified Public
complete,
Walter.
FOR
SALE
ii Accountants throughout the country, for
machine,
Tnrestiug
FOR RENT Good two-roo807
twenty dollars.
apartment,
P. O. Hox 412. City.
Reply by mail.
Mrnlshed. 415 North Second.
South Edith.
TRY BUDUVS MILiC
BUST IN TOWN
FOR RKNT Two rooma and ,ath; fur- Female
8418-RPhone
nmnea. 416 South Arno.
Experienced collar girl. Ex- FOR SALE Coral Hut Blaat sua, tOI WANTED
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleep
ceisior Laundry,
East Grand.
ing porcn; gentleman only, zzt Boutn FOR KALE Dining table and chairs. WANTED
cook.
Experienced
Apply
i(i.iS-.- l.
.uer
pi
ivirn.
70S wejt Copper.
313 Ens' Cromwell.
'.VOOUWORTH
Vv
Newty
furnished, uici' FoK SALU Water
UlrT
to wash dishes and do
A.,'TLD
mutuj. inquire . at
.
611 Soum Broadway.
Morning Journal ufflce.
ments, by day, week or month.
112
WANTED
Kitchen
matron. Apply Har- POST
DENVER
South Third.
delivered it your door,
wnoo; r.iris- - School, 405 N. Fourteenth.
63o per month. Phone 1940-FOR RENT Large
roum with email
Good cook, youug girl pre- room adjoining, bath, large screened FOR SALE Black lace evening or after- WANTED
lensn-- , private ramny.
noon gown, size 3D. Ill Roosevelt.
Apply zot
sleeping poroh, private entrance; suitorm Mnpie, or pnone J43S-able for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A. FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
new.
barrels,
WANTED
B Hall. 7S4
Oold. phone 8J7S-Ame'lcun
girl tor 'general
83.60 each.
Houthweatern. Junk Co.
housework; good home for right party.
SALE
Airedale male Call
Pedigreed
c
Wi.it r.n.Ml it
FOR RENT Apartments FOR
IliU
Phone 1350.
ptip, six montha old.
Folt RKNT Desirable apartmeut, close FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and uo WANTED A housemother for Sorority
nouse; must have good references.
In. ,124 W. Coal.
spots try the Mansano Company Bluing. can IP3I-between 4 and 7:80 p.
FOR RENT 'urnisheoi two-roo0
FOR SALE
Winchester repeater, EARN BOARD
apart
Room and 910
month
mem; steam heat. Imperial Hotel.
like new.
Swift, Old Town, phone
while
Binr.
attending
2o-FOR RENT Furnished heated apart
Business
Mackay
S0(
South
College,
ment, close in. 633 North Fifth.
FOR SALE Nice green tomatoes, 2o per iiii. i.nn Angeles.
FOR RENT Modern three-roo1018 North Twelfth, phone WANTED
unfur.
pound.
Fifty ladles to see a con2327-nlelred apartment.
1110 North Second.
modsignment of new hats at
FOR RENT Two modern apartments, FOR SALK Moore base burner, used but erate prices; also hat made very
to order.
a short time; good a new. (01 West LadyLyda Shoppe, State Hotel, room 8.
unfurnished.
Apply 410 North Flxth.
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms. New York.
WILL give girl nl-- e front room and
Imperial Annex, corner First and Cen- - FOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs,
board. In exchange for taking care of
trnl.
reasonable. small three-rooright from reservation;
apartment and cookFOR RENT Rooms, furnished for house
ing far two people.
Reply by mall or
807
at
call
South Edith.
wardrobe
SALE New steamer
keeping, connected with bath. 410 FOU
South Edith.
trunk; also sanitary couch; very reaMale and Female.
Phone 1509.
FOR RENT Three-rooWANTED
Sollnllnra
Call in person.
air:m.nt, fur- sonable.
nished or unfurnished. Phone S139-FOR SALE Nice fleeb eggs, 70o per
405 West Central.
Hanna's.
714
West Central.
dosen, at Ely's Poultry Yards, (23 South WANTED
A
good oook, colored preEighth, phone 1108.
FOR RENT Two-rooand four-rooferred. Address Box 121, oar
'
apartments; garage if desired. 1104 FOR SALE Canva sun room, perfectly
North Second.
828
North
a
month.
new, used about
HELP WANTED We want one or two
1227-FOR RENT Unfurnished
apartment; High, phone
men or women to write fire and auto
two rooma and aleeplng porch. 208. FOR SALE Used tractors,
and 6
standard, old line companies;
North Walnut.
,
with gang plows. Hardware Depart Insurance;
,
none but producer can be used. Gober,
FOR RENT One large and one small ment 3, Korber & Co. ,
Short ft Gober. 22 Weat Gold.
modern
furnished
auusage and CIVIL SERVICE examinations,
apartment 21a FOR SALI llome-riad- e
Albuquer.
Noith Seventh.
fresh oountry pork, delivered te your
que, November. Positions 81,400-81,40Phone 191.5 W.
FOR KENT Teu rurmstied rooms for d or.
Age Is upward.
unnecesExperience
light housekeeping; adult; no alck FOR SALE Large heating stove, used sary. For free particulars. Instruction,
724 South Second.
only, cheap. 910 write It. Terry (former Civil Service expart ot last wintsr 2148-Ni.rth Seventh, phone
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchenaminer). 24 Continental Bldg., Waahing-toD. C.
ette and glasaed-t- n aleeplng porch. 806 FOR A XMAH I'KESalNT, for ahopping
West Iron, phone 1919-and travelling needs, a handy bag is
827-a
WANTED
Phone
dandy
hag.
Miscellaneous
FOR RENT Apartment
three rooms
and aleeplng porch; furnished,
1008 BUY YOUR GUN
before the season Warned Caipentei work, job or days.
.
North Second, phone 1828-opens; fifty shotguns and rifle lo
Phone 10SJ-114 West Gold.
FOR
RENT
Furnished
WANTED Odd Job carpenter work. (01
apartments; select from.
three room with bath. Albuquerque CLARIFIED and Pasteuriaed milk. There
East Grand.
la only one place to obtain It. AlbuHotel,
J1H North Secona.
ODD JOBS of carpenter work wanted.
FOR RENT One room and sleeping querque Dairy Association. Phone 3tt.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and c.n-- ,
porch, nicely furnished for light
POLISHED and
set up.
rvln
. -- .
Apply 820 South Broadway.
.11.
tag cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
ri
k
Phone 1916-FOR RENT Two large rooma, nicely lots. Swayne'-Dair"WANTED
and
the
Washing
Ironing
by
furnished for housekeeping; gas and FOI SALE Cook stove, alx eye, coal or
oay. can after 4:80, I204-coal range, desirable location. 818 West
wood, bed, etc., cheap and all In exYOU
WANT
IF
Coal.
anything hauled, call
cellent condition. 1620 North Second.
niitcneiit Transfer, pnone zoei-- j.
FOR RENT Furnished modern apartFOR SALE-Che- ap.
la&y's black coat,
FOR
PAINTING,
rooms
eteam
three
paper hanging, tintand
othue
ment,
bath,
navy blue suit, silk dress and
heat. Averlll Apartmenta, 208 ',4 North article
ing and furniture reflnlshlng call (44.
of 'wearing apparel. Pojne
Second.
1214-J- .
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
104 East Coal, phone I606-home.
FOR RENT A three-rooand a
A fine assortment
DUTCH
BULBS
furnished
apartment, modern.
imported bulbs; hyacinths, tulips and WANTED Your garbage. Phone 2409-R- 2.
80
South First Inquire Bote! Savoy daffodils for fall planting, R. F. Bloom,
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
,
office.
phone 8187-- J.
HAULING ot
all klnda. Scavengerlng
FOR RENT Two rooms, bat'-- , and large FOR SALE Blue velvet
suit, knee
and transferlng. 728 East Iron, phone
glaased sleeping porch, for housekeeplength coat else 3d; pony akin coat, 2899-1004
Address WELDING AND
ing: two private entrances.
belted, slse 88, nearly new.
CUTTING, of metals:
214 West Oold, phone 442-also welder supplies snd carbide for
FOR RENT Nice three-roofurnished FOR SALE A few selected Navajo ruga sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone H47-apartment, with sleeping porch; all
and Oermantown pillow tope direct MAX BARGAIN BtORB. at 816 South
modern, nice neighborhood; adulta only. from reservation; good designs; bargain,
First will pay the highest prices for
204 North Walter
1005 Bast Central, phone 1419-your seoond-hanclothing, ehoes and
FOR RENT Furnished.
three small SOFT6P"OTi3 Heel and aroh cushions furniture. Phone 868.
fallen Insteps, cures all foot
housekeeping room with kitchenette;
prevent
RUG CLEANERS
ground floor; $25 per month; no ell I Id re n. trbublea, 81. ThiSmae F. Keleher, Leather MATTRESSES renovated. 82.60 and np.
413 West Lead.
Phnnel057-J- .
CP., 408 West Central.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
FOR RENT One small light housekeepdesk,
FOR SALE One flat-to- p
Bedding Co., phone 471.
ing apartment, or well furnished bed
file, Underwood typewriter,
KODAK
FIXIgrlING It la
roo l with board; also garage. 1010 For- three office chair and coal stove, one air BETTER
better
Return pontage paid on mall
Call at
rester, phone 1590-pump and motor combined.
The
Barnura
order.
Studio, 184 Wen
FOR RENT Modern - apartment, fur- Montesuma Hotel, room 11.
Central, Albuquerque. N. M.
nished, three rooms and bath with FOR SALE Well casing, 125 feet i
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing
large aleeplng porch, hot water heat.
Inches. 820: 80 feet 4(4 Inch, (40; 80
Twice dally service. Remember, satis11 2S Usst Central, phone 871.
Lfeet 18 Inch stove pip casing, 860; 4 Inch
Send your finishing
faction
guaranteed.
FOR KENT One apartment ot three brasa lined Irrigation cylinder, iss. tv. to a reliable, established flrm. Haona
rooms and bath, completely furnished, P. Johnston, 72 South Arno.
Hanno. Master Pbtotneruker.
steam heat and private entiance.
ApROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
ClOOD for all kinds of roots, 81 per galply mornings, 803 South Fourth'.
BUSINESS CHANCES
lon.
The J4aninno Co 110 South
FOR RENT Three-rooapartment, unH
SAleiC Garage, beat location ui
a built up
furnished, private front, back and bath Walnutwill phon 1834-J- . a Try
town.
Phone (78.
the building.
laat
long
entrancea; water, lights and gas; con- roof,
329
North
Fifth.
FOR
SALE Grocery atore; good
veniently located.
n,
cneap
rent;
doing good business. An- FOR RENT Two large sunny rooms,
shares of City swer m. c. H jare Journo.
well furnished for housekeeping back rOR SALE Five hundred
Eleotrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R. FOR SALE! One 'of the beat business
and front porches, ground floor, close
U Bust N. T. Armtjo. building.
properlie In Albuquerque
In; no sick. Inquire 80S Weat Iron.
lit South
First street Inquire at Savoy Hotel
FOR RENT Well located seven-rooapartment, basement, furnace, porohee, USE VELVA ROOF ArJD IRON PAINT. SMALL. BUSINESS
WANTED Must be
fenced baok yard; good furniture, piano,
Root Koter; Roof Cement stops leak
bona fide money. making proposition,
rooma to pay all.
etc.; could aub-reMohair
Cottage
top
dressing;
Plymouth
can
that
atand
Address
investigation.
For address Inquire at luncb room, 41
Paint; Valspar Enamels, tor automobiles. "Business," 124 North Mulberry, phone
West Central.
Floor Paint Satisfaction 1478-Homestead
Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co,
assured.
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
brick rooming
1017-FOR SALE :Ranchei
401 West Central
house and residence combined, on large
i Oft SA LE Country home! stucco houso.
lot near business section: room for a
Office Rooms Lbuslness building; a bargain at 84.800;
seven rooms, ateam heated, electric FOR RENT
e
ranch; in alfalfa and FOR KENT Office space or desk room, part terms. J. A. Hammond, (24 Gast
lights; on
orchard, Address Postofflce box 277, nr
close
Address t Box Sliver.
in; reasonable,
phone 8407-Rcare Journal.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
groFOR SALE 17 acre ranch, 18 under FOR RENT Attractive
cery, clean stock, nice f Unites, tine
office, steam
'
Will
also
consider
cultivation. 4 In pasture. 40 fruit trees.
location;
furnished.
water
dwelling.
beat light and
cattle or something In or around Albuadobe house,
outbuildings; 4 Wright building, opposite postofflce.
miles North Boulevard road, first houae
querque. Pollard Brothers, Swatwater,
heat
and
Office
FOR
RENT
rooms;
1409-Ri
aouth Slrady Nook signboard. Ph.
' water;
above Matson's store. Central Texas.
rE .'.
avenue. Inquire J. Korber' Auto
MATTRESS

$25 Down and $25 Monthly

Ill

Kt

.

fa

RENOVATING

atA?r1iEsrT?STAfi
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing fur-nltpacking. Phone 471. Xrvla Bedding Company. -

THE BIRDS
Who fly away with your rent
money have sense enough, to
buy nests of their own.
YOU CAN
buy a home of
with
your own
that rent
money.
We can show you how.
Oround is being broken now
for three houses we have just
arranged to build.
Mr. K. C. Morgan, architect
and builder, is always glad to
go into detail with you. Come
in or call up. Tjet'g be o service to you?
If you would like to refer to
our( bankers before seeing us,
here they are:
Citizens' .National Bank,
fctuto National Bnnk.
First National Bank.
First Savings Bank & Trust
Company.
UNIVERSITY' HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and $10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our office.
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.
INSl'RE ANYTHING
INSIRABLE.

AVE
jt

If you know the protection we
can give yon on your aUto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be without it. If our salesmen do not
happen to see you ask us
about it.
Second and Gold.
Phone M0.
Ix!t's Servo Y'ou Today.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Good

business prop-

down-tow- n

erty at a bargain.
J. H, PEAK,

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

SlTUKMtlS.
JOHN W. WILSON.
Attorney.
15, 17 and 19. Cromwell Building.

lo. rai

PHYSICIANS ADO
UU. S. U BURTON.

SUKtlKOMM.'

Disease of to Stomach.
.
Suite.
Barnett Building.
Oit. S. O. CLARKE,
Eye, Ear, Noeo sad Throat.
Barnett Building.
phone 434.
Office Hours
o ii v, m., ana
j to 8 p. m.
lilt. MAKdARRT t'MUfMimtt'.ut
Office Grant Bldg.. Room 14. Phone 171
ncaioeace uza mast Central.
Phone 871.

jT

DB. ALFRED L. THELIN,

Dentist,
South Third.
116ft
IlentaJ

Phon S2.
Open evening.

W. M, SHERIDAN,
IrfmlioH

Praprlpn

lOT

in

GENITO. I7KIN4MV mci?crrc
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIS
n Herman LaDoratory In Connection.
Cltliena

Bank

Phohn

Bkle,

88.

CHIROPRACTORS
Cbironractor.
nd 80 Armljo Building.
ii.
Phon Connections. '
Chiropractor.
30 J West Central.
1
and 43.
14

t

:c.r..

M. 8.

teiv

AUTOMOBILES,
fOli

SALE
Ford truck bog. 31? South
.
First.
FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford
inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
WANTED TO BUT Lat model Ford
Ph0M
852W,te' 01 trUCk W"11

FOR SALK

'"

Buloii touring
CAndlllnn.

'oar;
flrst-ClaRnnrf.nnu. ....
elty.
FOR SALE Some extra go,j uea cars,-eaajterm. Mclntoan Auto Co, 401
West Central.
6ALE-UFOR
31
Hudson sport model",
worth IS.J00.
will
sell for 41,450.
Phone 4D(MT(.
FOR SALE New Ford Sedan,
used
three Sundays: cash or terms.only
Call at
528 West Lead.
WANTED T buy used Ford or Dodge
'
American Furniture Co.,
?S3 South"p,l'r
Second.
FOR SALE Seveml used Dodge Brothers
roadster and touring cars: terms If
desired J. Korber ft Co., auto Dept..
phone 784.
FOR SALE Two Bultk light sixes. 19J4
models, 1744 and I860; Ford truck,
IJ00; one-to- n
Ford truck, worm drive,
4400; Ford speedster. 1200; Dodge touring car, $460. 114 West Gold.
5

FOR SALE

Real Estate

b A lU Twenty five fool lot. Hi
feet dee II. h p f w , n c.,.n. an
on Lead avenue. 11.500. Frank Trotter.
FOR SALE At
r...
ral ,
acre ranch, on Rio Grande boulevard,
two miles out, for 18,70, if sold within
the next few daye; worth H.000. See A.
Montpya. 820 North High, city Owner.
QUICK ACTION SALE
FOR Netuerwood Park addition to
Lota Z. 4 and 6, block
I
offer these three lota for sale, andit; to
turn quickly will accent first reasonabl
offer, or will trade for good roadeter
auto, (no Junfc.
Look these lot
over
and get busy, If you want a bargain in
Addres Hattl
Albuquerque property.
Ward, Box it, Clovls, New Mexlc.
FOR

MONEY TO LOAN"
MONEV "To" LOAN

gun

On

watch'eol

and everything

valuable.

Mr. B. Marcus, 81 South First.
MONK? "to
on dium'-oas- ,
emeu
and gold lewelrj.-itber- al
reliable, oun- Rear 104 North Pint.
Identlal Ontilleb
CONFIDENT AL loans on Jewelry, diamonds, watches, Liberty Bonds, piano,

loan

automobile.
Lowest rate
Rothman's,
117 South First
Hnde to tb etate.

WANTED

Ranches

To Hear from owner of a
farm for sale; itatg lowest price. Possession In spring.
L.
Jones, box 47.
vVA.NTISO

Olney,

Til.

TOR SALE

Lands.

or will trade for Albuqutr.
que property, 3H acre garden spot In
Portales. N. M. ; fruit trees. 3 fin wells;
for all good
cement house, shade. Call
C B. 1031-- w after 4 or on Saturday, E. il.

SEWING MACHINES

FOR RENT Three very desirable office
rooma. light, heat and water: will rent
cleaned; part and eupplle
separately or as a whole. A. B. Mjlnex, make; all work guaranteed.
813 5i West Central, phone 9:3.
418 W. Copper.
Morehead, phon 845-J- .,

FOR SALE

riant.

'

'

' Page Eight

ST. J QHN CHURCH

OUR NEW PACK CATFISH IS HERE
We have absolutely boneless, pure catfish in ' one round wood
lc
boxes at
A boneless white hake or haddock fish in one pound wood
30c
boxes at
Holland milker herring In white hooped U.is, at each. .$1.65
10c
Nice large fat smoked bloaters, at each
Kippered salmon in by express from the northwest, per lb.. 50c
A new brand of sardines Just in, packed In Norway in pure
20c
rirgln olive oil, 20 to 22 fish, and the price is only

CRESCENT GROCERY

National and district bodies and
officials of the Eplscopa.1 church
ROBERT JONES
with St.- John
will
Coal and Soatb Walter
115 Marble Arena
church in making the new St. John
Pbone
676
Phone
Sanatorium a success, according to
a report given by Dean Winfred H.
Th Highest Grade Macaroni
Ziegler, rector of St. John's to his
morning.
j
yesterday
parishioners
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
Following the preliminary dealings
other Macaroni Product
for securing the Murphey ' sanatochurch,
rium by the Episcopal
Dean Ziegler made a trip to New
York to secure the consent of the
national boards and officials to the
proposal and to obtain if possible
their united support. He returned
Saturday.
bishop
S
The national presiding
LET'S GO
camand council, the nation-wid- e
nutional
and
the
comniitttee
paign
board of missions unanimously apalproved the proposition, as have
cooled.
so the district presiding bishop and
council.
deal
WILLIAM FOX Presents
Completion of the business sanwhereby the modern Murphey beover
and
be
taken
atorium will
come the St. John sanatorium will
be completed this week, according
to an announccmnt of A. C. Stares,
the
realtor, who has had charge of
Although the name
proposition.
of tho institution .will bo changed
as soon as the deeds are signed this
Mix-up
a
and
week, it is probablo that the diDeveloped
In Which a Maid Became a Man
will continue under the
PAY
THE
and
OF
TOPICS
FOX
ALSO
NEWS,
rection of Dr. Murphey for several
Giulord Lloyd In "LUCKY XV.MBEK"
weeks until the new plans for Its
activities can bo arranged.
REGULAR PRICES
Under the new plan, Dr. Murphey
lias retained an equity in the institution amounting to about $50,000.
This has been created in a trust
lund and a provision, it is understood, has been made whereby
Pianos, Player Pianos,
twenty years after the death of
Grafonolas and Records Dr. Murpney, tho entire trust will
j
revert to thfe church.
Coal Supply Co Phoh 4 and 6.Musical Instruments
The sanatorium is a valuable
Mrs. S. B. Miller will leave toconpiece of "property as It stands, Dean
Diamonds
and
a
in
to
Roswcll
for
sing
Jewelry
night
Ziegler and reul estate experts in
with
cert to be given Jn connection
and
Silverware
the city figuring its replacement
Watches
Federathe meeting of the State
The purcost at about $140,000.
Beaded Bags
tion of Women's Clubs.
Indian
chase price is said to be about
, a o.
run
tray
"
It is the plan of the conv Mineral
Moccasins & Souvenirs
lodge No. 4, Knights of
of St, John Episcopal
gregation
u
a
tiutu
stock is
pytnras will meet m
church, among whom the considerto institute
placed,
being
I Four dollars, full wagon load
able additions as they become nec'
factory, wood; limited amount
essary.
Habn Coal Co. Phone si.
Following tho regular service at
church yesterday at which time
Music and Jewelry Store the
Rev. Ziegler made a report of his
UNIVERSITY .HEIGHTS
117 b. First St.
Phone 017-- J
work with tho national church
DOINGS
I
boards at New York, a board meetpreing was held and Rev. Zleg-lesented his resignation as pastorNoof
effect
to
church
take
St.
John
It will be unlawful to allow even
vember 21. Following that date,
ehlckens to run at large on the GRAYS
nis
Rev. Ziegler will devote an ot actJleights.
time to the new sanatorium,
- Every resident of the Heights is
of
chapofficial
capacity
in
the
ing
Saturday as
Ksked to observe
lain and assuming numerous other
Day" and by Mon"Fall Clean-u- p
duties.
in
trash
day morning to have all residents
While the new Institution will be
piles in the alleys. Tidy
especially devoted ,to treating mem
Will also gather up the paper and
bers of the cnurcji irom mi imn.
iveeds from adjoining vacant lots
of the 'country, it was understood
and assist in making the Heights
be com- that it .will not lntonr,-,.vesterdav
.
.
in
cleanest
whole
hs a
the
place
an
to
aevoien
pietey
thisgection of the state to live.
clientele, but will operate in a great
T. Jessee Purchased a lot
m u!
measure under the
Albuquerque Gray3 shut out the niansi nf the many other similar
yesterday on Yale avenue and will
Old Town Stars at Barelas field institutions in tho city.
mmediately prepare to build.
vpKtFM'ririv nfternonn hv a pcova of
ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL
to 0. Sandoval pitched for the.MAWY SHRINERS GO

'
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STIRS

HUM
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BENEFIT

I SERVICE TO BE HELD
UNIVERSITY

AT THE

i

Among the events scheduled for
fhe week at the university will be
a, memorial service at Rodey hall
o'clock
Thursday morning at 11:35
JJi memory o Theodore Roosevelt.
follows:
schedule
The general
Physical examination
Monday
1
a. m. Physiwomen students,
cal examination of men students,
p. m.i
Tuesday Meeting of university n
taculty, 4 p. m., Room 26,
building. All members of
staff, including instructors, assistant professors, associate professors
and professors are expected to at10-1-

J-- B

admin-Htratlo-

tend.
' Wednesday

ITCH

TO GALLUP FOR THE
TODAY
- CEREMONIAL

the mound for the mrs. This is
tho Grays
the second shut-ou- t
have handed the Stars this year.
Although the Grays had disbanded for tho season, they were reorganized for the game, which was
played for the benefit of the rodeo
The few who attended the afternoon cowboy sports also witnessed
onnf tho" most interesting ball
games played in the city this year.

g,

r

MASONIC HEADS AT COUNCIL MEETING
"iihiii miiiiiiMri1: ..t

m

i

r.?lk

m ,S

VwV

lioatrlght (S. Fe)
Independents
Rankers
Kelly (S. Fe)
Government

...

Service.

Pet.

3

.667
.667
.556
.333
.333

1
4
4

RUTGERS PRESIDENT
SPEAKS TO STUDENTS
'
AT THE UNIVERSITY

deliver snv size anV
where. Henry Transfer Co.,

I

VJ

Wfl

U

W. D.

if

,

?58

Baggage

(Albuquerque Boy)

j

CCUS

WHO ANIMAl

MAI

ONLY

i

In His Latest Starring Vehicle

CATH

ON

"White R iders
of the R ange

LOTUSl

I

Of BF0SMIN8

THI

I

...... I

IM

OK

THE

LKM

AVIATING

I..

I

API

A.,1

By COURTNEY RYLEY COOPER
A Western Classic reputed to be the best effort
of Mr. Cobb,, who wa3 born and raised in Albu'
querque.

j

.

f AntqutslmnActSupremf
4U

Girls

Dancing

f
xU

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

A

"BEYOND THE TRAIL"

BARNES OfTEHS AS AN ADDED ATTRACTION
FOR THE SFAWN A MOST NOVEL, STUPENDOUS .nd
CUTTER1NGLY CORUEOU S EXAMPLE Of ALLEOORI
CAL

MR

HUNDREDS
OF PEOPLE

THE

Of

EAICYIAND

A

COUNTLESS

HORSES

Rossiter McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILDER?
fobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

FANT4SY

"CURRENT EVENTS"

l4UIMJArffi
3 OPEN 1 AND 7 P.M.
PERFORMANCES 2 AND 8 PM
DOOB

REGULAR PRICES

3

SEE
largest elephant
that walks the earth
12
feet 5 inches 11
stands
Inches taller than "Jumbo."
3wlng to his massive size Tusko
cannot parade and can be seen
only at circus grounds.
A.
'Tt1
I USK.Ort'the

Theater

THINK

'

Guaranteed.
CLOTHES
SHOP
Store
, Over Woohvorth's
I P A FLIGHT
SAVE
to
C20.00
$10.00
Workmanship

THE VrSTAIRS

x

TOM MOORE
in

BEATING THE GAME
By CHARLES KENYON
Directed by VICTOR SCHERTZINGER
A Goldwyn Picture

Sandstorm Jazz
Dances

A

GALM'P DIAMOND IVMP.'
trill hfivn n Inrse car of tills
excellent roal fresh from the mine
m.ir Xfnnrlav momlnir. Order
load early and bo prepared for
lm threatened striko or the cold
wave that Is sure to eoino soon.

the Lead Avonue M. E.
church will give a tea at 1303
West Tijeras avenue, Tuesday.
October 25th, 2:30 to 5:30. 35c
Of

Christie Comedy

rt

REGULAR

.

The universal fuel, will burn ,
anywhere. Little ash and no clinkers.
A coal full of satisfaction and comfort.

-

Let Oar

4

to Santa Fe.'
Phone 600

I

TAXI
SINGER
Office Singer Cigar Store.
210

West Central

J'

PHONES

V

5

Trucks Bring Comfort lo Your flomc.

I' ERQU E WIN DOW
CLEANING COMPANY
Windows cleaned and floors
scrubbed stores, offices and
houses cleaned. Reasonable rates
First Class Work
P. O. Box 101. Call American
Grocery, Phoi,e 252.
A. GRANONE
A LBUQ

FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern
press brick snd new
modorn except heat. Both in
modHighMriCs. Also
ern house on West Gold. Just
completing. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phone lltlO--

lust finished

six-roo-

five-roo-

Leaves Albuquerque.. 7:45 am
Arrives in Santa Fe, , .10:45 am
4:80 pm
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pm

'

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

WRIPHT'l

STAGE

PRICES

GALLUP COAL

i

Albuquerque

THE LADIES AID

Two-Pa-

mory

Moccasins. Baskets,
Gems. Laces.
Jewelry
Trading Post,
yVIMVJIl 1 Jmlinn Bunding
Postofflce.
Opposite

RUBE!"

HEY,

We Are on the Job

CAFETERIA
Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. ni.
Corner Fourth and ventral.

ATTRACTION

ADDED

Mon., Oct. 24 Belen
Tues., Oct. 25 Socorro
Thur., Oct. 27 Old Town
Sat., Oct.
Latest Music. Latest Songs
Real .Dance Time

i

M,

PRESENTS

GOLDWYN

Latest Styles, Fit, Quality and

29J-Ar-

P.

LAST TIME TODAY

$18.59 & $23.5
Tailored to Your .Measure.

it

J TO

CONTDTOOCS

Suit or O'Coat

r

EAT AT

BRACY'S

Drama with THOMAS SANTSCHI

Two-Re- el

ANIMALS

PHYSICIAN or SPECIALIST
I will rent two new office
rooms with use of splendidly
furnished reception room heat,
water and lights furnished,
Kent reasonable. See
DR. THELIN,
Metcalf Building.

BATHS
Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated.
Shampooing and Scalp Specialist
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop
508 j West Central.

NEW STATE CCAL CO.
Phono 35.

REPAIRING

During the latter years or nis nie WATCH
Schumann, tho great composer, Most Meet the Rigid Requirements
tuna nhanatOfl hv thfl note A. He
Santa i'e Tlmo Service
declared that it rang in his ears of the
day and night, and to escape it he Department. VANN
mtra than nnco nttemnted Suicide.
Watch Inspector, Santa Fe R'j.
1 Jt

1

C

.... v
fine shoulder a lit

in CLOlLIjlJ a,

an who has not
tle lower than tne oiner.
im
BhA..
1IUUIUCI

IB

trAnarollv

caused
isbcuv...j

1 Vl

-

'

ino

- c
.
' riffht.

iow

fOV

the droop
by using one
nana or arm more man me ovu,

Journal want ads get results

w&f mmm

mr

H. Demarest.
Rutgers college,, New
Brunswick. N. J., spoke briefly to
4he students of the state university
Saturday morning, after bein?
conducted about the Institution by
"Dr. David S.. Hill.
himself
m Mr. Demarest expressed
as agreeably surprised by the evidences-of
and growth
progress
which he found here, and added
Georgj Fleming Moor., left, and Leon M. Abbott, photographed In
jfhat the school was to be congraWashington.
tulated upon the modern equipment
I
th laboratories and shops.
biennial
of
The
the supreme council of the thirty-secon- d
meeting
He left yesterday afternoon wltl
Ancient ' and Accepted Scottish Rite, Masons, is now being held
Demarest
Ira.
for California, degree,
D. C Among other Masonic notables attending the
jwhere they will spend a few weeks' in Washington,
meeting are the United States commanders of the council. Georgj
vacation.
Fleming Moore is commander of the southern jurisdiction and Leon A.
t
Taxi &
158 Abbott commander of the northern jurisdiction. They are shown above.

i The Rev.
4resldent4)f

MASTES Juan Mastes died last
night at his residence after a short
illness. He is survived by three
sisters. AH were with him at the
end. MrJ Mastea came here from
Raton a short time ago. Funeral
arrangements are still pending.
Crollott is in charge.

Wm

r WITH

W. L.

inn haul kl bllil

A

FORGET

Phone 939.

.

Kill

PERFORMING BENGAL
AND SIBERIAN TIGERS

L.i.nii.

Flve-roo-

M.ECTRIO SHOE SHOP
tIS South Second.
Phone SA7-Free Cell and Delivery.

INDEPENDENTS TIE

Due; perhaps, to the early porfew
lgh
tion of the season,,
scores have been made during the
tournament.
A.
C.
M.
bowling
t'.
AH players are rolling consistent
is making the race
which
games
a close one.
't Highest
averages to date arc
Shown below: Strange. Kelly, P.
Je, 169: Bollman, Bankers, 164;
Arnot, Bankers, to159.
date have been
High scores
made by Bollman (Bankers), 205;
Bunch (government service), 201;
105;
Strange (Kelly, S. S. Fe),
Fe), 194.
Campbell (Kelly,

ONE BIG ACT

IN

lb

I

Although but a small crowd
witnessed the cowboy stunts at
Barelas field yesterday afternoon,
the punchers had a world of .fun
and gave some good exhibitions.
This A dozen of the boys, mostly local
from Albanian aggression."
is taken as a threat to Italy, which men, met at the Chamber of Com
is attempting to gain control of merce last night and decided to
Albania and already has a small hold another contest next month.
"Albuquerque is In the center of
force there, with a considerable
a cow count.y," one of the bronco
army in readiness for transportanight. "And it
tion to Albania, in case of trouble. busters said last visitors
realized
the citizens and
what fun it is to see range Btunts,
round-u,J
they'd all flock to every
WARREN G. SPURGIN,
contest shown here. We are going
tn nut nn another good contest
PRESIDENT
MISSING
soon and hope to have the support
'
OF BANK A SUICIDE of the community."
It is possible that the next proof
(Ky Tbe Aftaocitifed PreM.)
will include a number
gram
Miami, Flit., Oct. 23. The
other athletic events aside from
"Man of Mystery,'' who comrange sports.
mitted tmtcidc last Thursday
night In a local hotel, was
SHERIFF'S OFFICERS
identified tonight ns Warren
;. Spurgin, nil, ns president
AID PROHIBITION MEN
of tho Michigan Avenue Trust
company by W. F. Bennett,
Jose Rivera was placed under
of Miami, former Cliieugo
arrest Saturday night on Second
broker and Intimate friend of
street by officers of the sheriff's of.Spill gin.
A
fice and prohibition agents.
of violation of tho prohi- Chicago, Oct. 23. Warren C. charge
Spurgin, president of the now de- bltlon act was placed against
funct Michigan Aveneue Trust com- Rivera.
pany, disappeared from Chicago on
IN MEMORY.
July 20, and a day later the bank
was closed by state examiners.
Delia S.
Of
dear
daughter,
my
An audit of the books disclosed
whose death occurred
that the institution was insolvent Strickland,
25, 1918, (three years
and it was charged by bank offi- Octobermass
will be held at the
ago),
cials that Spurgin had taken more church
Immaculate Conception
of
disthaij $500,000 in cash when he
at
Bank examiners later tomorrow (Tuesday) morning
appeared.
and friends
estimated the total loss at $750,000. 7:40 o'clock. Relatives
- attoinvited
are
of
the
family
embezzleWarrants charging
ment immediately were issued for tend the services.
MRS. NORA SENA.
warrants
federal
later
Spurgin and
of the prohibicharging violation
Wanted
Young man secretary,
tion laws were sworn out.
The search for Spurgin developed out of town. Apply in person, 3 p.
School for Private
many wild geose chases. He was m. Western
reported in Canada, Mexico, Geor- Secretaries.
gia. Cuba and many other places.
Mrs. Spurgin tonight expressed
doubt that the body in Miami realFOR SALE.
She
ly was that nf her husband.
brick, sun parlor
said she would not go to Miami at
screened back porch, garage
preent.
corner
lot, 1301 East Ceii'rul
The body, identified at first as
avenue. Furnished or
that of "C. Hayden, of New York,"
was found Friday when employes
of the hotel forced an entrance to
the room. A bullet wound in the
forehead and a revolver containing
one spent cartridge, supported the
theory of suicide.

C1TV

.uosner,

BOATRIGHTS
IN BOWING. MEET

00O

CURIOS

?i.
HallowSaturday Eucfreuqubla
:30 p. m. Women's
een party,

;

ISI

30 LIONS
20

Premier Pasitch.
Premier Pasitch of Jugoslavia
has ordered the mgbilization of
three classes of Jugoslav reserves
"to protect the Jugoslav frontier

DON'T

if

.

OH

Cents

m.-1-

!dna

At

AN

CROUP

CHALLENGE

MrmberH of Kallut Abyac tem
ple left yesterday noon for Gallup
where sixty candidates will he initiated at tilt ceremonial to be held
todav. The delegation from here
consisted of the band, tho patrol
and officers of the divan.
A parade will be held at Gallup
Your Trunk Hauled for
CARD 6V THANKS.
this morning and following :n cerWo wish no thank our many emonial a dance will be enjoyed
limited time only we will
a
FUNERALS
25
AND
For
DEATHS
neighbors and friends for their this evening.
clean your watch for $1.60.
Call Albnouennie Transfer Co.
svmnathv. heln and beautiful floral
guaranteed.
workmanship
Expert
BAIEJOS Aurora Baiejos,
I
Phono 512.
offerings curing the Illness and ' Putrons arc requested to place
Shop
donth r,f nnr Infiint rtn neb tor. irMer fur nhl'llfil nillllll nlltS well
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Wiseman'sSouthWatch
'
Second
215
died
be
In
to
Porflrio
order
yesterday
In ndvnnrr
Baiejos,
promptly
Esther Fay Anna.
MR. and MRS. .1. U DOOLITTLH nerved. Fannie S. Spitz. 323 North morning ot Pajarito after a short
!
Funeral
arrangements
and CHILDREN.
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Moll orders illness.
have not yet been made, Garcia &
Belen, N. M.
given careful attention.
hrfve
will
Sons
charge.
NAVAJO RUGS
-

J0-1-

Dr.

MAl

AN ANIMAL

AC1

AL C. BARNES

I

Y. W. C. A. mect-.ip12:30 p. m., Hokona. Physical examination of women students,
1
a. m. Physical examination
n. Til.
man atnrientH.
fc
2
m.
11:35 a.
Thursday
Rodey hall. Memorial service In
memory of Theodore Roosevelt.AdFriday Weekly assembly.
dress. "Archaeology fin New Mexico," Paul A. F. Walter, secretaryof
slate museum and School
merioan Research Santa Fe, 11a.
In Rodey hall. The public Is

gymnasium.
c,haperon.

tVtBV

COWBOYS ENJOY THE
CONTESTS STAGED AT
BARELAS YESTERDAY

SHIRLEY

LOCAL ITEMS

SUPERIOR PHOTOPLAY COMPANY Presents

ff

-

TODAY

SINCE

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

William Brown has a broken
are partly
arm, two machines
wrecked and four men are moro or
will
less 'bruised and
appear in
Judge McClellan's court this morning at 10 o'clock to settle their difficulties with each other and the
sheriff's officers 'as a result of an
automobile collision on tho North
Fourth ntreet pike last flight at
about 6:30 o'clock.
Jesus Alary, who was driving a
car south on tho pike, is said to
have been on tho left side of the
took
road when the smash-u- p
place. A car stated to have been
driven by Antonio Perea and in
which William Brown and J, T.
Taylor were riding, is reported to
have been coming north without
any llchtg when the two cars col
lided. The men disagreed In their
stories of the accident when Under-sheriFred Forijoff arrived at the
scene.
Two of the men were taken into
The
custody by the undersheriff.
others were not nlaced under ar
In
the
will
but
appear
jus
rest,
tice s court this morning wnere an
effort will be made to get the
straight story of the accident.

T

"EVER

1

Onedayonly
Sat. Oct.

III

ACCIDENT

1

PflSTSU

THEATRE

Albuquerque

mmmwmm0m

Rev. Winfred H. Ziegler Resigns as Pastor Here and
Will Devote Entire Time
to New Institution.

Found in Store a Tnlr of Small Gloves.

I

BROKEN

FUT0RI1

........

WARD'S STORE
HOMER n. WARD

PREPARING FOR
ANOTHER WAR?

GOMPLETE S

'

.

October 24, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

.v j mi",A

Let Us Send a Man

replace that broken window
class. Alhnquerqne Lumber X..
423 North First
Phone 421.
To

FOR

RENT

Business property, located Third
and Copper. Now occupied by
Burroughs Adding Machine' Co.
Will make an attractive lease
for short or long time.
BURROUGHS
ADDING MACHINE

.

SKATES

Gallup

CO.

Phono

903--

J.

123 6. 4th St.

J. W. BRASFIELD
The Watch Maker.
cleaning, jewels,
Mainsprings,
staffs, $1.50 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
117 South First.
Phono 917-X

North Second St.

Tuesday, Oct. 25, at 332 North Third St Sale starts promptly
at 2:30 p. in.. Six room of A- furniture to go to the highest
Note the following articles to be
bidder. NotKing reserved.
sold: . Four oak dresser, A- -l condition, white' enamel gas
range, cost new $85.00; 4 large rugs, several small rugs, good
condition.
Full size beds, springs and mattresses. 4 beds,
springs and mattresses, 2 beds, springs and mattresses, rockers, dining chairs, .wardrobes, breakfast table, 10 pair double
blankets, 10 pair single blankets; bed spreads, table scarfs, pillows, towels, pillow slips, canvas for sleeping porch. Heating
stoves, and hundreds of other articles not mentioned on
of space.
Now this is the opportunity for house furnishing; yes, and a
big lot of dishes and cooking utensils ot all kinds. You can
lot afford to miss this sale, If you want anything for the home.
Look at the blankets listed, sheets, pillow cases, comforts and
a big lot of other articles that you can use every day. Tiirls
Is the opportunity that you have been waiting for. So don't
forget to be on hand and tell your friends, these goods ars
Some the same as now, and all ubsor
all in A- -l condition.
lutely sanitary. So don't fail to come early.
J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
-l

Can we not! fill your bin with good clean dependable fuel.
CERRILLOS AND GALLUP LUMP AND EGO
ANTHRACITE FOR FURNACE AND BASEBURNER
i
CEDAR FACTORY WOOD AND KINDLING.
"
Place Tour Order Today.

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY
THONE 01.

First.

,

AUCTION SALE

Albuquerque's Big
Hardware Store

HAVE YOU A SUPPLY OF COAL?

Quality

Brilliant

Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

f

NEW STATE COAL CO,

Korber & Co.

208-22- 0

Swastika

Sugarite

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

High grade, Ball Bearing
Skates that give satisfaction.. All sizes.

J.

GUARANTEED COAL

Service
Always.

--

;
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.

i
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